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Abstract

Presented in this Ehesis are the results of a preliminary

paleomagnetic sÈudy carried out on late Archean metasedimentary rocks,

mafic and felsic intrusions and metavolcanÍcs from the Enelish River

and Uchi subprovinces in north¡¡estern Ontario. The primary aim

of this study is to test the validity of the principles of paleo-

magnetism as applied to late Archean rocks that have had a complex

deformatÍon historyrand ælso to deríve pole posiËions for the rocks

studied and Eo compare these wiËh published poles deduced from rocks

of si¡nílar age from the Canadian Precambrian Shield. For thís purpose,

68 drilled core samples (34 sites ; 20I specimens), coilected from exposed

outcrops spread over 80 km. along Híghway 105, Vermilion Bay-Red

Lake, r¡ere available in the department and used for thís research.

PaleonagneËíc measurements were made using a spinner magneto-

meter, and demagnetisation by alternaÈing magnetic field (AF) was

applied to test for remanence stability after AF denagnetisation at

100 urT (peak). Two groups of remanenË magnetisations of therrnal

origin and carried mainly by pure recrystalLized magneEite were

revealed and isolated gíving grand mean dÍrectíons of D = 170,

T = +4Zo (o^.=4o) for N=20 sites (Group I), and ¡ = 3180, I = +50o'95
, ^O'(Nnr=8") for N=7 sites (Group TI) " The Group I magneËisation

is most corÍmon, widespread and is found in all rocks except meta-

volcanics. The mean directions correspond to (north) paleopole

positions of 54on long., 60oN laË. (dp, drn = 4 o, 5 o) for Group I

"¡1¿ 
160oE 1orrg., 53oN 1at. (dp, drn = 7o,11o) for Group rr. The

apparent disoersion of magnetisatíon direction between tvro groups

is attributed to differential rotation of rock segments during later



Archean crustal deformatíon and is not due to any large age differences,

modes of remanence acquÍsition or its origin. The minimum and

maximum isotopic ages of the rocks from which the samples of both

these groups of magneÈisation were derived are identíca1 within

limiËs of analytical uncertainty.

These paleopoles are in excellent agreement with previously

deríved laËe Archean poles from the SuperÍor Province, fal1 closely

on apparent polar wander path (API4IP) for North Arnerica and suggest

an age of approximately 2580 Ma , 2650 Ma. and 2680 lfa for post-

orogenic felsic plutons, metasedirnents/gneisses and metavolcanics.

These ages are in excellent agreemenË with Rb-Sr whole rock isochron

and U-Pb zircon ages for similar rocks. These isotopic ages

which are not necessarily primary, ale bracketed between 2560 }fa

and 2740 \Ía" The study area has been regionally roetamorphosed to high

grade upper aurphibolite facies, duríng the Kenoran orogeny and any

primary magnetisation in urajority of the rocks r^7as most probably

compl.etely reset and overprinted by metamorphism which occurred at

about 2680 ! 50 Ma. Again, paleomagnetically deduced ages support

Ëhis " Ctose grouping of remanence directíons over widely scattered

rocks of different individual lithologÍes and Ëhe general absence

of field reversal point to an acquisition of magnetisation near to the

tíme of metamorphism and in some cases soon after emplacement of

the intrusions" The remanence reflecËs a regional trend and is

attributed to najor single Ëectonic event and has not been altered

signifícantly since about 2600 }fa. (minimum age of culmination of

the Kenoran orogeny) by any later thermal events r¿hich are wide-

spread in the Superior Province. It is demonstrated Ëhat the

remanence was acquired in a geologically shorË períod, and with a

l- l_



cooling span over 50 to 100 Ma duration. This is in accord

with the geologic evÍdence from the area.

It is demonstrated by the results of Ëhis study that:

metasedimentary and intrusive igneous rocks are suitable material-s

for paleomagnetic study; the remanence coercive force of metasediments

is generally higher than for other rock samples; sampling was

adequate and grand mean remanence direction ís a good estimate of the

geomagnetic field direction during late Archean and that AF

demagnetisatÍon Èechnique employed \¡Ias very successful ín removing

soft and secondary components of magnetisation.

The presence of any polyphase "hardil magneËisations and Eheir

relatíve order can best be confirrned by any future Ëhermal study and

from associated blocking temperature of nagnetic grains.

Around the time of remanence acquisition the study area r¡Ias

in its presenË orientation, but at latítude of 23o-30ottl, whích

shoræ that Laurentia was closer Èo the equator and moved northward

rapidly to its present posiËion during the late Archean. The

paleomagnetic results of this study do not preclude the possÍbility

that a small paleoocean existed between Ëhe English River subprovince

and the Uchi subprovince"

l_ l- l-
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StatenenË concerníng conventions employed in thís thesis

1. UNITS The units employed ín this t.hesis are SI units, foruerly

known as "Rationalized MKS units".

included in parentheses where iË is

the readers Ðore familiar with these

may be found in Appendix I .

., PROJECTIONS All diagrams employing

the azimuthal equal area of SctrnidÈ

display Èhe north-seeking end of the

hemisphere wiËh open s¡nobols and the

symbols.

DECAY CONSTANTS All Rb-Sr whole rock

consÈant of. L "42are based on a decav

Electromagneti-c units are

thought that this wí1I help

uníts. A conversi.on table

a projection are drav¡n using

projection. DírecÈion plots

uagnetic vector on Ëhe upper

lower hemísphere wíth closed

ages quoted in this thesis

-11 -1x10-year .
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Brinciple of Paleomaenetism.

1"1.1 The geomagnetic fie1d.

The Earth possesses a magnetic field of strength 25-50 A-*-1

(0.3-0.6 oersËed) at Èhe surface. Its variation over the surface of

the earth is approxÍmately that of a short dipole located at the centre

of the earth and making an angle of l1Lo with the rotaËion axis. Higher

order terms in a spherj-cal ha:monic expansion of the surface field are

of somewhat 1ov¡er amplitude. They are collectively referred to as

ttnon-dipole componentsrr "

The field also exhibits variation in tine. Observatorv records

display periods varying fron milliseconds Ëo Ëhe entire time over which

observaËions are available. The shorter periods are considered to be

associated with extraÈerrestrÍal sources such as the Sun, various pheno-

mena in the upper atrnosphere and the acËivities of man. Periods beyond

that of Èhe 11 year sunspot eycle are ascribed to electric current

circulating within the liquid core of the earth in a "se1f-excíting dynamo'l

whích is also thought to give rise to the steady field"

The studies of Archeomagnetism and Paleomagnetism are directed

tor¿ards the observatíon of geomagnetic phenouena on greater time scales

than those accessible from observatory records" The polarity, dÍrection

and intensiËy of the field are all under study as funcËions of time and

space" The recording instruments eroployed in these sËudies are the only

ones available Èo us, namely rocks, some of which display a primary

renanenc,e, or the magnetic memory of the Earth's field in which they

were formed.
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The results have wide applicatidn, as ín the production of

paleolatítudes of interest t.o earth scientists and other specialists

such as archaeologlsts and geographers. The generaLion of geographic

reconstruction is Ímportant in the study of plate tectonics and in the

testing of theories of core foruation and cha:rges in the radius of the

earth (Irving, 1964). More localized applicatÍons include studies of

ore genesis (Synons, 1967a) and geologic correlation (magnetostraËigraphy).

Paleomagnetic investigations have also yielded considerable

infornatíon about the longer period variations of the geomagnetic field

(Cox & Doel1, 7964). Variations with periods extending from 11 years

to several thousand years (secular variatÍon) are ascribed by Bullard

(i948) to eddies in the outer layers of the core.

The uain dipole field appears to have a longer ,period than thís.

PaleoinÈensity results reviewed by Suith (1970) suggest a sinusoidal

variat,ion of dipole Doment from 4 to 12 * Io22 A-^2 (4-I2 x 1025emu)

with a period of abouË 104 years. This is known as dipole oscillatíon.

DirecÈional changes (dipole wobble) appear to have a sÍmilar time scale

but it has been quiËe sma11 (Brock, 1971). Hide and SÈewartson (1972)

suggesÈ on theoretical grounds that the secular variation may be due

Èo hydrornagnetic waves in the core and have time scales of 105-106 y"rr".

The time scale beyond 106 years is the domain of apparenË polar wandering

(random walking of axis of rotatÍon) " A time average of the geomagnetic

field at a location over a period. of greater than 104 years may thus be

expected to yield the same field direction as an axial geocenËric dipole.

This is borne out for the last 30 Ma by the grouping of paleomagnetically

deÈermined poles around the roËation poles (Irving, 7964).

The geomagneÈic fíeld also unde5goes reversals of polarity at
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irregular intervals. The tnean reversal rate for the last 3.5 Ma ís based

on isotopic age determination and gives a tnean rate of 5 reversals per

nillion years (Cox et aI., i96B). The time scale of polarity changes

(Ëhe "Geouagnetic Polaríty Scale") is quiLe well established for the

past 4 Ma and can be used for the indirect age determination of rocks

r¿hose age is unknovøn and also provides an insight into the nature and

causes of the geonagneÈic field. This behavíour of reversals is rooted

in the core and its deternination Èhrough time can be expected to tell

us something about the development of the core. PaleomagnetÍsm is the

study of t.he earthts magnetic field preserved in rocks. A large variety

of rocks can acquire a remanent magnetisation in the ambienË field of

the Earth at the time of their formation by one or more of the processes

described briefly in section 1"1.3. The prímary aim of paleomagnetic

research in broad terms is to establish Èhe intensity and direction of

the Earth's ancient field from the measured magnetisation of a rock unit,

Èhe age of which is known to within approximately 50-100 Ma. It is

¿ssrrmsd that the rock became magneti'sed in the d.irection of the Earth's

field at the tíme of its origin. Obtaining an ancient field dírectíon

from a rock unit is essentially an empirical process and depends upon

demonstration of internal consistency at three levels. Fírst, the directions

of remanent eagnetisation. in a number of samples from a single exposure

of the rock unÍË, while they may show some scatter, should cluster

around a mean direction, sonetimes only afËer removal of less stable

components of magnetisaËion. Secondly, the mean directions obtained

from several such exposures separated widely within the same sarnpling

locality should themselves be grouped ín such a way that a reliable mean

direction of a stable component of magnetisatíon can be obtained for

the whole locality. Lastly, rock units of the s'me age in different parËs



of the same landmass should glve consistent dlrections' I{hen inËernal

consLstency ls exhibtted at these three levels, 1E may be possible to

define an overall mean remanent directlon, and hence' a magnetlc pole

positlon rel-atÍve to Ehe landmass in terms of the present geographical

coordinaËes. Rocks of increasing age from the same l-andmass yield pole

positions which, in genera! are l-ncreasingty dlsplaced from the Earthrs

presenË axls of rotatlon. It lso therefore, possible to consÈrucE a

curve connecting the average geomagneüic pole positions for each contlnent

durfng geologic time. The resulElng tracks are called "apparent polar

wander paÈhs (curves)" or APtr{P. Such PaEhs were flrst published by

creer, et al-. (1954) relatlve to wesÈern Europe and by Runcorn (1956 a) for

l{orth Anerica" The reasonably established Archean APt{ Ëracks relaËive

Èo the.NoùEh:-'Anerlcan Precâmbrian Shield have been publJ-shed by Irving

and NaldreÈr (1977) and Irving and McGlynn (L976) " If it were found LhaË

the API{P for the different landmasses all coincídedo this would be

evidence for the occurrence of t'truett polar wandering relative to an

Earth wtth flxed contLnents. InsÈead, polar tracks for different l-and-

masses are all dLfferent. Thls divergence of APWP can be interpreted and

explafned Ln t,erms of relative motion of lithospheric plates on an Earth

of ffxed radLus (non-expanding Earth) and such explanation is favoured

by most authors"

Since Ëhe raanence direction formed in a sample reflects the

orfent.aÈion of the Earthr s f lel-d at the site at the Ëime of remnnence ac-

quisítion and as mentioned above, it is possíble to calculate the location

of the paleomagnetlc polar path by measuring the remanence dlrectlons

in rocks of approxlmately knoç¡n ageu and by rnaklng the not unreasonable

assumpt,lon that the Earthi s f lel-d has approximated an axial dfpole Lhrough-

out geologfc tlme. By usf-ng the reverse procedure' the age of remanenÊ
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magnetisatj-on in rock samples can be estimated tüith reliable accuracy from

Èheir measured mean direction and from positions of their paleopoles on

APW tracks.

The subject of paleomagnetism and its applicatíon to geologÍcal

and geophysical problens has been lucidly explained by cox and Doe1l

(1960), rrvíng (1964), McElhinny (1973)" erc. similarly, rhe rheories

of rock magnetism are dealt with in detail in Nagata (196i), Stacey

and Banerjee (1974)" and several other authors.

7.I.2 Magnetisrn in rocks

IË t¿i11 be useful to outline some relevant feaÈures of magnetic

propertj-es of matter in general, prior to a discussion of magnetisn in

minerals and rocks. when matter is placed ín a magnetÍc field, it

experiences a rlêgnetisation, the nature of which Ís dependent on the

materíal" l{e define a magnetic susceptibílity (y_) " as the ratío of

the magnetisation (i) to rhe applíed fietd CÈ1.

DiamagneËism is a property of all matter, and is present only

when an external field is applied. Temperature does not ent.er explicitly

into the diagmagnetic susceptibility, whÍch is always negative.

Par¡m¿g¡stÍsm (positíve susceptíbility) is found where atoms have

magnetic moments, Í.e., the total spins of the atoms in a solid are nor

zero. Magnetisation results from the orientation of the uagnetic

monents in an applied field r¿hile thermal disorder resists Èhe tendency

of the field to orient and align the moments. IndivÍdual atoms become

randomízed. r¿hen the fíeld is removed. The temperature dependence of

Èhe uagnetic susceptibility (Ç) or normal paramagnets is given to a

first approximation by the Curie lar¿: do' = C/t where C is the

curie constant, and T is the absolute tenperature. Discussion of
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diamagnetism and paramagnetism may be found for example in Morrish (1965),

Stacey (1963) and Tarling (1971).

A sma1I amount of material characterized by a spontaneous nagnet-

isaËion and which remaj-n magnetised when the existing field is removed

are loosely Eermed ferromagnetics because iron with some of its compounds

is the most outsEanding natural example of the phenomenon. Ferrornagnetic

behaviour is referred to in everyday Èerms as tmagnetict. FerromagnetÍsm

resulËs from ttexchange interactíonstt in v¡hich magnetic moments are

aligned and groups of moments Ðay form domains. The ÍnËeraction may be

such as to produce opposíte1y magnetísed but interpenetrating sub-

lattices. If the sub-laËEices have equal magnetisations, no net moment

results. Thís is knovm as antÍferromagnetism" If the sub-IaÈËices

do not have equal magnetisation, a net moment resulËs, and the

materíal behaves like a ferrouagneËic, but the magnetisatíon is less

than would otherwise be expected. This is knov¡n as ferrimagnetism,

and is displayed by magnetite, a mineral found in many ígneous rocks.

The existence of an ambÍent field can alter the energy balance wiÈhin

the crystal, and also the domain pattern. The change may be reversible

or irreversible" The irreversible changes are responsible for the

remanence or rfossilr magnetísm or tmagnetic memoryt exploited in studies

such as this.

Rocks usually contain a sna11 quantity of ferromagnetic or ferri-

magnetic mineral grains normally dispersed as fine partJ-cles throughout

a matrix of non-magnetic silicates. Oxides are usually more'abundant than

sulphides and Ëhus have a greater influence on the magnetic properties of

the rocks. Various kinds of approximately pure oxides of iron, for example,



magnetite (FeoO, ), tiËanomagnetite (TiFe"O, ) , hernatíte (e.Fe.O^ ) , ilmeniteJ4" 24" ¿3"
(FeTiOr) and the solid-solution minerals between the last two are the

nost tyPical ferrirnagnetic or antiferromagnetic oxide minerals, being

contained in almost all rocks. MosÈ of the minerals of ínt,erest in

paleomagnetism have compositionslocated within the ternary system

Ti0r-Feo-Fer0". Among the various ferrimagnetic sulphides, pyrrhotite

(Fe, --S) is the only important mineral of occassional interest in rock'I-x'

uagnetism. Magnetíte or other iron oxides are of partÍcular interest

since most of the remanent roa¡înetisation in igneous rocks 1s generally

carried by this mineral.

i.1.3 Processes of remanent magnetisatj_on of rocks

Remanent magnetisatíon (or sinply remanence) is that magnetisation

remaining in zero applied field after a magnetÍsation process" The intensity

of rernanence (Jr) is the amount of remanence possessed by a substance, and

is eipressed as the dipole moment (n) /volume (v) , or per kg , so that
A.J, = m/v

total rnoment of the specímen.

remanent magnetisation possessed by a rock in its natural

setting is called "Natural Remanent Magnetisati-onrt (Nnu¡. Remanent

uagnetisatíon in rocks may be acquired by a variety of mechanisms

(rrvíng, 1964) whÍch depends upon the mode of formatíon and subsequent.

history of rocks as well as the characterist.ics of magnetic minerals.

Some of these remanences are stable and not easi-lv removed. whereas others

are less stable and more readily removed by magnetíc or therrnal

cleaning

Thermoremanent magnetisaËion (TRM) is acquired by a rock in cooling

from an elevated temperature (greaËer than curie points of magnetic

minerals presenË in the rocks) in the presence of the geomagneËic fíeld.

(1)

where u-

ã



TRM's are very stable at tenperatures well belor,J the lrange of blocking

temperatures of mineral grains carrying the TRM.

Chernical remanence magnetisation (CRM) is acquíred as a magnetic

mÍneral is formed below its Curie temperature during a chemícal reaction

in Ëhe rock, in the presence of a magnetíc fÍeld. CRM's are also often

stable magnetisations.

Isothernal remanent magnetisatÍon (IRM) is produced when a rock

is subjected to a magnetic field at normal temperature, the field later

being removed. Some IRM!s are unstable and easily removed, but others

have sËable components. This depends ci.n the naËure of Ëhe magnetic

material and on the strengihof the applied field. An IRM acquíred by

most of ¡he rocks in a fíe1d as weak as the Earthrs, however, is very

small. Natural anhysteretic remanence (ARM) may be produced by

lightning strikes; agaín, these may or nay not be easily removed.

Viscous remanenÈ magnetisation (VRl'f) is an isothermal effect

produced to a greater or lesser extent in all rocks containing magnetfc

minerals. For a gi-ven grain, VRM is dependent on temperature, time and

the strength and direction of the magnetic field in which the rock is

placed" Its acquisition or its decay once ì.acguir,ed, is proportional to

Ëhe logarithm of tiJne at constant temperature, but at higher tenperaÈures

the process is accelerated. VRll is an effect produced by movement.of

domain walls across low ener.gy barriers; the transít,ion is thermally

ind-uced. VRMts produced at noraml temperatures are generally easily

removed; however, they are also easily acquired. Gentle heating during

burial of rocks can change the size range so affected, írnparting

magnetisations over a long period of tjme which have a higher blocking

temperature on the laboratory scale. This ís knor,¡n as.viscous partial

Ëhermoremanent magneÈisaÈion (VPTRM). It can often be removed by nagnetíc



cleaning. TheoreËical studÍes of VRM have been made, for example, by

ueéf (f955), SÈacey (1963), Sholpo and Belokan (1969), Tropin and

Belous (1970) 
"

Detrital renanent magnetisation (DRM) occurs in consolídated

sedimentary rocks and is acquired at the time of deposition due to

magnetic mineral grains' aligment during sedimentaÈion and deposition.

SedinenËs which have remained chemicallv Ínert sÍnce their formation

are potential carriers of this type of stable, primary remanence.

Detailed studies of remanence in both single and multidomain magnetic

grains have been nade by a number of ínvestigators (e.g., Stacey, I963;

Dunlop and l,iest, 1969; Dunlop, 1973).

Igneous rocks have a primary magnetÍsation which for most

practícal purposesr ilây be considered purely TRì,f in origin. The

magnetisation of metamorphic rocks is usually secondary (reset

magnetisation) but if it takes place at a distinct identifiable time it

is useful- to eonsider such magnetisation as prÍ-mary (Tarling, 1971).

Secondary viscous and soft magneËisation componenÈs are usually

directed mainly along Ehe Earthfs fíeld of the last few thousands of

years, that i-s along the geocentric dipole fÍeld at the collecting site.

Almost all paleomagnetic studies are concerned with the direction

and intensity of the geomagneEic field at a specific tirne in the

geological past. Only prÍmary rqnanence can provide useful paleomagnetic

results. The direction and intensiúy of primary stable remanence conponent

of paleomagnetic significance can be isolated by a variety of laboratory

Èests and procedures (e.g., Irving, 1964) " These rnethods and techniques

are discussed in the secti-on Ëhat follor¿s.
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1.2 LaboraËory Techniques

Laboratory techniques are r¿el1 described in rrMethods in

Paleomagnetismtr (Collinson et al. , 1967). They are, therefore, only

treated briefly here. The natural remanence of a rock sample is

generally a composition of the original, or primary magnetisatíon,

and various secondary components. These secondary components may

be due Lo v¡eat.hering or groundwater circulation (CnV¡, heating (VPTRM),

or lightning (IRM). Tn addition, if the rock sample has grains with

relaxation time less than the age of the rocks iË will have a VRM.

The object of laboraËory treatment ís to discrj¡rinate bet\,/een these

various possible components and identify the primary remanence. The

most corîmonly used discri-ninants are coercivity and blocking temperature,

also called magnetic cleanÍng and thermal cleaning, respecËively.

One of Ëhe most effectíve ways of isolating the stable component

is by Ëhe preferenÈia1 removal of unstable secondary components by

parËial demagnetisation, which is achieved by subjecting the sample

to an alternating magnetic field (AF) whose peak value (fi') is smoothly

reduced to zero. This has the effect of randomizing that portÍon of the

remanence wíth eoerciviËy less than the peak AF. This treatnent has been

utilized in this work and is particularly effective in the removal of

IRM, VRM, and VPTRM. The primary remanence (TRI"I, DRM or CRM) is generally

harder than the secondary componenËs, although this is not necessarily so.

In Èhe najority of rocks mosE of Ëhe viscous remanence has been

acquired during Ëhe last uillion years or

field reversal. Tt is removed by heating

after the last magnetic

to 1O0oC, or subjectinguP

to alternating field of peak value GJ of about 10 nilliresla. altfÞ

].Sgenerally causes a drop in intensity, but íf the stable component
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opposed to the viscous corlponenË, the intensiËy may increase slightly.

The direction changes towards the stable direction. In some cases

hggher AI'rs may be required as secondary magnetisations often contain

high stabílÍty conoponents and remanent dírectÍons change at each step

until the stable direction has been at.tained.

The technÍque of AF denagnetísaËion was first introduced by

Thellier and Ri-nbert (i955) and was improved by As and Zigderveld (1958),

Creer (1959), McElhÍnny (1966), Doel and Cox (i96I), and others.

The remanence of the rock sample after above mentioned treatments may be

measured by use of an insËn:ment directly sensitive to the magnetic

field of the sample such as an astaÈic or parastatÍc Eagnet system or

a fluxgate. Alternatively it may be measured with a spinner

magnetometer by causing induction in a pickup coil or a fluxgate

during angular or linear novement of the sample. The phase of induced

vo1Èage caused by rotation of a rock specimen depends on the direction of

remanence, and auplitude depends on the intensíËy.

1.3 The stabílity of remanence

The sinplest test of the stability of remanence is to conpare the

remanence of individual rock specimens before and after the storage

in the laboratory. Changes over a few months show that a large 1ow

coerciviËy component has been acquired and the natural remanence is

completely dominaËed by unsÈable secondary conponents. The most

fundamental stability test is the consistency of directíons between

rocks of similar age frora the same region, and is nost meaningful

where different minerals are involved. Even longer time stabilíty is

suggested if the directions observed are consistently divergent from

the present EarEhis field or the average fíe1d over the last 5 Ma or so.
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The age of the rocks, and therefore of any primary remanence

or Èhe age of last Ëhermal event, is determined by either standard

strati-graphic technÍques or isotopic (radiometric) nethods. The powerful

technique is, however, Èhe use of well-establíshed APtr^IP to deterroine

the age of the paleopoles and hence Ëhe age of emplacement of stable

reEanence and the thermal event that caused or reset this remanence.

1. 4 Stability criteria

As discussed above, secondary cotnponents may be removed by

alternating field (AF) or thermal- demagnetizatíon techniques. ln

order to determine r¡hat value of alternating field is necessary Ëo

minimize Ehe effect of secondary components and yet retain a measurable

portion of the primary component, t\,ro empirical procedures have been

proposed:

(i) As and Zijderveld (i958) and McElhÍnny and Gough (1963)

use the críËerion that the step ín the treaÈment at v¡hich the veccor

rotation Ì,Iithin Ehe specimen stops and changes occur only in the vector

magnitude is considered to be the DroÞer field.

(ii) Irving et al. (1961) have proposed an alternative

staËistical approach. ThÍs makes use of the change in dispersÍon of

directions for several specimens from the same site. The step Ín the

treatnent which produces minimum dispersion is then selecËed and

applied to all the specimens from the same siËe"

Both of the above procedures should, in principle, give the

same estímates of Èhe treatment required for the same site, provided

a sËable end-point is obtained. But often a stable end-point is not

reached, whereas a uinimum dispersion may occur at some fie1d, in which

case the second criterion is used.
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For the purpose of statistical analysis and computatÍon of

paleopole positd-ons and general reliabilíty of dÍrections for each site

and rock unít 3 onl-y s¡mples from Ëhose sites which fulfflled

both these critería \rere selected and utilized in thís work.

I 5 Analysis of Paleomagnetic data

SËaÈistical analysis of data al1ow the determinatíon and testing

of average directions and also afford measure of the scaËÈer of indiv-

idual observaËions. The method of calculating an average direction

or pole position j-s also outlined, followed by rnethods of analysing

the accuracy of this average and the magnitude of the scatter of this

observat ion.

Fisherian Statistics:

A widely applÍed method of analysis of paleomagnetj-c results

has been proposed by Fisher (1953) and elaborated on by l,iatson (I956a,

1956b), I^Iatson & Irvíng (1957), Epp e! al.(L977), Cox (1969), McElhinny

(1963 , 1967), Tarlíns and Syrnons (1967) and l^Iilson et a1. (1968).

The method is based on treatment of paleomagnetically determÍned

directions (or poles) as unit vectors, which may conveniently be

represented by points on a sphere. The points are assumed to be

distributed abouË some population mean direcÈion with probability

density (Irving, 1964, p. 5B),
rcos0

P^dA = ,-=å- .- sÍne d$ d0l{ 41ïS l_nnK
(?\

The parameter ris the preciarionparameter, varying from zero for a

perfectly random distribution, to infínity for identical directions.

0 rs the angle between the mean direction and any given observed

individual direcËions. I " the azj-muÈha1 angle, is uniformly distribured.
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The best estimate of the true mean direction of the distribution is

given by the vecÈor sum of a random sample. on this model, it is

possible-to estinate the precision parameter, K:

w= K -\-J (3)
t\-l(

(Irving, 1964, p.58) where N is the sample size and R is the

length of the vector resultant of N unit vectors, and the reliability

of the observed mean direction can be defined by measuring the radius

( < ) of a circle on the surface of a sphere centred on the observed

mean direction. A cone may be described about the sample mean direction

(or mean pole) such that the population mean direction may be saíd

to lie within the cone r,ti|ln 95/" conf idence. The seníangle of this

cone j-s given by

-1o(,, *\= COS
I I -H I

(Irving, 1964, p. 62). In

P, is taken to be 0.05 for

chance of the true mean dir

observed mean direction.

Probable error of the mean,

ltz

tO = 67 "5/ (KN) " degrees

(Irving, 1964, p. 62)

and radius of cÍrcle of confidence, OgS

egs= r4o / (KN)% (watson's f orrnula)

(Irvíng, 1964, p. 62). The circle of confidence

comparison of estimated mean direcËions. If the

intersect, Ëhe t\,{o Bean direcÈions may be judged

sígnificantly. K and 4n, are used as measures of

lq
r --:- |

l. N-R f/r\N-,r llli-l lt;i -1 TtL " ("', )J

most paleomagnetic studies, the

951l confidence, so that Lhere is

ection lying r¡ithin <n, defirees

(4)

probabiliËy,

a20tol

of the

l5\

(6)

ís used for the

cÍrcles do not

as differing

the reliabí1Íty
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of the observed mean direcËion of a group of directions or poles v¡hich

have a FisherÍan distribution, the highesr reliability being for the

largest K and the smallest {gS. For acceptable precision, K > 10.

Ideally, {^.< 10o, but 10o<<^.< 20o nay be acceptable if the precísion9) 95

K Í,s adequate, since 4nr(unlike K) decreases as the number of samples

(N) íncreases. The probabílity of observing a 0 greaÞer than sorne

0o is given by

P(o>êo) = "-K(l-cosoo) for K)3

(Irving, L964, p. 60). when Oo is sna1l these useful relationshÍ-ps

hold; 0.^ = 67.5 R-'4 degrees; ê = 81x-%. ê -1Á
)u r K ' degrees i ,63 = örK -i unr= 140K '-----(7)

These give Ëhe radii of the circles whose centres are the true

mean and which contain respectively 50r63, and 95 percent of the

indÍvÍdual directions Lhat are used to compuEe the mean. It is

essential to make a distinction between, for example, *95 
"rd 

Ô95i

the former is a measure of the accuracy of the mean direction and

the 1atËer is a measure of the scatter of directions about Ëhe nean.

The circle enclosing 63% of the points is generally known as the

circular standard deviation ( 0øZ = c.s,d.) by analogy with the

Gaussian standard deviation (enclosing 68.3%) and can be used to

derive the circular standard error (c.s.e.):
1

c" s. e. = gæ/N4

I,trilson (1959) has proposed another non-FÍsherian measure

scatterof directions, the angular standard deviation (d

ís given by

f = "o"-1 
(R / N)

(Irvíng, 1964" p. 68). Though not used extensively, for

distribution and sufficiently large N it nay be shov¡n to

(8)

of the

) which

lq\

Fisherían

be
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equivalent to
€ of the mean

the

may

definition of 0,^ (".s.d. ).
be wríEten as

e = fN_%

The angular deviation

( 10)

Since scatter may aríse from a number of causes, it i-s useful

to anaLyze the results at a ntunber of hierarchical levels. Sarnpling

is arranged at a nr:mber of sites spread through a geologic formation.

Multiple independently oriented core samples (in this study, two) are

obÈained at each site, and a number of specimens (six ín this study)

may be cuË from each sample. The specimen directions may be corobined

together to provide a sample mean. The between-sample scatter includes

orientaÈion errors and large scale inhomogeneiËies. A number of

site means rnay be combined to obtain a formation mean. The between-

site scatter ¡,¡ill include the effect of geomagnetic variations on

the between-site t.ime sca1e. Ideally the formation mean will average out

Èhe secular variation and dipole wobble, but not cover sufficient time

to Ínclude appreciable polar wander. The sanpling should therefore span

5about 10- years.

A forrnatíon mean direction is most simply compared with the results

from other formations in different localitíes by rnapping the inferred

paleomagnetic field direction to a paleomagnetic pole (Irving, 1964)

relative to the sarnpling locality and by assuming a geocentric dipole

field configuration.

1.6 Average directionsof nagnetisation and pole positions

DirectÍon of magnetisation is usually expressed j-n Ëerms of

its declination (D), which is measured clockwise from geographic

north, and theír inclination (I) froro the horizontal, denoted

positive downwards and negative upwards" A direction of magnetisation
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can also be described in terms of the pole position to\,rards which it is

pointing in the same \^/ay as a compass points towards the present magnetic

po1e. The latÍtude and longitude of thís pole positíon can be

calculated by assuming that the remanence r¡/as acqui-red in the field

of a uniformly magnetised Earth.

Standard vector algebra is used to obtain the mean dírection.

Usually each vector is given unit weight so that the declination (D)

and inclination (I) of each direction is expressed in Cartesian

coordinates by its directÍon cosines:

x = cosD cosl y=sinDcosl z=sinI

These direction cosines are then sur¡med for a number of vectors to

obtain the length of the resulËant vector (R) and its direction

/n r \.a-m r -m/ .

2)))ft- = (Zx)- + (7v)- + (Lz)-

and-Zx-2v-lz== R ; y =-R-; z= 
R

-r;-rD = EAN I = S]-N Z \IT)MItr
x

(after lrving, L964, p.58). Pole position can be put into Cartesian

coordínates and averaged in the same vray, substíËuting longitude for

declination and latitude for inclination.

The bearíng of the pole from the site location ís given by

Èhe D. The angular distance of a pole from the sanpling locality,

Èhe paleomagnetic colatitude (P), is given by

or D, = .""-l(fi) r r, = =ír,-t ff)

P = cot-l (r¿tanT) (r2)
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(Tarling, 1971, p. 74). If the present-day latitude and longitude of

the samplíng locality are Ø" and | , then the locatÍon of the

paleomagnetic pole þ' , It is given by

P' = sír,-I(sin þ"cosP * cos Ø"sinPcosl) _ - ^^o. 
(13)

. . ;. . . (-90 <øD 190-)

I' = I. * Ê . (cosP ) sÍnP"si"ø') I
) 

(14)

. (cosP ( sin Ørsinþ') )I'= |_+t8Q-p.S î

where

Ê = sir,-l(sinpsinD/ cos É')... ". (-90os É < soo¡

(nodified from Irving, 1964" pp.43-44). Again D is Èaken to be

positive clockwise from the norËh, I is taken positive dov¡n (Irving,

L964)" Ø'and \' are the latitude and longiËude of paleopoles.

Alternatively the poles may be found graphically on a spherÍcal

projection using D and P (Trving, 1964; Tarling, I97l).

Since on account of their geometric relationship 'direcËions'

and 'polest both cannot have a Fisherj-an distribution it is necessary

to convert the parâmet.ers from Ëhe Fisherian to the non-FÍsherian

distributíon. Convertin8 n9S from a Físherian distribution of

directions, the error in inclination (tI) is independent of the

disÈances from the mean pole (i.e., Ir""rr), but the error in declination

( tD) is dependent on lr.rrrt

4 ql r_, ="*l ; òr = *n, (15)
mean

The circle of confidence ( *gr) can therefore be converted to an oval

of confidence around the mean pole r¿hose major and minor axesrd

and d are given by
-D
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dp = 144rr(1+3co"'r).. ...varies from 0.5-2.0 n9,

as r varies 0-9Oo (16)

d, = t95(sinP/ coslr)..".varies from I-24g5

as r varies 0-900 (17)

(Irving, 1964, p. 69-70).

An alternative meËhod of analysis is to calculate a

paleomagnetic pole correspondíng to each siËe and then obtain a cone

of confidence about the mean pole with semiangle 495. If the

sarnpling sites are widely scaËtered the second method is preferable,

because it takes into accounË Ëhe between-site scatter due to the

spatial variations in the dipole field. For siËes closely speced, the

two methods give similar results. I^Ihich is used depends on whether the

distribution of site mean directíons or site poles corresporlds most

closely to Fisherrs dístribuËion. StricÈly speakíng, they cannot

both do so.

If the nr:mber of specÍmens per saruple is constant (as in this

study) then there is little difference in Èhe uean directÍons or the

neasure of scatter whether calculated on sample or speci:nen observations

unless indívídual specimen direcËÍons are markedly anomalous.

In this study the individual sample,dirêctÍons have been combined to give

site mean. Both individual sample and site poles and the poles for

the formation mean directions have been found. These calculaËions

were performed by rneans of a computer program whÍch v¡as r¿ritËen and

developed by the author and which ís shown in Appendix lI..

1.7 The importance and significance of Precambrian paleomagnetic results

All the EarÈhrs hi.sÈory from its f.ormation at about 4500 Ma to
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Ehe emergence of considerable quantities of animal life ac about

600 Ma 1s classed as the Precambrian Era. IE thus encompasses the

first 7/B of the history of the Earth. Despite this, relatively

little paleomagnetic work has been done on Precambrian rocks because

of their generally weak and complex remanent magnetisation.

Precambrian paleomagnetic resulEs constitute about lB% of the

entries in Irving's and McElhinny's paleopoles lists (Irving" 1964;

Irving and Hastie, I975; Hicken et al., I972; McElhinny, 1973).

Paleomagnetic resulEs from Phanerozoic rocks (the last 600

Ma ) have been forthcoming in some quantity fron all the continents.

tdith Ëhe aid of these results it has been Þossible to make

paleogeographic reconstructions which supplement Ehose Eade on

geometric or geologic grounds. Information has been gleaned about

Èhe intensity, reversal raEe, paleosecular variation of the geo-

magneEic field (Section 1.1) and on relative motion of the

lithospheric plat.es. It is clearly of interest to obtain similar

informaÈion about Ehe other 7/8 of. the Earthrs hisÈory.

Precambrian rocks are generally well preserved iÍr a n¡m6s¡

of shield areas, notably those of the Baltic, Canada, southern

Africa and r.¡estern Australia. Paleomagnetic result.s from such

shield areas uay be used to demonstrate Èhat:

(I) A geomagnetic field has existed at least since 2800

Ma with field strength similar to the presently observed values

(McElhinny & Evans, 1968; Schwarz & Synons, 1968)" This implies

the existence of a liquid core of considerable size since that cime

if the dynamo origin of the rnain field is accepted. This is in

turn an important boundary condítion in the whole quesÈion of the
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Earth's orlgin.

(2) The field has a dipole-like configuration over a

considerable area of the surface at least at 1200 and 1400 Ma

(Fahrig and Jones, 1973).

(3) Relative plate motion has occurred between the

Canadian and southern African shields during the Precambrian

(Spal1 " 1972). This suggests that the mechanism causÍng more

recent drift/rnovement may have been operative in the Precambrian

as well. The Canadian Shield has remained geologically stable on

a large scale since the Kenoran orogeny about 2600 Ma, and especially

since at least 14OO Ma (McMurry et al., 1973). Results from the Canadian

Shie.ld are thus likely Ëo present a consistent picture' and the

shield should be a good site for extension of such studies further

into the past.

(4) Paleouagnetic resulEs provide reasonably acceptable

estimates of maximum ages of the rocks and of any Ehermal changes

that night have affected the rocks throughout their geologic history.

(5) The directions of the different and various NRM

components presenÈ in metamorphosed Precambrian rocks can provide

spot readíngs of paleolatitude and paleoazimuth of t.he continent

or protoconËinent at the ti-ne of active metamorphism. For example,

consistent differences in directions or coercive forces of a specific

NRM component within a single metamorphic belt or subprovince, may

reflect age differences between units, uplift. at differenÈ Èimes,

or erosion to different depths.

IE has been Þossible in the present work to estimaEe the Èime of

last magnetÍsaÈion of rocks in the study area and hence the age

the Kenoran orogeny (last rnajor chermal event of the area). These

the

of
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esÈimates and results are consistent wiËh isotopic ages of

similar rocks from Ëhe sanpling area.
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Chapter 2

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTATION AND }IEASUREMENTS OF NRM

2. 1 Spinner Magnet.ometer

The vector rêmanence of the speciuens studied r¿as measured on

a commercíal dÍgital spinner magnetometer supplied by schonestedt

rnstrument company (Model DSM-1). This is a stable magnetometer-

computer system for the automatic measurement and calculation of

the remanent magnetÍc parameters of a rock specÍmen. The computer

used ín DSM-I is a PDP 1104 with 4K, 16 bits words of memory made by

Digital Equipment corporation and the teletype used is an ASR 3320

3JA rnade by Teletype corporation. A circuit block diagram of the

system is shown in FÍg. 1.

The magnetometer employs a flux-gate as the sensing element.

Although the flux-gate is capable of measuring steady fields, the

specimen is spun at 5 Hz so that phase sensitive detecËion may be

enployed to discriminate against noi5e (for example, noise associated

with inhomogeneity of the speci-mens). The arrangemenË on the

cart to which the specimen is mounted for spinning, permíts the

specimen to be located at one of four distances from the sensor and makes

íË parËicu1ar1y easy to extend the dynamic range of the instrument.

However, it makes the magnetometer very sensitive to specimen

inhomogeneity and inaccurate centring for weak specimens. . Recornmendations

for the optimun cart posÍtions are made by the computer through the

teletype. Síx spins per measurement are advisable. A two-spin subset

is the minimum requirement but is not recommended. Ðuring a síx-spin

set of measurements all faces of the specimen holding cube are presented

to Èhe sensor, and the
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rnagnetometer gives Ëhe magneÈÍc moment of the specimen resolved along

tlro orthogonal axes Ín the plane of the spJ.nning. Spinning in six

orientations provide the third conponent and some redundancy of measure-

ment Lo enable removal of various possible errors such as the effects

of off-centre positioning of the rock specimen in the holder, Ímperfect

alignment of the holder in the rotor and inhomogeneity of the rock specimen.

The 5 Hz signal generated in the flux-gate is converted ínLo digital

forn in the interface package and introduced into the computer. The

computer also receíves pulses which relate the angular orientatj-on of

Èhe specimen to the sensitive axis of the fluxgate. From these inputs

the computer calculates and stores magnetic vector data for each

spin of the sample and after síx spins iÈ automaÈÍcally calculates

an average declination, inclination and uagnetic moment of the sample.

The dip and sËríke angles for the specÍ-men are introduced into the

computer via teletype keyboard and the computer rotates coordínates

Ëo correct for acquisition and beddíng plane orientation. The empty

specimen holder values are also entered and this option provide for

automatic subtraction of offsets caused by remanence in the plastic

s¡np1e holder for measurment of weakly magnetised specjmens.

In this study all rock specimens regardless of their moment

before AE demagnetisation r.rere measured using the full (six) spins

sequence and thís r¡ras repeated in order to compare the sËandard

deviation (s.d.) for each set of measurements of magnetic moment. In most

of the specimens the measurements agreed r,líthin the standard deviation.

A typical outpuÈ typed by Ëeletype printer and showing the compured

results is shown in Appendix III.

The manufacturers claim a minim¡m detectable
)

A.m-, but this is not always easily reached in pract

moment of 7 x Io-lI

ice" In Èhe view
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of th{s author, the mini¡n 'm detectable magneËisation of a specimen

on thís Eagnetorneter is of the order oføl 0-4 A.n-l. As Ëhe i-ntensity

of magnetisation for most of the rock specimens in the present study

is greater by several orders of magnitude than this lÍrnit, satisfactory

results r¿ere obtained with this instrument.

2.2 AlÈernating Fíeld Demagnetiser

As mentioned before, AF demagnetísation has become a standard

procedure in rock magnetism l-aboratories as a means of obtaining

ínformation about the various remanences carríed in rocks, and as a means

of separating these renanences, at least partially. There are many

variants on the basic prineiple and some particular systems have been

described ín the literature (e.g., Creer, lg5gi As, 1967; Doell and

Cox, 1967i Larochelle, 1965; McElhinny" 1966) "

The A-F demagnetisatíon of rock specimens used v¡as carried out

with a commercial demagnetiser supplied by Schonstedt Instrument

Company (Model GSD-I). In operaËionrthis apparatus is sj-nilar ro rhat

described by Tarling (197I) and j-n details by Larochelle (1965).

The GSD-I is a single axis, AC demagneEiser. During demagneÈisatÍon

Ëhe rock specímen ís located within a multilayered magnetic shÍetd r¿hich

provídes Í.or a very low level of DC ¡mbient fíeld at Èhe specimen

location. A chuck and sample holder provide for orienting the specimen

along any one of three orLhogonal axes. Electronic cabinet and

dmagnetisaËion coil and shield assembly are interconnected r,¡ith a

pair of high voltage coaxial cables. The elecÈronic cabinet houses an

oscillator, a modulator and a po\¡rer aurplifier together with the filtering

circuits necessary to provide a hígh purity sine wave to avoid any

spurious magnetisation generat,ed by the equipment. Since the apparatus

did not allow Èurnbling of the specimen, the denagnetisation procedure
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was repeated Ëhree times with the three axes of the specimen successívely

alígned parallel with the axis of the demagnetisíng coil. This process

Èended to randomlze the directÍons of magnetisation of a given

coercivity three-dimensionally within the rock sample.

Here, directions in the specÍmen are presented to the maxiuum

demagnetisÍng fíeld. For this study the use of 5 rníl1ites1a (50

millioersted ) per half-cycle decay raÈe was selected as recourrnended

by the manufacturers.

The dæagnetísation cycle is completely automaÈic once inítiated

by a start control on the panel. The peak demagnetizíng field available

is about 7.8 x to4 e/ru (103 oersted). The peak flux densíty in air

(in rnillitesla) rather than the peak field strengÙh is quoted Ín the

remainder of this thesis because it bears a sÍmp1e relation to the

electromagnetic unit (1 rnT = 10 gauss). This is, however, not

strictly correct because the flux density in the specimen ís dependent

on the specimen uagnelisation.

2.3 MagneËic susceptibíliËy measurements

MagnetÍc susceptíbility (Ç) measuremenËs were made on all

core s¿rmples, using a Geophysical Specialtíes M5-3 susceptibilÍty

bridge. For each core, tv¡o measurements r¿ere made, the second one wÍth

Ëhe core inverted from Ëhe fírst posÍtion and-an average of t.he two

values was taken as a representaËive value for the core. The

suscepÈibility values in emu for each site are shov¡n in. Fig. 4

and a histogram of susceptibiliËy of all the samples is presented

in Fig. 5. A biuodal distribution is evident, wiËh the bulk of

sanples (35%) in rhe range of 0.1 x 10-3 to 1.0 x l0-3 SIU.
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Intrusive rocks have larger Ï_- than metasedimenEary or"-m
metavolcanic rocks. This is discussed furËher ín Chapter 3

(Section 3.4) .
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Chapter 3

PALEOMAGNETISM OF THE ARCHEAN ROCKS FROM THE ENGLISH RIVER

AND UCHI SUBPROVINCES. NORTHI,,IESTERN ONTARIO

3.1.1 Ob-jectives of the study

The English River Subprovince is one of the rnajor elements of

Ëhe wesËern Superior Province of the Canadian Prec¡mbrian shield

(Fig. 2). It is distinguished from the adjacent l,Jabigoon and

uchi/Red Lake subprovinces by having a higher sedimentary/volcaníc

raÈio and higher metanorphic grade (McGlynn, 1968; Breaks et-a1. ,

1978).

Rocks of the Superior Province of the Canadían Shield have

not been significantly affected by either major thermal or

deformational events since the end of the Kenoran orogeny about

2600 Ma ago (Fahrig and Chown, 1973). For this reason ít has been

suggested (Roy and Fahrig, I973) that this vast province be considered

t.he referenee plate in paleomagnetÍc sËudies of the Precambrian rocks

of NorÈh AmerÍca. Rocks from withín the Superíor Province (or whose

position relatíve to the superior Province since their formation

can be deternined from independent evidence) are of parÈicular

importance: t.hey provide key points for the Precambrian NorÈh American

Apparent Polar trrlander Path (APWP) and offer excellent challenge to

paleomagnetists on account of their complex history and remanent

magnetism. The paucity of paleomagnetic results for Archean rocks in the

age range 2500 Ma to 3000 Ma throughout the world, and particularly

for Canadarpoint.s to Èhe need for work on rocks within this tÍure span.
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Again, very little paleomagnetic work has been done on metamorphic

rocks of the Canadian Shield in Ëhe age range 2600 to 3000 Ma. This

seems to have been Ëhe tíme of consíderable defornationrmetamorphism,

and other orogenic activity,'' judging from Ëhe published studies of

tlieee.,. rocks. MeËamorphic rocks from various parts of the shíeld are

well exposed and offer a good opporÈunity not only to obtaín quiÈe

reliable paleopoles at around 2600 Ma to 2700 Ma , but also to study

the Èime variaËion of the geomagnetic field around that time. The

probable time involved in the cooling of the various rocks studíed

(about 50-100 Ma - see Chapter 5) is such as to span a time interval

comparable to that in which reversals are kno\,m to have occurred in

recent. geologic times. A reversal rate such as has been observed

for the Permian uight yield no reversal ín I00 Ma. such a Ëime

scale may also include a sma1l amount of polar wandering. Thus a

carefully designed sampling scheme ¡shich makes use of the available

stratigraphic control should yield a crude, but nevertheless unique

tttape recording" of the geomagneËic field at about 2600 Ma , províded

an original remanence has been preserved.

The paleomagnetism of the Archean meËamorphosed sedimentary and igneous

rocks from the English River Subprovínce has been studied on a

regional basis in the hope that data of this type would conËribute

to our understanding of the correlat.íon of these rock units and Èo

the determination of their ages since Ëheir emplacement and/or

magnetisaËion, and to our knowledge of the North American Archean

ApI,Ip" The paleomagnetism of the intrusive rocks studied here can also

help in correlaÈing and dating supracrustal sequences by providing

minirnum, and someËimes maximum ages for Ëhese sequences'
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The usual assumption made in the investigatÍon of the paleomagnetic

studies of igneous rocks is that Èhe rocks under investígation

contain a stable componenË of magnetisatj-on that ís parallel with

the Earthrs magnetíc field either at the tjme of theÍr formation or

at the Èime of the nost recent major metamorphic/thermal event in

which the new remanent magneËÍ-sation was set. It is further assumed

in such investigations that the Eârthr s field configuration may be

considered to be that of a coaxial geocentric dipole over the

period of time involsed Ín the cooling of the rocks. The immediate

objectives of thj-s study arejthen: to make a preliminary regíonal

reconnaissance survey of, and couparÍson betweenrstability, Qrrts,

intensity and directíons of remanent magnetisation of surface rocks

of different lithologies (prinary objectives); to exaníne the

aforementioned assumptions, to derive a pole position for each rock

formation studied from its renanent magnetisation direcËíons and to

study varíation of paleomagneÈic direcÈions and intensities within

apparently homogeneous rock units ín order to select promising targets

for detailed future paleomagnetic studies; to use and assess

paleomagneËism as a tool in the correlation and the deÈermination

of ages of rocks since acquisition of their remanent magnetisaËion.

On a broader scale other objectives of this sËudy are: to apply

paleomagnetic meËhods to a region rather than to a single formation

in order to gain an ínsight into the response of magnetic minerals to

regional metamorphism, especially if there are variations in

metamorphic grade throughouË the region; to use the reasonably and

sufficiently knovrn North American APWP to date the paleopoles derived

in thís ¡¿ork. Archean metamorphic rocks present a major challenge

in that their NMRrs are generally nulticomponent, acquired at different
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sEages of a complex hisEory. An aÈtempt is made here to investigare

if rock samples analysed in this study have more Ehan one component

of NRM.

The present srudy is an atËempr to fulfill as far as possible

the objectives outlined above.

3.I.2. Previous Archean paleomagnetic srudies of North America

The first Ímport.ant study of paleomagneEism of Archean rocks

of Laurentia r¡as made by Berg (1970) on Ehe Stilhrater igneous complex.

Mu1ler and trIooden (1970) and Page (1977 ) have reviewed the isotopic

ages of the complex obtained by numerous investigators, based on the

K-Ar, Rb-Sr and U-Th-Pb methods. These studies indícate that the Still-

rdater complex has had a complex geologic history, and an age of

emplacement of abouË 27OO l"Ia. The most reliable age obtained is the

Sra-Nd internal Ísochron age of. 27OI t 8 }la ( DePaolo and l^Iasserburg, 1979)

Ridrer and Foster (r975) have gíven paleomagnetic results for Ëhe

Skead Group. AlËhough they do noE report any Ehermal studies, they do

report that they have carried out a fold t.est indicating Ehat the

nagnetisation is Archean in age (2750 Ma ) " Symons (1967 b) has reporred

work on the E1y greenstones of Minnesota but no thermal studies v¡ere

made, and only nine samples studied; the data do not fulfil the

minimum reliability criteria of Hicken et al. (L972). Further detailed

paleomagnetj.c studies of Archean rocks of Laurentia were rnade by

Irving and Naldrett (1977 ) on rocks from Abitibi and Matachewan

díabase dikes, Kamiskotia courplex and Dundonald sill of Superior

Province of the Canadian Shield. The MaËachewan dikes have an age of

2690 f{a so that Eheir magnetisation was acquired during the Archean.

Isotopic ages of other formations studied by lrving and Naldrett (1977),
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oEher than Ehe fact that they are Archeanrnere not knov¡n at the

time Chey published theÍr results. However, by comparison with

results (directions and pole positions) from the Stillwater Complex

their ages $¡ere estimated to be about 2800 Ma (Irving and Naldrett'

1977). Ueno and Irving (1976) srudied Ëhe isotopically dated

Chibougamou sills (greenstone belt), Quebec. The ages of the rock

found by these authors by paleornagnetic methods are Archean and in

good agreement. r¿ith isotopic ages. Regional paleomagnetic study

of Archean rocks from the western Superior Province' norfh\^/estern

Ontario, has been made by Dunlop (1979) who published che

preliminary paleomagnetic results for metavolcanic, felsic and mafic

intrusionso gneisses, and íron formation frorn the Quetico, Shebandowan

and l.Iabigoon subprovinces/belts. Dunlop's resulEs revealed Ewo

distinct conponents of magnetisation, one of which is widespread

in occurrence and hte11 grouped. It is a "regional magnetic overprint'l

due to the Kenoran orogeny, acquired, according to the position of

its paleopole on the Laurentian APWP and to independent radiometric

evidence, about 2600 Ma ago. The second magnetic component is rather

spotty in occurrence and its paleopole and directions will not

be considered further in t.his thesis.

Previous studies on the Archean rocks of the Canadian Shield

have, on the whole, given consistent paleomagnetic results, and the

few paleopoles so far published for the Superior Province are in

good agreement. The sEriking feature of all such results is that

Èhey point ouÈ the fact ¡hat the magnetisation of most of the rock

units studied r^rere acquired during cooling (Kenoran orogeny) and

have noÈ been altered subsequently (e.g., magnetisaÈion of Matachewan

dikes -Irving and Naldrett, I977). Such results furEher show,
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quite independently of other methods, thaE the Kenoran orogeny

culminated about 2600 I'fa to 2700 Ma ago. The other imporEanE

aspect. of all such studies is that they have revealed thaL most

of the Archean metamorphic rocks contain generally more than one

componentsof NRM, secondary overprints masking the primary remanence.

This is especially true in cases where the deformation or thermal

events did not subject the rocks to higli enough t.enperatures and

elevaEed presssures either to destroy or completely reset. the primary

magnetisation. Indeed the recognition and removal of this magnetic

overprint and the consequent isolation of earlier magnetisations

have been major difficulties in the study of the ancient Precambrian

geologic formations involved" As will be seen in Chapter 5,

Ëhe paleopole positions derived on regional basis in this work do

fall on Archean API,J track for North America, and are in good

agreement with Èhe published data for Archean rocks frorn different

parts of the North American shield.

3.2 Regional geology and g,eochronologJ

The geology of Ehe study area is well described in Ontario

GeologÍcal Survey Miscellaneous Paper 72 (Breaks et al., 1978)

and by Beakhouse (1977 ) and Wilson (1971). A generalized geologic map

of the study area is shoru'n in Fig. 3 whÍ1e Fig. 2 is an index map

showing the geographical location of the sampling area. A short

sLmmary of general lithology and structure is presenEed in the

following paragraphs, giving main emphasis to points which could

affecË or indicate certain paleomagnetic interpretations.

The English River Subprovince is one of the rnajor elements
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Figure 2: Index nap íllustratÍng the location of the sampling

area in relation to Ëhe various east-trending subprovinces

of the hlestern Superior Province of the Canadian Precembrian

Shield (after Beakhouse, 1977).
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Figure 3: Conpilatíon geologic map of the \^restern Englísh River

and adjacent subprovinces (after Ha1l and Brisbin, I9B2).

The different geologic terrains are designated by numbers:

I - Uchi/Red Lake subprovínce

2 - Ear Falls-Manigotagan Gneiss Belt (northern belt*)

3 - I^Iinnipeg River Batholithic Belt (southern belt)

4 - Kenora/I^Iabigoon subprovince

*NQIE: Throughout this thesis the Ear Falls-Manígotagan Gneiss and

t{innipeg River Batholithic Belts of the English Ríver

subprovince are referred to as tnorthern beltr and rsouËhern

belt t respectively.
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of the \,/estern Superior Province of the Canadian Precambrian Shield

(Fig. 2 ) and can be divided into two east-trending terrains,

originally identified in Manitoba and referred to here as the Ear

Falls-l'fanigoÈo¿an Gneiss Belt (northern belt) and Winnipeg River

BatholiËhíc Belt (southern belt). The OntarÍo Geological Survey

use the descriptively apt terlns, Northern Supracrustal (meËa-

sedimentary migmatite) Dornain and Southern Granj-Èoíd Intrusive and

Gneissic Domain for the same tv/o divisions/parts recognised and

mapped by them in Ontario. Metasedímentary riocks and felsic

plutonic rocks predominate these northern and southern parts

(Ferguson et a1., 1966; Beakhouse, Igll;

Gower and Clifford, i98I).

Breaks et a1., 1978;

The Ear Fal1s-Ifanigotagan Belt (northern gneiss belt)

compri-ses a niddle to upper aurphibolite facies, clastic meta-

sedímenÈs (paragneiss) of greywacke and mudstone type (about 677")

sequence intruded by less than 17" unmetâmorphosed plutonic rocks

(potassic suite). Ot.her rock formations presenÈ in the norbhern

terrain are: 292 díoriËe to tonalite in foliated to gneíssic

stocks and batholíths (sodic suite) and about 3% mafíc to felsic

metavolcanics and unmetamorphosed plutonic rocks (Gower and Ci.ifford, i981).

Felsic gneissic rocks (early gneissíc suite) underlie part. of the

!ùestern end of the northern belt and are characterÍzed by a wÍde range

in composition for individual layers ( quartz-diorite-granite) and the

presence of amphibolite inclusÍons. Felsíc plutonic rocks

(potassic suite) comprise an earlier, recrystallized, massive to

weakly gneissíc trondhjemÍte-granodiorite suite and subordinate,

younger, massive grandiorite-granite suiÈe, boËh of which intruded

the metasedi¡entary rocks. The northern belt is also characterized
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by a distinct gravity signature conforming to the position and trend of the

belt's thick upper crusc, thin lower crust and thinner total crust;

well defined continuous linear east-vrest intense magnetic anomalies

and overall- low magnetic inrensity; widespread distribution of

uagnetite-wacke iron formation in the northern domain adjacent

to southern margins of volcanic-rich Uchi Subprovince. These

features are very much in contrast v¡it.h geophysical and l-irhological

feaEures of southern Eerrain of the EnglÍsh River Subprovince.

The sErucËure of the gneiss belt is largely unresolved.

Foliation is generally steep and parallel to sedimentary bedding.

Both foliation and sedi-mentary bedding are concordant with the margin

of the larger plutons. The northern boundary of this belt with

the Uchi Subprovince is a mylonite zone Ehåt is contÍnuous for

more than 100 kn.

Contemporaneity beËween volcanism in the Uchi Subprovince

and sedimentation in the northern gneissic belt has been estabtished

by Breaks et al. (f978) as a result of their extensive geological

studies of the area. The English River-UchÍ Subprovincest boundary/

interface is placed at a well-defined metavolcanic-mudstone sedimentary

contact which is at least loca11y accentuated by strike-slip

shear (Lake St" Joseph Fault). U-Pb isotopic age determination of

zírcon from diatexite indicates that. pervasive migmatization of Ehe

metasedimentary gneisses occurred at about 2680 to 2690 l4a (Krogh

et a1., I976; Breaks et al., I97B) thus giving a reasonable estimate

for t.he age of Ë.he metamorphism related Eo the Kenoran È,ectonÍc-

meÈamorphic episode. The Kenoran age of mipgnatization/metamorphism

is also generally compatible wirh field characteristics of the

nobilizale which is Ínvariably unmetamorphosed and often exhibits
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\,re11 preserved igneous fractional crystalLiza:uion textures.

The Winnipeg River Batholithíc Belt (southern batholithic

belt) Ís underlain by plutonic rocks ranging in composition from

díorite to granite, subordinate felsic gneissic rocks, and

scattered remnants of metavolcanic and metasediment.ary rocks.

These scattered remnants of gneisses have probably undergone a

protracted history of repeated deformatÍon, partial meltíng,

and an¿tectic plutonic addition. The tectonic development of the

batholithÍc belt is complex (Gower et al., 1978) and not yet fu1ly

resolved" Regíonal isoclínal folds are present but are not always

easy to document (Gower et al., 1978). The southern contact of this

belt is arbitrarj-ly narked in the south by the northern linÍt of the

klabigoon SubprovÍnce metavolcanics. The northern linit of this

plutonic-gneissic complex is marked by the appearance of Eetasedinentary

and associated migmatitic rocks typícal of the Ear Falls-Manigotogan

Gneissic Belt.

The Southern Batholithic Belt consists of three ma-ior rock

suites of felsic pluËonÍc rocks which were formed by plutonism that has

been dated at 2500 Ma to 270O Ìta (Krogh et a1. , 1976). On the

basis of composiÈion and texture and in order of decreasing relative

ages, the three rocks suites are:

(1) GneissÍc Granitoid Suire (pre-tectonic) couposes

20"/" of. the southern belt and is mainly restricted to the \¡restern part

of the batholiÈhic belE, that is, this sËudy area. This suite

represents the oldest rocks in the English River Subprovince

(Breaks eE al., 1978) and is conprised of a dioriËe-quarrz -diorire-

trondhjemite locally granodiorite assemblage thaË has been severely

deformed.
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(2) Sodic PoÈassic Suite (pre- to- slm-tee,toníc) occupÍes

about 397. of. the Southern BatholithÍc Be1t. This suite is the

areally widespread of the three suítes and is also present as

discrete plutons and batholiths in the northern gneissic terrain.

These rocks are less mafic and characterízed bv a similar diorite-

qr:artz-díorite-trondhjemite-granodiorite assemblage. They have been

weakly to moderately deformed.

(3) Potassic Plutonic Suite (syn- to FosË -tectonic) rocks

account f.or 407. of the southern terrain of the English River

Subprovince. Generally, they are restrj-cted to Ëhe \,,/estern part of the

Southern Batholithic complex and are essentially rare to absent in

the northern domain. They are characterized by granodioríte-

q:uartz monzonite-graníte sensu stríctu assemblages that are

undeformed and unnetauorphosed. The potassic intrusive rock unit

is the youngesË of the felsic plutonic rocks and culminaÈed Early

Precnmbrian (Archean) igneous activity ín the English River

Subprovinces.

Several major Late Archean fault systems overprint various

areas of the English River Subprovince in addition to the SuperÍor

Province as a whole. These deformation syst.ems represent a

significan! structural event in the Archean. Generally the fault

systems are superimposed upon major geologÍc boundaries and tend

to follow regional trends of the country rocks " Thís faulting has

possible maxírnum age of 2650 Ma (Krogh et a1., I976)rbecause Ëhe

youngest members of the pot.assic/felsic granitoid intrusions are

deformed by these fault zones in sone areas. Some of the most

notable of these fault sysÈerns ín the sËudy area are the Sydney

Lake Fault System and Ëhe Lake St. Joseph FaulÈ Zone (Breaks and
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Bond, 1977preaks eË al. " 1978; Gower et al., 1978). Both have a

right-handed sËrike separation.

The Uchi Subprovínce is a volcanic plutonic subprovince

which contains a continuous netv/ork of greenstone belÈs arbitrarily

dívided ínto three which collectively surround four maín graniËic

complexes.

The trondhjenite-granodioriËe plutons that intruded the

sedimentary gneiss in the norÈhern terraín have relatively hígh

magnetic inËensities. The SouËhern Batholithic Belt has a

relatively high regional magneËic intensity and this is consístent

with the high suscepLibilities of surface rocks (Hal1, 1968).

As a generalization, Èhe early gneissic suiËe has 1or¿ magnetic

ínt,ensities Ëhe granodioríte-granite suÍte high intensÍties, and

the trondhjenite-granodiorite suite intermediate intensÍties. The

plutonism in the southern belt has been dated at 2600 Ma Èo

2760 Ma (Krogh et al. " I976; Farquharson, L975; I,Jooden and Goodwin, 1980)

Metanorphism and geologic histories of the study area

A brief sunmary of met¡morphic and deformatioral historíes of

part of the Uchi Subprovince and the English River Subprovince

is wriËten in Ëhe following paragraphs and is taken from McRítchie

and Weber (197f), Breaks et al.(1978), Beakhouse (I977), and

Gor¡er et al" (1978). An understanding of Ëectonic evolution

and metamorphism of the study area ís quite important for paleo-

nagnetíc inËerpretation and correlaËion.

Metamorphism and deformational histories of the Uchi and the

English River Subprovince are quite similar, involving more than one

metamorphic events in a relatively short geologic period (Breaks
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et al., 1978).

Most of the study area with the exception of some

scaEEered gneissic rocks in the southern terrain of the English

RÍver Subprovince escaped the earliest metamorphÍc and deformational

event (volcanogenic-plutonic cycle I) which was of short duration of

100-200 Ma (3050 Ma ). Volcanogenic-plutonic cycle II (2750 Ma )

result.ed in the coarsening of the matrix of the metasediments, no\nr

gneisses. Mafic supracrusÈa1 remnants, granodiorite-granite, Ear

FaIIs-Manigotogan Gneiss be1t, metasediments and laterally

equivalenÈ Uchi Subprovince metavolcanic rocks are interpreted

as belongÍng to this second volcanogenic-plutonic cyc1e. The

urajor tectono-thermal event in the area which is considered

responsible for major structural deformation (isoclinal folding)

and najor metanorphic event (upper amphibolite facies, 650-7500,

4-7 kb) took place around 2680-2690 þfa. Diapiric granite evenr

(2650 ¡fa ) ís a global Archean phenomenon and Èhe English River

Subprovince did not escape its effect. The granodiorite-granite

suÍtes and probably other granitic plutons were emplaced in the

Southern Batholithic Belt duríng this event (2650 I'fa ). The

quartz monzonit.e intrusion in the Manigot.ogan area is probably

related Ëo this period. The last meramorphic event (2550 Ma ) dÍd

not affect the area very much. This meEaurorphic event is largely

a local event assocÍated with the generatÍon of najor faults such

as Ëhe Sydney Lake Fault separating the Uchi Subprovince. and the

English River Subprovince and various strike-slip faults in the

metavolcanic terrain. Here, sporadic injection of minor intrusions

and very weak localised deformation signalled the close of the active

geologic history of the region. Rb-Sr isotopic studies indicate
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ÈhaË LhÍs geologic hist.ory took place wj-rhin abouË 150 Ma with

most activity over by 2600 Ma. The evidence for the above

sÈructural hístory comes from the following isoËopíc analysis.

Unless stated otherwÍse, all these ages are based on Rb-Sr daËa.

Isotopic studies by l^looden (1978) revealed rhat rrondhjemite-

granodiorite gneiss from the Eastern Lac Seul area has a mínimum

age of 2740 l{a.

A U-Pb zircon age from a metasedÍmentary peg¡natitic leucosome

is 2680 Ma (Goodwin, 1978; I^iooden & Goodwin, 1980). According

t.o these authors thj-s dates the migmatization and meÊauorphism of

tbe metasediments and therefore the final signíficant metamorphism

of the regÍon. Some investigators have found that a granodiorite

sill in the metasedimenËs of the Northern Gneissic Belt yielded

a U-Pb zircon age of 2652 l{a and a sna11 granitic pluron, 2660 Ma

and a late pegmatite 2560 Ì4a. Isotopic ages of phases within

the English River Subprovince by Krogh et al. , (1976) have parrly

established the ages of a sodíc .and a potassic suíte as 3000 Ma and

2652 l{a respectively which overlaos the d.ate of anatexis of the metase&

írnents. Beakhouse and ÞlcNutt (1980) reported an age of 2635 + 56 Ma for

granitoid rocks at ReddÍtË, 7 klr south of the southern boundary

of fhe study area. Their rocks were petrographically síni1ar to

the souËhern Ëerrain granites (G.P. Beakhouse, pers. comm., 1982).

I^Iooden (1978) reported a whole rock age of.2595 t 50 Ma for the

intrusive granites from potassic plutonic suíte of the Southern

Batholithic Belt and concluded thãt these rocks intruded after the

major metamorphíc Ëhermal event of the region. All these dates

provide a valuable outline of orogenic events associated with

the Kenoran orogeny and involving ígneous and metamorphic



punctuations extending fron 2780 ìIa (probably coincident r,rith

volcanism and sedimentation) Eo 2660 Ma and finally, 2560 l{a.

3.3 Sampling and measureroents of the NRM

Sixty-eight drilled core samples were collected from

34 sites and from the exposed outcrops on either sÍde of and along

Highway 105 from Veruilion Bay to Red Lake (centred along longitude

93030'LrI and latitude 5000'N to about 51015'u). Locarion of the

sarnpling sites is shovr-n in Fig. 4. The drilling and orientation

of samples rüas carrÍed out duríng the field season of 1975, prior to

this study.

The spacing between sites averages about one kilometree

being governed mainly by occurrence of rock outcrops. In areas

of abundant outcropl, the site spacing is about 0.4 kilornetres.

Magnetisation often changes considerably fron one site to the

rÌext, and to achieve a reasonable representatíon of magnetisatíon

variations on a regional scale, such a small spacing between sites

was necessary.

Two oriented cores ¡n¡ere obtaÍned from each siÈe (referred to as

A and B in this study) , Ëhe Èwo cores being several feet apart,

chosen to represent the rock type at the site as well as possible.

The drilling of the core s¡mples was carried out by a portable

gasoline field drí1l based on the l"fodel 4M packsack drill (Truco

Ltd.) " This drill operated wirh water supply. l^Iater was provided by

truck-based centrifugal pump, driven by a gasolíne engÍne. The pump

vras arranged eiËher to draw r¡rater directly f rom a lake or pond, or to

take it from a 0.2 n3 tank carried in the truck. In Ëhis way

the Ëruck could be replenished periodically usíng the pump,

enabling drilling to be done in areas of no natural r¡rater
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supply. Enough water could be carried for about fj,ve or sÍx

average sites. Cores oÍ. 2"3 cm (29/32 inch) nominal diameter

were produced using st.andard EXT straight-wall bits (Delro

Industries Ltd. ). Core lengths were typically nine centimetres.

The length was used in order to saltple below Ëhe topmost, often

fractured region, and to provide sufficient length for susceptibílity

measurementsu and the cutËing off of at least three specÍrnens.

OrÍent.ation of the samples with respect to their in situ

attitude rvas done by well-establÍshed methods, using a Brunton

wíÈh an inclinometer. Azimuthal orientation of the core samples

was done with map sightings of dist.ant objects. Orientation

accuracies for the bulk of the cores were +2o in declinaËion

(strike) and J3o in rhe dip angle.

In the laboratory, Ehe core samples Þ/ere cut into three

specimens (41, 42, A3 or Bl, 82, and B3 for each site) of

diameter 2.3 cn and average length of 1.95 crn. Altogether.,

201 speeimens from 68 core samples were thus obtained for

paleomagnetic measurements and analysis. A typical expanded

specimen name as wrítËen on each specimen is 7500243, where 75

denoËes Ëhe year core vras drilled, 002 Ëhe sÍEe, A the sample

(core), r¿hile digit on the ríght (3) denotes the specimen. In

tabulation of data and presentation of results the expanded

names are abbrevíated in this thesis. Thus the results for O2A1

are for the specimen vrhose full name is 7500241.

Table 1, compiled from the rn¡ork of Breaks et al" (1978),

shows the general lithology, as it is currenËly understood, of

the outcrops from which the drill cores were collected. rt r¿i1l

be noEiced that samples 7500r to 75010 and from 75011 to 75025
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Table 1

General Lithology of Rock Sanples

Core sâmpl-es are grouped as shov¡n belor¿ according to Ëheir general

lithology compiled from the r¡ork of Breaks et al. (1978) and

^ 
(1 rF"m^^ir /^a¡q .^ññ 1 AR? \ôoU. IUlrMN \Pçro. uv¡lu:l ., L)vLJ.

Group Site Number General Lithology

I

2

2

a
L

2

01 to OB

09,10,11,18

/,4 to

12,13,15r16,
46Ã,48

17, 468

14, 19 to 25,
45" 47

Intermediate to mafic
from Uchi Subprovince.

Unmetamorphosed felsic
intrusions (granites).

metavolcanícs

to intermediate

Urunetamorphosed felsic Ëo intermediate
intrusions (massive porphyritic
granodioríte).

Unmetanorphosed mafic intrusions (varying
from quarLz monzonite, quartz diorite
Ëo dioriËe).

Metamorphosed mafic intrusions (we11
foliated quartz monzonite, quartz
diorite and trondhjemite).

MetasedÍmentary gneisses and migmaEites.
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Írere collec¡ed from t.he Uchi Subprovince and the northern belt of the

English River SubprovincerresPecElvely. Samples 75045 to 75053

were obtained from the Southern BaEholithfc Belt of the English

Rfver Subprovlnce. Samples are grouPed into three main groups

(Table 1) accordÍng to Ëheir líthologies and renanence direcEions.

Metavolcanic rocks from Ehe Uchi Subprovlnce are contaÍned ln

Group I while all the unmetamorphosed intrusfons and metasedlmentaty/

gneissic rocks are grouped in Group 2 ar.d 3 respectively.

3.4 Results of the NRM measurernent.s

The natural remanent BagneÈisation (NRtf) of all t.he specfmens

from each sampJ-e üIas measured by t.he spfnner magnetometer already

discussed l-n Chapter 2 (Section 2"1). These measuremenÈs were relaÈfve

to t,he in situ position of the rocks and ç¡ere corrected for orientation

of the samples. The sample mean direction was obtained by vectorially

arranging the specimen directions, giving each unit weight. The

sample and slte mean int.ensities of magneÈisaÈion (l-) were'r-

obÈained by calcula¡ing the arittmetic mean of the speci-mens and

sample in¡ensitles resPectfvety. For individual specimens Ëhe

-L -1 -l
NRM inÈensities were in the range of 2 x l0 - A"n - to 1.0 A'n

MagneÈic suseeptibility values (() ana values of [Jrlat
(1.e", NRM intensLty) were used Ëo obÈain Koenígsberger

(Qrr) for each speclmen and sauplet Q' is deffned as the raÈio

natural repanent magnetisation Ëo Èhat induced by the present

fteld Ë Cf..., Qr = Jrl XrIt) at the collecting sfte. Thd value

of 60500 Bâmmas for Ë was taken from magneEic field intensity maPs of

Ëhe sampling area. Though any fundauental signlficance of Q' has

not been apparent yet, values of about one or more have generally

H =Q
P

ratfo

of the
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been found to be associaËed with NRM's of stable type, whereas

values below 0.1 indicate Ëhe presence of substantial unstable

components (Irving, 1964, p. 93). Low or hígh values of Qrr,

however, should not be regarded as a conclusive criterion of

gaugÍng the stability of NRM. Low values may arise as a result

of a stable magnetisation acquired in a weak fie1d, or co-existing

in the rock ¡¿ith unsÈable components, or because of viscous decay

of natural remanence even without the build-up of unstable conponents.

Furthermore, Q_ has been found Ëo decrease with j-ncreasing age for"n

rock of the same composition. For Archean rocks, its value is

frequently less Ëhan one. 53"Á of the specimens studied have

0< Q_ 10.5, while for 17% of the specimens Q_ts range \,¡as 0.5 to'n 'n

1.0. Thus, the majority of the specimens have Qrr'" al.0 although

j-n some cases (e.g., sÍtes 2I and 22) Qrr's varÍed over many orders

of nagnitude ¡mong samples of the same rock formation.

SÈacey (1967) has pointed out on the basis of Èheoretical

calculations and experímental data that the Qrrts of igneous rocks

r¿ith true multidomain grain of magnetite is close to 0.5, and

higher values indicate Èhat the thermoremanence is of pseudo-single

domain character. As a substantial porÈion of the speciuen in

the present study yielded Qrrts close to 0"5 and higher, it is

tenopting Ëo suggest that a good portion of remanence resides in

one stable form and Ëhat the reroanerrce carriers are probably

multidornaín or pseudo-single domain of magnetiËe. However, this

conclusion has Ëo be viewed with caution. More reliable Ëests

are needed to ascertaín the domain characteristics of the remanence

carriers.
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Q_'s of metavolcanics from the Uchi Subprovince are quite'n

1ow (<1.0) compared wÍth Qrrrs of modern oceanic basalt or fresh

Tertiary basalt (Qrr's àt1. Low Qrrrs indícate a coarse grain síze.

upper anphibolite facies metâmorphism has probably been responsible

for destroying the finer-grained high-srability fracrion of the

magnetic minerals in the metavolcanics (Dunlop, lgTg). Mafic

intrusions (unmetamorphosed) have fared somewhat betEer, presumably

because of their larger initial grain -.size. Though theÍr Qr.,'s are

relatively slightly higher than metavolcanics and metasediments

theír i-'" and J ts are abouË 30 to 50 times those of the othermr
two formations studied here. Ç's for rocks from the two belËs of

the English River Subprovince do not overlap" Rocks from the

southern belÈ exhibit higher X*'s (Fig. 4) ranging from 0.3 x 10-2
a

-1to 35.0 x 10 - SIU. As expected, rocks containing the higher

proportíons of ferromagnesian minerals exhibít higher X* values.

Metavolcanic rocks of Group t have {rts ranging from 0.25 to
-?7.0 x 10 - SIU while all the rocks from the northern belt have

much lower X's ( < 1.0 x 10-3 SIU ) poinring ro a strongm

contrast betv¡een gneissíc rocks of the northern belt and unmetâmorphosed

intrusions of the Southern Batholithic BelË. The 1ow X*ts also

possibly reflect a 1ow mâgnetíc mineral content. It will be

seen in AF demagnetisatÍon study (chapter 4) that metasediments

(paragneisses), ot.her metnmorphosed rocks, or rocks that went throush

complete melting are relatively more stable than unmetamorphosed

ínÈrusions. Most of the late inErusive rocks have a high portj-on of

soft component of magneÈisation (VRlf). AF demagneËisation experiments

also revealed that rocks with higher Xr's have relatively higher
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NRM intensities (0.01 to 16.0 A.rn-I) compared v¡ith those of other

rocks from Group 2 (0.04 x 1O-2 to 5.0 x 10-2 a'*-l). IIowever, Èhe

average intensity of metasediments and mafic intrusions after AF

deroagnetisation in 100 mT peak field (i* - I ,,.'.ì'.T ) dropped Èo about' Hp = ruLrItrI

L0-55% of its initial values while felsÍc ÍnËrusions showed a

relatively higher drop in int.ensity as can be seen from Table 2 and

Fig. 7 for pilot specimen (Chapter 4). The difference in

intensÍty drop in fi- = 100 mT for unmetamorphosed mafíc and felsic
p

inÈrusions is noÈ very significant. Both felsic and mafic intrusions,

apart frou paragneisses, also turned out to be quite promísing candidates

for paleomagnetic study as Èhe next chapters will show"



Chapter 4

AI,TERNATING FIELD DE}ÍAGNETISATION STUDY

4. 1. 1. Pilot Study

The test of stability in the present study was done by AF

demagneÈisation usíng the apparatus descríbed bríef1y in Chapter 2.

In view of the fact that such a study usually involves a large

number of specimens, it is coûmon practice to make fírst a

detailed denagnetisation study of a few representaLive specÍmens.

This generally obvíates the need for intermediate steps and cuts

dovm considerably the Ëime needed in the subsequent treatment

of the specÍoens. Such a "pilot" study was carried out with

40 specimens, selecËing at least one from each site. The pilot

specimens were demagnetised progressively in alternating magneti-c

fields (AFfs) generally in steps of.20 mT (peak) to 100 mT (peak).

The directÍon and moment of each specimen r^rere neasured before and

after AF dernagnetÍsatíon r¿ith a spinner magneËometer.

Though stepwÍse denagnetisation on pilot specimen was carried

ouË in order to choose an optimurn field from the behaviour of the

pilot for treaEment of the remaining specimens from the siLe, the

diversiÈy in response of various pilot specimens Ëo AF demagneËisation

made it important and highly desirable Ëo demagnetise all specimens

in AI's of up to 100 nT (peak). AF deuragnetisation of pilot specÍmens

revealed the existence of a reasonably large soft magnetisatÍon

in some specimens ands{ÈÞs which was usually removed by treatment in

peak fields of approximately 40 nT. IË was also observed from

the pilot study thaË the capacity of the specimens to reËain a
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FigureT(a=e): AlËernating Field Demagnetísation of Pilot Specimens

Typical representative AF demagnetisation

int,ensity decay-curves (labelled by specÍmen

numbers) are shov¡n (1eft hand side). Ilere

and in the succeeding figures these curves

are drav¡n by plotting the raËio of the

remanence intensity at the nth cleaning field

to the iniEial NRI{ rernanence inËensity (i.e.,

.lr(ír-) /Jr(fr-=6¡ ) against peak demagnetÍsíng'D.. D

¡iefa in o,iffitesla (mT).

The corresponding direction changes (demagnetisation

paËhs) are also shovm (right hand side). Aff

directions are dor^rnward pointing (positive

inclinations) except for speô.ínens 0643 and 5383.

In this and succeeding figures all direction

plots are on t.he lower hemisphere of an azimuthal

equal area of Schrnídt project.ion; .*P is the

present Earthrs field direction ín the area;

N is the true norËh.
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reuranence at higher fields differs from si_te to site and from

formation to formation. I^Ihile some specjmens had lost 8OT" of their

magnetÍsation j,n AF's of up to 20 mT, about 50% of them were found

to retain a good portion of their refiìânence up to 60 nT and beyond.

Itleasurements up to 100 mT showed the rocks to be quíte stable in

mosE of the cases. RepeaËed measurements with four specimens

(Síte 25) in B0 mT and 100 rnT yíe1ded dírections which are reasonably

well grouped.

4.1.2. Results of pilot study

Af' decay curves of normalized intensity against peak

demagnetisation field (ã-) f.or a few representatíve specimens of this'p'
initial pilot sÈudy are shown in Fig. 7 together wÍth the plots

of their directíona1 charges at each demagnetisation step

(rÍght-hand side of Fig. 7 ). In this study an endpoint was

chosen rvhere successive demagnetisation produced no further

coherent dÍrectional changes. rt should be noted Èhat with the

excepËion of speci-mens 0643 and 5383 all the other had positive

(downward) inclinations.

Metavolcanics (specimens 0142, OIB2, 0483, 05A1, 06A3):

The NRM directíons, which are of normal polarity but differs from the

Earth's presenÈ field by a small ang1e, changed during demagnetisation

in AFts of 20 to 40 mT but very little changes in directions were

observed beyond 60 nT. All specimens except 0643 provided good

evidence of demagnetisat.ion endpoints and fitted well ínto our

stability criteria of SecËÍons 1.4 arrd 4.2. Small changes of

directions between NRlf and stable directions suggest the removal of

a vÍscous soft component (vRlr). The intensity decreased quite
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snoothly during treatment in AF's of up to 40 urT for specimen 0142 and

in up to 60 mT for the other specimens. Further demagnetisatj-on

revealed none or very 1itt1e decrease in intensi-ty. This suggests

that the intensity component m¡intained in AFrs of up to 100 nT

represents a stable magnetisation of possibly ancient origin

acquired during cooling and metâmorphism.

Speeimen 0643 revealed a relatively large stable comPonent

of magneEisation. During demagnetisation at 60 mT step

inclination becomes negaËive (upward). The magnetícally cleaned

sEable direcËion for thís speciuen suggests that a reversal of

magnetisation (either self-reversal or due to geonagnetic field

reversal) is presenÈ in this case. Sínce the reversed component

ís observed in high fields, it irnplies Lhat it has high coercíve

force and Èherefore might be more indicatíve of hematite. ThÍs

can be confirmed only by thin section study of this specimen.

Unmetamorphosed Mafíc IntrusÍons (Specimens 0142, 0282,

0483, 0541, 0643): The NRM directíons for all specimens in this

group are st.eep dovmward to the norËh and quiËe close to the present

Earthr s fíe1d direction. IntensitÍes drop sharply during

demagnetisation in AF's of up to 40 nT. Very little drops in

intensity are observed in AFrs of )60 mT when it becomes 152

of NRM intensíty values. The changes in Ëhe vector directions

during demagnetísations in lower fields (.¿Ornf) shor¿ the existence

of a sofE unstable conponent of magnetisation (VRM and VPTRl,f)

in the direction of t.he present Earthrs fíeld. Good end poinEs

are reaehed for all specimens except 4883. The response of

specimens of this group to AF demagneÈisation is, in some ways,
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sj-milar to Èhe behaviour of the metavolcanics. In the latter group

of specinens, however, the directions of stable magnetisatíon

differ by relatively larger angles than in I2l.I,1383, l5Al and

46A2. Specimen 1383 reveals NRM with negative (upward) steep

inclination which remained negative but became shallower during

A.F demagnetisation.

Unrnetamorphosed felsic to Íntermediate intrusions (Speciurens

09A2, IIA2, 1883, 5041, 5083, 5IA2, 5181, and 5383): The NRM

directions for most of Ëhe specÍmens of this group have quite sËeep

inclinations (downward) and vary from NE to E. Specimens frøm

Sites 50 and 51,have NRM directions that lie almost tolrards

northerly directíon with very steep inclination. Most NRM directions

are clustered around the geomagneLic field in this area. On

demagnetisaËionrdirectional changes are observed in fields of

up to 60 mT accompanied by intensiÈy drops which vary from a

sharp fal1 (Fig. 7b , SpecÍmen 1142 and 1441) to moderate falls

(Site 50,51 and 53)" Agaín very 1itt1e or no changes in

intensiÈies or directions are seen in AFrs of )60 urT. The

stable directíons are reasonably grouped for Specimen 0942, ITA2

and for specímens fron Site 50, 51 , and 53" I¡lhether a1l specimen

directions from a given site become well grouped after AF

denagnetisation r,¡ill be seen in systematic demagnetisation of all

six specimens from that site. The stable directions are NNE

and have positive and relatively shallower inclinations. The

AF decay curves show Èhat the stable magnetisaEion observed

in AFrs of X0 mT is of ancient origin and most probably reside

in magnetite. AF decay curves for specimens from Site 51

(that is, square-shouldered curves) reveal Ëhe presence of sËable
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magnetisation with high discrete coercive force. It should be

not.ed that the square-shouldered intensiËy decay curves are usually

an indícation of the presence of single magneEisation (Irving

and Naldrett, L977; Roy and Lapointe, I976).

Metasedíments/ ParagneÍsses (Speciuens 1441, 2IA2, 2L82,

2283, 23AI,2481 and 4783): The NRM directions for most of the

specimens 1ie in the ENE of the present EarËhrs field but move

systematically Ëo Ëhe NNE with AF demagneÈisation. All speciroens

provide good endpoints in AF's of >40 rnT and the directions remain

stable in higher fields and differ by reasonably large angles

(at 95% probability 1eve1) from the present Earthrs field at

the sanpling site. The intensity drops sharply to 10-207" of the

NRM value (Fig.7b,c; specÍmens 1441, 2782, 23A2, 24BI) in AFrs

of 20 nT. The drops in intensiÈy at 20 nT sËep are quite

moderate to low for specinens 2IA2 and 2283. No changes in

inÈensit.y are observed in AF's of )60 roT. Therefore the

magnetisation observed at 60 urT to 100 mT most probably represent

a sËable, hard and ancient (possibly overprinting) conponent

of nagneËisatÍon of Archean age.

Metasediments/ migmatites (Specimens 2541, 2581 to 2583):

The NRM directions for most of the specimens of this site are dov¡n-

ward, very steep and to the E and SE of the presenË Earthts field.

These iniËial direcÈíons change systematícally to a directíon

towards the NE and become shallower during AF demagnetÍsation.

The íntensity falls are from sharp (specirnen 2582, 83) to low

(specimen 2541) at 20 mT step. The intensity drops during

dernagnetisation vary f.rom I27" (specimen 2582) to 527" (specimen

2581 and 2582) of the iniËial NRM intensÍty. These drops and



directional changes show the reuoval of a soft VRM Lype component

in most specimens except for 2541 and 2581 which seem to shov/

the presence of relatively harder component of magnetisaÈion

whích is removed in AFts of 60 rnT. The specimens from this site

show excellent evidence for both vrithin-siËe intensiÈv and

stability differences. All specimens show good end poínts and their

denagnetised and cleaned directions are well grouped.

4.2 AF site statistÍcs and exclusion of samples

Ihe traditional approach to analysing paleomagnetic

data is used, and as is d.one in most such studies, it is necessary Eo

exclude some specimens, s¡mples and sites because of theír

unsuitable magnetic characteristics. SpecÍmens, samplês or sites

wce rejected and eliminated from further statistíca1 consideration

if they show evidence of magnetic instabiliËy by failing one or

more of the following tests:

(1) If the two specimen direcËions diverge by nore than

30o after AF denagnetisaËíon, even though the specimen results may

show good índividual stability.

(2) If the specimen directions exhibit erratic behaviour

during demagnetisat ion"

(3) If the individual samples and síte average intensities

of remanent magnetisation are less than I x 10-4 A.r-l (1 A.n-l =

-l10 - emu ) which in vj-ew of the author is the lower linit of

reliability for the spinner magnetômeter used in this study.

(4) If the stability paranerer S20 (individual specimen

value or average site vatue -SrO) is less than O.!where S20 i"

defined as the raÈio of the int,ensity of magnetisation after AF
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demagnetisation aL 20 mT step to the initial NRM intensity (before

AF demagnetisation), that is,

e = J,(H-=20mT)
¿U

J (fi =0)rD

(5) If their precision (K) is less than l0 and <nr> 2Oo

after AF demagnetisation and after a three-rier analysis, in which

specimens, samples and site Ín turn are given unit weight.

(6) If site mean directions do not fall wíthin the

circle of confidence (at 957" probability 1eve1) around their

respective geologic group mean directíon (I,latson's (1956 b) test

for rándomness). Such sample/site directions are considered as

random (e.g., FiB. 12" Sítes 46 arrd. 47).
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4.3.1 Detailed pilot study of selected sites

In order to obtain a more reliable picËure of stabÍlity' intensities

and optimum cleaning fields, six specimens were pilot demagnetised from

Site 03, five from each of Sites 04 and Site 15, and three specimens

fron Site 08. Their curves of normalízed intensiËy against io and

correspondíng direcEional changes are shov¡n in Figure B . ffr""u ploEs,

which are typical of all the AF decay cuTves for most of the samples

used in this sEudy, are each the results of AF demagnetisation at 100

uT (peak).

Site 03 (Metavolcanics). The NRÌ,Í directÍons for all six specímens

r,lere towards NNE (with positive inclination) and quite close to the

present Earth's fíeld. On AF treaËment in the fields of 2O to 60 mT

the directions changed systematically to Nl^tr, resulting in a shallower

inclination. At higher fields ( ) 60 uT) the directional changes were

again very smooth shor¡ing good end-points buË not very good withín-site

grouping. The intensity drop was quite sharp for core sample A -sharper

than for B. The intensities of specimen 03Bl and 83 dropped sharply

to less than 10% of Èhe NRM value in the fields of 20 rnT. Specimens

from sample A showed the presence of hígh coercivity components during

AF demagnetisation. It appears from the decay curves that this sample

had much harder viscous components (VPTRM) r¿hich is removed by a

demagnetising field of B0 rnT (peak value). Specinens'Eland B3 were

rejected for statistical analysis on accounË of their lov¡ intensities

at 2O aT sËep (see exclusion criteria of SecÈion 4.2)

site 04 (Ifetavolcanics). BoËh the NRM directions and response

to AF demagnetisation r,rere somewhat siuilar to Èhat of Site 03. Again

large changes in directions were observed in the fields of 20, 40 and

60 mT. The stable dírections here are betLer grouped together in Nl,tr
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Figufe S(a-b): Alternating Field Dernagnetisation of Samples

from Selected Sites (Detailed Pilot Demagnetisation

Study)

Typical AF demagnetisation inËensity decay curves (labelled

by site numbers) are shown (left hand side). The corresponding

directÍon changes (demagnetisation paths) are also shov¡n

(right-hand side). The directions,all dov¡nward poÍntÍng

(positive inclinations), have been plotted on the lower

hemisphere of an equal area projection.

In this and succeeding figures, synbols depícted along

directional plots have the following meanings:

Mle -- MigmaËized rocks/ Orthogneisses.

MMT -- MeËamorphosed mafic intrusions.

MS -- I'fetasedimentary rocks.

MV -- Ifetavolcanics.

UFI -- Unmetamorphosed felsic to intermediate íntrusÍons.

lnffI-- UnmeËamorphosed mafic inÈrusions.
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quadrant. The drop Ín intensities \A/as sharp aE 20 mT and then intensities

decreased progressívely up to 60 mT. No changes in inÈensity and very

little changes in direct.ions r"¡ere observed ín AF's of )60 ¡nT. These

measureuents give good evidence for a hard, stable and possibly one

component of remanence preserved in all six specimens of this site.

Sarnple 084 (Metavolcanics). The NRM directions for this sample

(on1y three specimens) are towards NNE and are quite shallow for

specímens Al and A2 and very steep for 43. Duríng AF demagnetisation

the remanence vect.ors moved in westward directÍon and resulted in much

steeper inclinations. After ful1 dernagnetisation cycle, good end points

are reached and stable directions are quite well grouped. The

AF decay curves show the removal of soft components of magnetisation

in lower demagnetising fields.

Site 15 (Unmetamorphosed }lafic Intrusion). The NRM directions

for this site are scattered in the NE quadrant and around the present

Earthrs field. SysÈematically rather erratic and relatively large

changes in the renanance directions were observed in AFrs of up to 20

to 40 uT, resulting in a slightly shallower than the Earth's fieldrs

inclination for all specímens from sample A and for speciuren 1583 "

The sÈable directions for the other two specimens (81 and 82) are close

to the Earthrs field in the area. From the shape of decay curves, a

tentative conclusíon can be made in that Ëhere probably exist more

than one remanent. components " Most of the soft viscous components

acquired during the past thousand years or so is removed conþletely

in AFrs of up to 20 urT. The shape of the decay curve for specimen

1581 points t.o!üards the presence of a secondary and reltively harder

componenÈ of VPTRM type which is successively removed during AF

demagneÈisation aL 40 mT and 60 nT. Sinílar behaviour and response
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has been observed for some other specimens such as 0483, all specimens

of Site 10, and specimen 148I, etc.

l{ulti-component and polyphase paleomagnetic renânences have been

documented and reported for Precambrian rocks ín recent years (Bingham

and Evans, 1976; Buehan, 1978; Buchan and Dunlop, L973; Dunlop, 1979;

Irving and Naldrett, 19773 lrving and McGllmn, 1976b;Mcclynn and lrving,

1978). These magnetisations usually correspond to the geomagnetic

field at various times duríng the history of the rock unit, and -ay

be present in different oxÍde phases, or in different grain-size ranges

of the saue oxÍde phase. As already poínted out in Chapter 3, the

ídentificatíon of these magnetisations and the determination of their

order in time are the most Èechnical problems in Precambrian paleomagnetism.

As discussed before, almost all pilot specimens contained a

reasonably large, magnetícally soft component, which was readily

removed by AF's of about 40 nT, and which conrmonly reduced the

rel0anerÌce to betv¡een 10 and 3O% of. íts original value. The magnetisatJ-on

remaining maybe itself composite in some cases, buË it cannot be resolved

into its consÈÍtuent magnetisations by further AF demagnetisation. The

isolation of any secondary components can be done by detailed Lhermal

dernagnetisation in any fut,ure paleomagnetíc study and in ËhÍs work

attention r¿ill be focused on the analysis and ínterpretation of the

behaviour and response of renanence to AF demagnetisation. Perhaps ít

should be added here thaË the reason that any secondary component cannot

be isolated and resolved by AF demagnetisation alone is that, in general,

the remanent coercive force specËra of the consËiÈuent magnetísations

overlap, but Ëheir blocking t,emperature spectra do noÈ.

Duríng pilot deuagnetisation great care has been exercised to

ensure that any spurious magnetisatÍons are minimized and are random
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in direcEion. Nornalized intensíty decay curves of Fígs. 7 and B

show no evidence of any spurious magnetisation during AF cleaning.

:

4.3.2 Systematic AF demagnetisaËion: results, analysis and discussion

As already discussed in Section 4.L.2 ., a careful perusal of all

the pilot results shows that the stability of magnetisation differs

frou site to site and from formation Eo formation although for the

najority of samples sËable directions persisted for fields up to

100 nT. Natural remanent magnetisation (NRI{) intensitÍes varied

over many orders of magnitude among rock Ëypes, among formations of

sÍmilar rock Ëype and among samples of individual formationS (see

Table 2) . Theref ore in order to obtain rriore riìeaningful

inËerpretation all specimens (six per site, 32 sites) were subjected

Èo AF demagnetísatÍon up to the limit of the apparatus (peak flux

density 100 nT = 1000 Oe). Representative AF demagneËísation curves

for ten sites are shov¡n in Fig.9 where NRl,f directíons "t ñ- = 0 and

stable directions after full dernagnetisation in ã- = 100 mT are also
p

depicted (right-hand side) together with circles of confidence { o.nro)

around site mean directions. All three urain 1iÈhologieal formations

are represented in the AF decay curves of Fig. 9, inspect.ion of which

shows a good groupÍ-ng and improved precision after demapsnetisaEion

in AF's of 100 mT except for Site 13 and 17 v¡here cleaned directions

are not well grouped and o{95>> 20o.

Using Èhe precision data and the results of systematic A-F

denagnetisatíon all the acceptable sites from the sampling area fall

into the following three main groups. IÈ musË be noted that this

grouping ís based on both the cleaned site mean direcËions and the

líthologies of the rock samples.
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Metavolcanics (Number of sites accepted = 7) " This group

includes all meÈavolcanÍcs from the Uchi Subprovince (Sites 01 to 0B).

The AF demagnetísation results for pilot specimens of this group and for

Sites 03 and 04 have 'been briefly discussed in Section 4.1.2 and 4.3.1.

InËensíties of NR]vf of rnetavolcanics show a wide range of values between

, I r 1 ? -1
5 x 10-a Arm 

r to 2.0 x lO-t A.n'. with a mean value of 6.2 x 10 - A'm t,

although the distribuÈÍon of íntensities is not geomeËric and shol,ls no

well defined mean. Behaviour of specimens during AF demagnetisation

is correspondingly varíable. Several specimens, notably the pilots from

Sites 01 and 06, show practically no decrease ín their NRM intensities

in fi- 740 rnT and directions of magnetisation do not move. OËher oílots--- --p

show moderate (e.g., pílot of Site 04 and 05, Fig. 7a) to sharp (e.9.,

pilots of sample 038 in Fig. Ba and specimens 0181,0241, whÍch are

all rejected) fall Ín inÈensíËies on demagneËisation in fro = 20 mT

followed by a more steady (speciuren 0282 in Fig. 7a) or no fall

(specímen 0383) " During the course of sysËematic AF demagnetísation

a najority of metavolcanics lose between 30 to 90% of their initíal

intensities and undergo slíght to moderate changes in direction

(Figs. Ba ¿nd 8b). Stabilíty indices reach optimum values mostly

betr¿een 20 and 40 mT and continuing dem¡gnetisation to 100 mT does

not bring any changes in direcËion or intensity. This behavíour

implies that the magnetisation, at least in part, is held by magnetite"

In general, magnetic hardness is proportional to stability, and those

samples sharing large falls in intensitÍes also give large shifts

in the directíon of magnetisation (e.g", Site 07 and 08 in Fig. 10).

In most cases, however, directions of individual specÍmens move tov¡ards

a closely grouped nean (Fig" 9 ) reached after denagnetisaÈion in

fields beËween 40 and 60 nT" Although Site 06 and sample 054 show
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Fisure 9 (a-e) : Systematic Alternating Field Demagnetisation Study

Representative and typical AF demagnetisation

intensity decay curves (labelled by site numbers)

are shov¡n (left-hand side). For each specímen

(six per site) the corresponding NRll direcÈions

(Iarge syurbols) and cleaned directions after AF

demagnetisaËion at 100 mT (small symbols) are also

shov¡n (right-hand síde) "

The circle of 957" confidenc. (*95 = radius) circum-

scribes the site mean direction afÈer cleaninq.

The directions, a1l of which except site 13 are

dorønrnrard pointing (Posítive inclinations) have been

plotted on the lower hemisphere of an equal area

proj ection .
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ksn NRH Stùe level Stûtlottcs (before Af dcn!8nct loltlon)

75001 6 ¡.0 2.6

02 6 200.0 20.5

03 ó ll,o lt.8

04 ó 0.5 0.t3

05 ó 0.5 0.26

06 I 1.0 t.82

07 6 3.0 0.52

08 ó 6.0 1.37

09 6 3.O 7.16

l0 6 Lo r.3

lt 6 0.05 6.40

t2 6 2.O 21.0

l] 6 t.0 0.39

14 ó 150.0 2.9

15 ó 73.O O.52

tó 6 5.0 0.52

t7 6 5.0 0.40

l8 6 0.05

19 6 0,0¿ 0.46

zo 6 0.04 0.26

2t 6 ?O 0.65

22 6 0.06 0.ll

23 6 0.5 0.52

24 6 0.6 0.t9

z5 6 0,1 o.39

15 6 7.O 7.20

L6 6 ó.0 t.7

47 6 40t,0 16.ó4

ú8 6 2.O 18.t5

49 ó l3.O 11.50

50 6 3200.0 t5.25

51 6 20.0 ó.8J

52 6 80.0 0.6ó

53 6 95,0 t¿.50

JL
¡," <ifl'l (Ét'u) õ

T¡ble 2: N6ruÌÁl

0.5 42.O 61.0

t.2 38.0 66.0

0.42 25-5 77.4

0,2 é1,5 51.5

0.54 25.0 68.0

0, l2 126.0 t8.0

l.t2 l0 )o.2

0.8 24.A 10,0

0.¡0 76.o 6ó.0

0,25 119.0 71.0

0.20 52.0 61.0

0,¿ó 21.0 6E.0

0.52 25.8 65.0

4.3 76.3 72.2

3,0 42.0 69.0

2.1 19.0 43.4

2.O r 2.5 t6.6

B,¡ 2L.0 78.2

0,02 75.0 53.0

0. t4 59.0 78.0

B.l 4t.0 ó5.0

22.O t25.0 80.0

0.22 38.0 81.5

| .2 7l .3 60.0

O.4 J8.O 66.rr
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t.] 35.3 70.0

2. to I 25.0 65.0

0.8 6.0 t2.t

0.t6 9!.0 52.0

2.t l¿7.0 8¿.0

0.6 3¿5.O 12.0

0.8 70.0 ¿0. l

0.9 81.5 t4,O

5.50 9 21.O 24.0

¿.70 l7 17.0 !8.¿

4,8 25 tl.5 17 .O

5.76 2l t5.O t6.3

5.25 6 26.2 29.0

2.55 L 20.3 32.0

5.60 ¡3 19.5 21.0

5.82 28 13.0 t¿.0

5.12 tE tó,0 t8.0

5.68 t6 rt.o 19.0

5.60 ll 19,0 2t.o

5.70 t7 16.5 ¡8.2

2.40 I 60.0 66.0

5.30 9 25.1 28.0

5.70 17 t6.5 t0.0

5.2 A 27.O 30.0

C1€ôned Sft. lcvel St6tfatlc! (ôftê¡ Af dcMgn.tf¿¿tÍoñ ln 100 ÞT tto)_
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Meanlng of symbols used 1n Table 2

average lntensity of naÈural remanenÈ magnetlsat.lon before AF cleanlng

magnetlc suscepEibillty (nean value)

Êhe number of specl-nens 1n1Èially used (accepted)

the length of mean rerqanence vector brlÈh each of the N remanence dlrections
consldered as unft vector

the decllnaEion of the mean renanence vector ln degrees reckoned

the lnclfnatlon of the nean remanence vect.or in degrees reckoned from Èhe
horlzontal plane and consldered poslÈive (negarive) lf dtrected downward
(upward)

Fisherts estlmaÈe of precision paramter of the clusÈer of rernanence dlrecElon

radfus of clrcle of confldence ln degrees

Wllsonrs angular sÈandard devfation ln degrees (Wtlson, 1959)

stabllfty parameter ( J, = 20 mT )
p

I"H =0
P

DO
m

IO
m

K-

\95
(o
@-

E-"20

o .-(50 - probable error of Èhe urean 1n degrees

Â' - longltude of v,irtual geomagneÈlc poles (paleopoles), ls

þ' - 1acllude of vlruual geomagneÈic poles (paleopoles), ls
for northern (southern) hernisphere

dp'dm - sernf-axes of the 95z. ovaL of confldence, along and normal co t.he greaE circle
Jolngfng the eaurple slte and virtual geomagneÈlc pole

qn - nean value of the Keonlgsberger raËio

'100.f average intenslty of naEural nagnetisaElon after AF cleanlng 1n 100 mT peak f1e1d

east. Iongitude

poslclve (negatlve)

ø
N)
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good stability during demagneti-sation they are rejected for further

and final analysis because of thêír large wirhin-site ( o( 
nr) 2Zo¡

or within-sample scatters. Alt AF demagnetísation experimental

results were subjected to statistical analysis to obtain site level

statistics, site mean directions and precision estimes ( ogs and K)

before and after AF demagnetisation, and these are surtrnarízed in Table 2.

Site mean directions before and after AF cleaning are plotted on the lower

hernisphere of an equal area projection in Fig. 11a and 11b respectively.

Frou the AF decay curves of Fígs. 7 , B and from Fig. i0 it can

be seen that the cleaned directíons for all the metavolcanic samples and

their site mean directíons lie in northwesterly directions with positive

inclinations (except for Site 06 whích has reverse inclination) varying
o

fron 44.i to 51.80. During AF demagnetísatj-on the síte mean directíons

for five of the eight sites Ín this group moved from the northeasrerlv

directions and from the Earthts present field to the NI,tr quadrant

(Figs. 10, f l b). The NR-l{ site mean directÍons, although not scattered,

are not well grouped and Ëhese directions for Sites 07 and 08 are quite

far from the Earthts field. - Both sites respond considerably to

AF demagneÈisatÍon during which theír inclinations become relatively

sÈeeper" The demagnetisation process seems to have removed a s1Íght1y

harder viscous component of magnetisaÈion probably of vprRM type

from specímens of Sites 07 and 0B (Figs. l0 and 11) " t.Jirh rhe

exception of rejected specimens (0181, 0381,82" 05A) most sites of

this group show better and significant grouping and. reveal a. stable

component of magnetísation and acceptable intensities after AF

demagnetisation. The small díspersion observed are probably due to

experimenÈal errors. As can be seen from Figs" 10 and llb and Table 2,the

siËe rnean dírectíons of stable magnetisation of this group of rocks
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are different than those for the bulk of t.he sítes from the Enslish

River Subprovince. The cleaned siLe mean and formation mean direcÈions

are, however, quite close to the Archean directions at this location

deduced from the results of other investigators (Dunlop, L979; Irving

and Naldrett, 1977). I^Ihen cornbined the seven acceptable sites gÍve a

combined foruation mean (Table 3) of D = 3l8o, I = 5Oo witho4n, = 80.

A1l site mean direcËions are reasonablv close to the formation mean and

most of the site mean directions are conÈained within or close to the circle

of. 95Z" confidence around formation means (Fig. 12). From the pole positions

(table 4) of these rocks, it is seen Ëhat the remanent magnetÍsaËion of

metavolcanics is most probably the oldest obtained for this study area and

was possibly acquired during the early stages of the Kenoran orogeny Ehat

caused meEamorphism of these rocks. Survival of any pre-Kenoran uagnetic

renanence in this group of rocks ís unlikely to have occurred because

of high temperatures associaËed ¡¿ith metamorphism of granulite and upper

amphibolite netamorphic terrains such as this part of the Uchi Subprovi-nce.

All Intrusions: Felsic, intermedíate and mafíc, metamorphosed

and unmetarnorphosed (Nunber of siËes accepted =11). These intrusions

have varying lithologies and compositioru ranging from granite (Table 1,

Site 09 to 11) to massive porphyritic granodiorite (sites 49 to 53)

and quartz monzonÍte, quartz dioríte and diorite (sites: 12, 13, 15,

16, 48). They constitute about 6O%of the sites (total sites = 16)

from the English River Subprovince (both belts/parts). Felsic to

intermedíate unmeËamorphosed intrusions (ten sites) have NRM intensities

varyÍng beËween 1 x l0-2 A.r-I ro 9.5 x l0-1 a.r-l. Their f

range is between 0.7 x 1O-3 and 1.5 x tO-2 SlU. Their pilot specímens

exhíbit low (e.g., specimen 504, 5083 in Fig. 7e ) ro moderately high

(e.g., specimen 0942, 1883, 5181, 1082) stabilíËies on demagnetisaËion.
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Equal area projectíon of site mean dÍrections

for metavolcanÍc rocks (Group II), all of v¡hich

are downward pointing (positive inclination)

except site 06; NRM directíons (northeast) ;

cleaned direction (northwest) " Numbers near

the solid circles identify Èhe site. Cleaning

field sÈrength for all sites is 100 rnT (peak).
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Figure l1(a-b): Equal area projection of siËe ¡nean

directions, all of v¡hich excepE sites

06 and 13 are downward pointing (positive

inclÍnatíon) ; NRI{ directíons (a),

cleaned dírectÍon (b).

Numbers near the doËs identify the site.

Cleaning field strength for all sites

is 100 rnT (peak value) .

"fP is the present Earth's field direction

in the study areai N is the true north.
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Exeept for sample 188 and 50B,al1 others do not show sharp fa1ls in

inËensities in fields of up to 40 mT. In samples from sites 50 and 51

relatively large directional changes are observed during demagnetisatíon

(Figs" 7 and B ) but good end points are reached in AI"s )60 mT.

The remanent coercive forces in felsic to intermediaÈe intrusive rocks

are moderately high, the median destructive field (ru.d.f.) being 40 mT (figs

7 b-di Sites 09, 53, 46,). This indicates Ehat magnetite Ís mosr

probably the maín carrier of the remanence. This indeed is the case as

will be seen from Section 4.5 on opaque mineralogy. Demagnetísation

also reveals some rarely occurring magnetisation with high dÍscrete

coercive forces (i.e., square-shouldered AF decay curves in Fig. 7e,

specimens 5141, Bl) which again indicates that. nagnetÍte is Ëhe main

carrier, but Èhat some other high coercivity magnetic mineral is present

also in very sma1l quantities. SiËe mean direcËional plot of Fíg 7.2a

índicaÈes that NRlf directÍons of most of the felsic to intermediate

inÈrusions (Site 09-II, 18, 46F^,48 to 53), although not largely

scattered (site precisÍon (K) ranging from B to 18), increase in

precision during AF demagnetisation. Their average inÈensities f¿ll-

to betr,¡een 9 and 307. of initÍal intensities after demagneEisation in

AF's of 100 uT. On t.he whole, the average drop in intensíty is

híghest Ín unmetamorphosed mafic intrusions.

SiËe mean NRM inLensities of mafic intrusions (Site 12, 13,

15, 16, 17, 46) vary beËween 1"0 x 10-2 A.r-1 Èo 7.3 x I0-1 A.*-1

¡¿ith a mean of 1.5 x 10-1 A.m-I. NR-ìf give directíons r¡iËh a.northerly

to northeasterly trend and very steep inclinations, and these directÍons

are well grouped (except for Site 47 around the direction of the

present Earthfs field (Fig. 11 a). During demagnetisation most of the

sites in this subgroug of mafic intrusions lose between 70% and 907!, of
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their initial íntensíties and undergo slight to moderate changes in

directions in AF's of s40 mT. Very Iittle change in intensities

or directÍons are observed in AFrs )60 mT. This behaviour again shows

that theír magnetisation, at least in parË, is held my magnetite (orany other

phase of-,magnetite ) . Samples 134 and specimens 4681, 82 show the

presence of high coercivity component of magnetisation (square-shouldered

AF decay curves; Fig. 9, Site 13 and 46) probably of VPTRM-type which

is removed conpletely by demagnetisation ín fields of )60 rnT. Sites 16

and 17 uark the Ëransitíon between unmetamorphosed inËermedÍate intrusive

rocks (quartz diorite) and metamorphosed and foliated rnafic rocks

(gneisses). Their cleaned site mean directions are moderately similar.

Siroilarly core samples from Site 46 represent two different lithologies:

464 is unmetamorphosed diorite whíle 468 is metamorphosed quartz monzonite.

Their cleaned core mean directions are: D = 25.00, I = 16.00 and

D = 33.70, T = I2.2o. Thus similarities ín the directíons of Síte 16

and 17 and betr¡een t.he directions of two core samples from Síte 46

suggest that the metamorphism of Samples 17 and 468 occurred r¡hen they were

Íntruded. Furthetrnore either overprinÈing or complete renagneÈ.isation

of 17 and 468 occurred approximately at tire sarne time when the

unmetamorphosed intrusions acquired their magnetisation during cooling

followÍng their emplacemenL. Specimen 46Al and 1443 show intensity

increase together with large changes in directions after 40 mT and 20

mT steps respectively. This suggests that an opposed 1or¿ coercivity

component is being progressively removed during demagnetisation at Ëhese

sËeps. At most sites of this group the AF demagnetisation decreases the

v¡ithin-sample and within-site scatter (table 2 ) " The fact Ehat the

stabílities and inËensities vary from sample to sample and frorn siËe to
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siÊe wiÈhin Ëhe same rock formation is quite obvious from AF decay

curves of Figs . 7 and 9 and from Table 2.

site mean directions are reasonably well grouped for the

intrusions and withÍn-site precisions increase after AF demagnetisatíon'

For Sites 13, 16, 17 and samples 18B, 4BB, 514 and 538 which are

rejected because of their *gS( t20o), within-site precisions improve

only very slightly. Specirirens 12Al and 46A2 are rejected because of their

anomalous AF cleaned directions.

Although an improvement in precision is not always obvious '

Ëhe change in site mean direcËions is a better approximatÍon to

the original magnetísation direction. The initial site mean (NRl4)

direcËions for thís group (Group I ) lie in NE to easterly directions

and are scattered around the present Earthfs field direction with sÈeep

to almost vertícal posit.ive inclinations, except for Síte 13, which has

negative (upward) inclj-nation. Duríng demagnetisation the initial

dírections migraEe to the north-northeasË and this dírection is

reÈaíned afEer demagnetisaEion in fields up to 100 rnT. The inclinations

afËer demagnetisa¡ion vary from shallov¡ to medíum. Cleaned site

mean directions form two subgroups r¿ithin this group of sanples as seen

frorn Fig. l1b,. SiËes 09, 10. 11, 12" 13, 16, and 17 form a close,

tight group. For the sake of completeness, site mean directions

for SiËes 13, !6, and 17 are plotted although they are rejected for furËher

analysis. SiEes 46 and 18, although close to the remainder of the

sites, do noË fall in thÍs tight grouping and are also eliminated

from further analysis. SÍte mean directions for SiËes 48 to 53 are

very well grouped together vrith slightly steeper inclinations (Fig. 1lb).

Both of these subgroups have approximately similar directions of remanence

(D= 17o, I= 34.50 andD =23o, I=40o)" The slightdífferences in
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Èheir directions and any implication on paleopole positions ¿ue to suc¡ dif-
ferences, r,rill- be furÈher discussed in chapter 5. when all accepted

site mean directions are combined giving each site unit weíght they

yield a formation mean of D = 17.4o, I = 40o with a^-= 4.5o.
95

MeËasediments/migmaÈites and GneÍsses (Number of sites accepted

= 9). This group contains 407" of the specimens used in this study from

the English River Subprovínce and. mainly from the Northern Gneissic

Bel-t. The outstandíng feature of Èhis group of rocks js that Ehey usually

have snal-ler NRy intensities (ranging from 3.0 x l0-4 to 2.0 x 1o-2 A.*-1,
but drop in their intensities after demagnetisaËion at fiD = 100 mT

is also much lower than the remainder of the .o"k 
""*p1." used in this

work. The low initial magnetisation is also reflected by, and rel-a¡ed to,

their low L "" compared wiËh high X_ felsic and intermediate intrusions.m ' fn ----t-

SiËe 47 and sarnples 148 and 218 have exceptionally hÍgh initial remanenr

ÍnËensities due probably to their relati-vely higher magnetíc mineral

content. Response to AF demagnetj-satíon by all the samples of this sub-

group is variable and they have decay curvessimilar to those for Sites 14,2I,

22, 24, 45, and 47 (Fig.9 ). Pílor specimens 14Ar, 2582,I.3, 2rïz,23i{r

(Fig. 7 b-e ) and samples 214 (Fig.9c, site 2r) show moderare drops
j'n their initial i-ntensities. After demagnetisaËion their intensiËies

drop to about 5 to 48% of Ëheir initial intensities before cleaning. For

most of the remaining samples intensities fa1l to abouË 2OZ oÍ their
NRI'I values. Site 47 (rig.9e) shows rather 1ow stabilíty to AF

demagnetisation" AF demagneËisation reveals quiÈe 1ow sro for
specirnens I4A2 (0"05), 47A3 (0.05), 4783 and 4BB3 (0.08). All thesespeci_

mens are not included in the computation of site mean directions
of their sj-tes" A1so, Èhe cleaned direction for specimen 4783 is quÍte

far from Ëhe síte nean direcËion and from the directions for the
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rest. of the specimens from this site. Sirnilar behaviour is shov,rn by

specimen 4542 (Fig.9e, site 45) ¡¿hich is rejected for site level statistÍcs.

Líke theÍr intensities, average Ç's for these samples are 1ow (site

averages ranging between 0.02 and 10.0). A number of specimens from

rocks in'this group and particularly from Site 22 (Qr, = Zt¡ have Qrr's

near 10 which possibly suggests the effects of lightning (Strangeway,

1965). This can, however, be confirmed only by thermal demagnetisation

because Ín AF demagnetisatíon study, NRM directíons of all such individual

specimens show changesand good tendency to converge. 0n the other

hand, lighÈning can be ruled out because the sarnples in this group l¡¡ere

collected along as much as 15 krn of the highway and it is most unlikely

that an entire area of the Northern Gneissic Belt v¡ould be so completely

affected" Specimens 1443 and 24LI show íntensíty increase (Fig. 9a,c;

Sites 14 and 24) together with large changes in directions at 40 rnT

step of AF demagnetisation which suggests that an opposed low coercívÍty

component is being progressively removed. In specímen 24A3 there seems

to be t\,/o typesof viscous magneEisation: soft (VRl'f) and hard viscous

mågnet.isation of VPTRM type. BoËh of these are" however, removed in HO

of. 20 and 60 nT (Fig. 9" , Site 24). During AF demagnetisation components

with high discrete coercive forces are revealed in specimens 2IA2,

22A2, and 22BI (Figs. 7c and 9d.).

Síte 1evel statistícs are summarized in Table 2 and mean

directional plots are depicted in Figs.11.a and 11 b, inspection of

which shows that the NRM site mean directions for 80% of thís group

are scattered near Ëhe present Earth's fíeld and have quite steep

positive (downward) inclinations (fig. 11 a). During demagnetisatíon

Ëhe directions migrate to the nort.h-nort.heast and this direction Ís

retained after demagnetisaËion in fields up to 100 mT. The initial
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directions, though not largely scaËtered, become more significanË

and are Ëightly grouped except for Site 47 which has slightly shallower

inclination. Site 14 from thís group fallswithin the cj-rcle of confidence

around the mean directíon of Group 2 sites (all intrusions). Since

the direction of this rsÍ.te.-'.df,ffers from group mean direction only

by angle {10o, it is included in the sËatistÍcal analysis. The

Group 3 magnetisations are quite close to those of Group 2 and are almost

certainly Archean since their directions are quite similar to the Archean

direct.ions coxoputed and investígated by oËher v¡orkers (Dunlop, L979;

Irving and Naldrett, 1977). The site mean direcÈions (9 sites) give

a combined. group/f.ormation mean (Table 4) of D = 160, r = 43o with
o

d^. = 5.0 after AF demagneËisatÍon" Tnterpretation of these directÍonsv)

and their correspondÍng paleopoles is considered in Chapter 5.

Unlike most of the sites in thís group, Site 21 shows little directional

changes during demagnetisation although its síte mean inclinaËion

becomes shallower. A similar trend is shov¿n by Site 18 and 48 frorn

other formations. The AF decay curves for all three sites show drops

in intensities durÍng demagnetisation. The lack of movement accoupanying

this drop suggests that there is one signÍficant stable couponent of

magneËisation which is isolated in rnany of the specímens from Ëhese

sites during the demagnetisation process.

4.4 Discussion

The following general points emerge from the results o.f AF

demagnet isat,ion study.

The evidence accumulating so far suggests that Af' demagnetisatíon

is rnosË effecËive in removing secondary magnetisation, and Ehat duríng

dernagnetisation t,he scatteri in the NRM direcËions generally increase
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for most of the samples used. Thus this study provides a reliable

sËab1e remanence (primary for mosË unmeËamorphosed intrusions and

possibly large overprint (remagnetisation) for meËamorphosed rocks) .

The samples with high initial intensities and higher magneti-c

susceptibilities (Xr'") Ëend to have larger unstable remanence

components and their intensity drops are higher during AF demagnetisation.

The data of Table 2 indicate a large variation in between-site inítial
I

intensity. A wide range of magnetic "hardness" j-s shown by AF decay

curves. Variations in initial intensity must be due to the degree of

oxidation of magnetíte and its grain size. The difference in grain

size seems to be Èhe main factor for stabilitiy differences as will be

seen from Ëhe section on opaque mineralogy (Section 4.Ð . The

coercivity of the NRM (as indicated by the median destructive AF's)

ís higher for weakly magnetised samples as can be seen from Fig.7(c-d)

(pilot specimens 2Ll.2,2283,25AI,258i). Large magnetíte grains are

found in felsic intrusions(ìfaxwell, 1982) which probably accounËs for

the steep inÍtial fal1 of Eheir decay curves.

Almost all specimens used contain varying amounts of soft

component of uagnetisation which can be readily removed by AF's of

about 20 rnT and which commonly reduces the remanence to between 50 and

I57" of. the inÍtial value" From 5 to 307. of the NRM íntensities

remain after denagnetisation at 100 mT, indicating that Ehe NRM of these

samples is quife stable and most probably of TRt{ type acquired during

cooling and uplift after Ëhe Kenoran orogeny. A component of viscous

magnetísation of VPTRM type ís revealed in some samples, and is

successfully removed in AFrs of 40-60 mT. Such magnetisation is corunon

in older rocks such as Ehose used ín this sÈudy.
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Figure 12 : Equal area projection of site mean (solid dots),

formatj-on mean (dots wiËh a cross) and overall

group mean (so1id circles) directions. Cleaning

field strength for all síÈes is 100 nT (peak).

Archean directions (dots wj-th asterisks) are also

shor¿n. The circles of. 95% confidence (at P = 0.05)

circumscribe the formation and group mean directions.

Other symbols are the same as those in Figs . 7 and 9.

For clarity. errors and siËe numbers are not shov.¡n

for data from individual si-tes.
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fn most cases, within-site and between-sites grouping improves

noticeabþ in response Ëo Èhe AF treatment as does Ëhe betr¿een-site

Scat€erÊ (Fig. I and 11 b, and Table 2). llo new component of magnetisaÈion

is added to specimens owing to any imperfecEíons in the demagnetisation

process. Optirnum cleaning fields for most samples vary from 30 rnT

to 60 mT and' in some cases, to 80 nT.

The general effect of partial demagnetisation on direction of

magnetisatÍon is quite significant ín most cases in AFrs of up to 40

mT. Very little directional ehanges occur in fields )r 60 mT and in

uost samples good endpoints are reached in hígher fields and initial

scatËer in directions decreases in most sites.

Ìfost of the site mearr directions shíft away from the present

Earth's field direction with AF dernagnetisation, and the mean inclinations

of magnetisaEion for the bulk of the collecting sites become shallower

during thÍs process (Fíg. 11a and 1lb).

On a large scalertwo disÈinct groups of magnetisation become

evident, with declination NNE (a11 intrusions and gneisses) and

NhI (rnetavolcanics) and positive (downward) inclínat.Íons. These tvto

magnetic groups v¡hich are significantly different in orientation are

presumably dífferent in age, although not in origin of magnetisation.

Both of these two magnetisations are certainly Archean but whÍch of

t.he two is older, and by how much, will be esËablished and discussed

in Chapter 5. Again on a broad scale representative samples from

dífferent formations within the Enelish River Subprovince are dis-

tinguishable in Èerms of their stability, Qrrts, iniËial intensities

but not in terms of Ëheir overall directions of stable remanence.

Various rocks from the English Rj-ver Subprovínce thus seem to have

acquired their remanenÈ magneEisaÈion at Ëhe same inËerval of time
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(on a gÞologic scale) in their geologic history. Their stable

magnetisation is most probably a TRll overprint (prirnary TRll in

case of intrusions which are not metamorphosed) which shows its

presence on a regional scale. AF denagnetisaÈions give consistent

and similar directions for the intrusions (Síte 15,16) and contact

rocks in which Èhey intruded (e.g., Sites 14, 17) and this indicates

two important results: that very lÍtt1e secondary renanence remains

in Èhese samples after AF demagnetísations; intrusions and contact

rocks v¡ere rnagnetised at similar tímes in normal polarity geonagnetic

field.

The stable remanence at Síte 06 and 13 have similar declinations

as the bulk of sites in their corresponding groups but they have

negative ínclinations, almost preeisely para11el to the means of their

groups, to which they may be related eíther by field or self reversa.l.

It is interesting to speculate and suggesË that the reversal of directions

in these L¡¡o sites arose fron some interaction bet.r¡een magnetite

and any other magnetic mineral. Another possiblerbut most unlikely,

alternative is that the EarËhr s field reversed in the time at

which these rock units cooled. The presenÈ study is inconclusive,

and the results are given to complete the fíeld accounË of this work.

The questions whether this is a self-reversal or whether íÈ reflects

a Èrue reversal of the Earth's field is left oÞen. It rnust also

be pointed out that sínce the reversed component in Síte 06 shows

up only in hÍgher fíelds () AO nf), it inplies Ëhat it has high

coercive force andrthereforermight be more indicatÍve of the

Dresence of small amourits of hematite.

Since most intrusions and metasedimentary/ paragneisses reveal

overall similar formaÈion mean directions (figs" 1l:b and 12 ) they
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are combíned into one group (Group r) and their combined grand mean

(forrnations) direction (D = 17.0, r = 42o) is referred to as

Group r magnetisation direction. As metavolcanics seem to be distinct
paleomagnetically (Figs. iO and II b) rheir magnetisatÍon

is referred to as Group rr magnetisation. As stated earlier this
grouping is based on the cleaned directions. Note firstly Ëhat

all Group r means are distinct from Ehe present Earth's field
direction in rhe area (i.e., *p in Figs. l1b and 12).

The present EarÈhrs field direction does not fall within any of the

95Z confídence circles (Fig. rz) " Group r site mean, formatíon

mean and overall combined group mean directions are also di_stincc

from the local dipore field direction 1D = 0o, r = +66.so¡, the

long-term average about r¿hich Èhe Earth's field. fluctuates. As

mentíoned earlier the Group rr dírections are unlike either the

modern field or Èhe Group r directions. Thus, !üe are possibry

dealíng v¡ith recordings of the ancient Earthrs field imprinted

at tlvo slighrly different Èimes. This will be di_scussed in chapter 5.

AË least a hint of Group r NRlf ís cormon to every rock uype

sampled in both parts of the English River subprovÍ-nce. The time ac

which Ëhese various uniËs formed are not precisely knov¿n in any deÈail

but they tÍkely span a reasonably long intervar (50 to 100 r{a) for
significanË apparent polar wander to have occurred. On these grounds,

the Group r magnetisation, with the exception of magnetisation of
unmetamorphosed and younger potassic felsic intrusions (sites: 49_53)

is unlikely to be primary. rt represents mosË probabry a pervasive

remagnetisation or magnetic overprinting of regional extent. on the

basis of metemorphic grade of this region it is highly likely thar the

magnetísation isolated in meËarnorphosed rocks reflect comDleËe
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remagnetfsation of these rocks on a regional scale around 2600 Ma

to 2750 Ma (Chapter 5).

The average standard devíation of most of the sites and of the

trdo groups of magnetisation is approxímately llo (tabte Z) and

comparable to the I40 calculated as the direcÈion dispersion of the

present geomagnetic fietd at the latitude of Ëhe sarnpling area. Assuming

a secular variaLion similar Ëo the present one, this indica¡es

t.hat Ehe secular varíation has been averaged out and that the overall

mean directions of borh groupings (tatte :¡ represents the direction

of the geomagnetic field aÈ thaE time. Because of the small

dffference (â¿ l0o) between Ëhe 20 rnT and 100 mT resul¿s, especially

for netasedimenEs, it is suggested that the process of remagneËisaElon

or magnetisation was probably relatively short, on geologic. time scale

and that t.he apparent displacement of Lhe poles during Èhe magnetisatíon

process of Group I was raËher small" Again, angular standard deviations

(f) indicaËe ËhaÈ the sampling was reasonably adequate and that the

mean direction is a good estLmate of the Earthrs field direction at

that tine.

Not enough evidence of field reversal has been detected and the

data accumulated from AF demagnetisation experiments point toward

predomfnantly normal polarity of Èhe Earth's field at Ëhe Eime of

magnetfsation of the rocks studied. Other investigaËors (e.g., Park,

L976; Irving and NaldreËto L977; Irving and McGlynn, 1976b) have also

found predominanÈ normal polarity in Ëhe rocks of Precambrian age.

The 'v¡idespreàd Kenoran overprint appears to be responsible

for this bias in polarity found i-n mosË late Archean rocks

AF cleaning treatment thus indicaËe that a field reversal dld not
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occur during the magnetisation process. This is importanl since it

has been shov¡n by other investigators (Roy and Robertson, I968; Roy

and Park, 1969; Larson and l.lalker, 1975) thar the direction of

magnetisation acquired at field reversal times can easily be inaccurate

and unreliable, unless the dÍfferenE phases of magnetisaEion can be

separated by some experimental and analytical methods (Roy and Park, I974) .

The presence of high remanent coercive force (RCF) magnetisation

in some metasedirnents indicaEes that the stable mag,neEisation isolated

during AF demagnetisation can be either secondary overprint or

complete remagneÈisation TRlf which could result as sËated before from

thermal events and/or burial and uplift due to the Kenoran orogeny.

A secondary CRÌf may also be present. Such secondary CRìl could be

produced during a period of metamorphism. Opaque mineralogy discussed

in Section 4.5, howevero does noE support the exÍstence of secondary

CRlf present on a large scale in most of the rock samples. Petrological

examination (Maxwell, 1982) showed no svidenee of oxidization and

alterat.ion of magnetite into hematite since its cooling following

the Kenoran orogeny. Evidence for CRM in individual specimens can

only be found by further study and Ehermal demagnetisation techniques.

MagnetisaÈion of metasediments and metavolcanics was most probably

reset during their high grade metamorphism, and their primary magnetisation

was either compleËe1y erased or is cotally masked by regional

secondary overprint "

The stable magnetisation in the rocks studied is mainly due to

magneEite. It is therefore possible'and most probable, that the

magneEisation is largely a TRM resulting from cooling of Ehe magnetite

grains from above their Curie points. Rocks analysed by Maxwell (1982)

and Coles (i973) v¡ere very similar to those studied here,

and where magnetite made up 80-90% of total opaque minerals, as can be
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seen from Section 4.5 on opaque mineralogy. 0n account of this, wi-de

and large scatter in directions after AF demagnetisation is not

observed. Group mean direcÈions for both Group I and Group II

which v¡ere calculated giving each accepted site unit weight are

presented in Table 3 together with their precision (K) and associated

dnc. Shown also in Table 3 are corresponding paleopole posÍtions.
9)

The combined group mean directions are plotted in Fig. 12 together

wiÈh their associated circle of 957" confidence leve1. For the sake

of completeness and comparison, site mean directions and Archean

directions deduced from the published data (Irving and Naldrett,

1977; Dunlop,1979) are also shov¡n in Fig.12. For sÍmplicity

and clarity, circles of confidence for indívidual siËes are not

drav¿n. Were such circles dravn, Ëhey r¡ou1d show good overlappíng

and intersect.ions. Inspectíon of Fig. 12 clearly shows that site

mean directions (acceptable sites) for each of the tvro groups

faIl reasonably well within their corresponding circles of

confidence except for SiËes I8, 46, and 47 r¡hich are elimínated

from the final analysis.

4.5 Opaque Mineralogy

The following summary of opaque nineralogy of representative

rock s¡mples from the English River subprovince, and similar to those

sÈudied here, is based on pet.rographic studÍes and chemical analyses

carri.ed out by Coles (1973) and Maxwell (1982).

Their sËudies on rock samples of varying mineralogy (granite,

biotite-granite, granodiorite, metasediments and quarËz-monzonite, etc.)

índicate magneËite to be the most ubiquitous magnetic (opaque)

mineral. IhneniËe, pyrrhotite, pyrite and hematite are found in

signif icantly small, quanËitíes Rocks of graniÈíc composítion have
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higher percenÈages of magnetite (É96% of total opaque minerals). Also

in such rocks tiËanomagnetite and titanohematíte have been shovm to be

of little importance. Exsolution occurs only to a very limited exrenr,

usually as ilmenite lamellae (layering) in magnetite grains of

smaller size (5-50 ¡n) "

In studies of Curie poinrs by Ha1l er aI. (1979) magnerire

is confirmed to be the most abundant opaque mineral. curie poinEs

of selected samples from the western part of Che gneissic beIE by

Hall et al. (1979) reflect curie poÍnts in the range of pure magnetit.e

(57BoC). Alsq chemical- analysis of representative magnetite grains

has shor¡n Ehese to be pure magnetiEe (Maxwell, l9B2). 0n average,

in al-I the samples studied by Coles (1973) and l4axv¡e11 (1982) magnetire

makes up to 902 and ilmenite grains make up l-5"/" of. the opaque

minerals Present Ín the sections. Pyrrhotite is observed in some samples

and in most cases exhibit partial oxidation to magnetite. pyrite

is generally absent or makes up less than IZ of the opaque mineral-s.

HemaEiEe is very uncommon in most samples, and occurs only as an

oxidation product on margins or along cracks in magnetiËe grains.

Exsolution of ilmenite and hematite is not observed. This is to be

expected due to the fact Ehat hematite is rare in most samples.

Both magnetite and ilmenite lamellae occur as discrete grains,

and not as clusters or intergro$/ths. Magnetite is observed as highly

irregular xenomorphic grains which have a bimodal nature in some

sampleswhere alarger number of grains fall into Ehe ran¡¡es 100-500¡m

and <IO¡m but most are approximateJ-y 400 4n. In some samples a

large popularion of small grains ( <5lm) of magnetite are also

observed. Such smaller grains probably act as pseudosingle domain

Fitructure (stacey, 1967). The Iarger grains <¡f magnerire are abundant
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mainly in rocks such as granite and granodiorite (felsic intrusions).

Larger grains are highly fractured. In some cases a large grains

( Z SOO ¡m) are broken up by fracturing into numerous smal1 grains

( < t0 ¡rn) . These large highly fractured grains could assume lhe

uagneEic properties of small grains if fracturing becomes very

intense. The results of chernical analysis performed on selected

grains by Maxwell (1982) indicate that the magnetite and ilmenite

grains are homogeneous with respect to Fe and TÍ concentration.

Again, magnetite is found to be homogeneous in single graíns and

sirnilar from grain to grain. The average FeO content for all

the magnetice grains analyzed is 92.02. The TiO, concentrations

are exËremely low, approximately 0.I7.. Titanomagnetite is thus

not found either ín petrogaphic studies or in chemical analyses.

Also, chenical analysis of a small number of ilmenite grains show

the absence of t.itanohematite or anv exsolutÍon of ilmenite and hema-

tite.

Ilmenite can only contrÍbute to the overall magnetÍc properÈies

of rocks when in solid solution with hematite. The results of chemÍcal

analysis of representative ilmenite grains (l"faxwell 
" I9B2) shov¡

trat daËa plotËednear that of pure ilmenite, so the mineral is of

litt1e significance in terms of magnetic or paleomagnetic properties

of the rock samples studied in this thesis. Exsolution textures usually

make up 0.5"/" of. the opaque rnineral and could not contribute significantly

to the magnetic character of the samples. Rare abundances and low

saËuration magnetisation properties of hematite and pyrrhoEite make these

of little significance in overall magnetic properties of t.he rocks

fro¡n the sarnpling area.
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On the basis of above resulÈs. it can be concluded rhat

exsolution, oxidation and solid solution ín rock samples from Èhe

EnglÍsh River Subprovince are noË ímportant in contríbuting to

Ëhe magnetic properties of the semples and that rock magnetisaËion

of a sample in this study is directly related to, and governed by,

the concentratíon of magnetiÈe grains in that particular sauple.

Overall similarity between cleaned directions and specimens'

response to Af' demagnetisation also indicate that the main carrier

of magnetísation in most of the rocks is magnetite. This is

confirmed by opaque mineralogy of the represenËative rock samples

fron the English River Subprovince.

The magnetiËe-bearÍng 'high? susceptibility granites of

Group I give consistent paleomagnetic data. It is not knor"¡n precÍse1y

vøhether there is some intrinsic difference other than grain size

differences in the magnetite of Ëhese rocks whích is responsible

for relaËively steeper fall in their intensity decay curves in AF's

of. 20 ro 40 nT.

These rocks appear to have two size modes of rnagnetite. In

those wiÈh stable magnetisatíon the dístributed 0-80 nT coercive

force spectrum is attributed to multidomain magneEite grains ( >10¡nn)

and the more rare and discrete 80-100 mT spectrum to pseudosingle

(< 10 ¡n) domain magnetite. Considering the two modes of size of

the magnetite (Maxwellu 1982) it can be interpreÈed that Ëhe softand

hard coqronenÉs of the remanence isolated by AF step demagnetisation

reside in different size fracËions of the same mineral (magneÈiÈe)

and is a TRM acquired during cooling after Ëhe Kenoran orogeny and

it.s late metamorphic igneous intrusions " CRM on a large scale js

mosÈ unlikely present ín Èhese rocks since peÈrological observations
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showed no evidence of oxidízation and alteration of magnetite into

hematite (usually the main causes of CRI'Í) since íts initial

cooling following the Kenoran orogeny. This is also supported by

other geologic evidence such as the conclusíon'that no evidence for any

other major thermal event in Èhe area after the Kenoran orogeny

has been detected (Breaks et al.,1978).

Geology and grade of regional metamorphismwe.redÍscussed in

Chapter 3 . There is also petrographic evídence of recrystallizaËion

in all Ëhe gneissic textures in all excepÈ the post-metamorphic

massive granÍtic rocks (See Table 1). MagnetíÈe also shows evidence

of recrystallization. Its crystal shapes and sizes conform, in gen-

eral , wíth the polygonal-granular fabric of the quarËz and feldspar and

is similarly arranged in gneíssose lenses.
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Chapter 5

Geomagnetic Paleopoles and Archean Polar l^iandering

5.1 CalculaÈion of Paleopole Positions

The mean direcÈions for the individual sites and rock units obtained

after AF dernagnetisation have been used to compute paleomagnetic

poles using the usual geocentric dipole (axia1 dipole) field assumption.

These resulEs are shov¡n in Table 2 (site poles) and Table 3 (formation

and group mean poles). The site poles are ploËted in Fig. 13

Combined mean poles for formations studied and their associated 95"Á

confidence circles are depicted in Fig. 14(a,b) together with published

poles of Archean age (Table 4) from North America. A srnooth curve can

be dravm through poles of Fig. ,I4. Figs. 13 and 14 have several

noteworthy features. The poles for rocks from the study area are

clustered around Èheir srand mean and on Ëhe whole are quite

identícal wíthin limits of analyËical uncertaÍ-nty. The poles for

metavolcanics (Group II) all have considerable overlap of their circles

of confidence. The mean pole positions derived here 1ie close to the

published poles of late Archean age from elser¡here in the Superior

Province" The clustering of poles at 54oE, 60oN for rocks whose ages

are close to 2650 t 50 lfa is an indicaËion of Èhe dipolar nature of

the geomagneËic field at 2650 Ma. The rock units conËributing to late

Archean poles have been sampled from widely scattered locatíons in

North America, and have magnetic inclinations varying from 10o to 600

of both polariÈies. IË is stressed that the results derived here are

from more than five sit,es and Lhat secular variation has been averaged

ouÈ (Section 4,4). Therefore, Ëhe poles derived should be regarded as



Table 3: Fomation and GrouÞ Mean DirecElons and corresponding Pole poslElons after AF DemugrruEl".Ë1o.

(unlt ç¿elght glven Èo siÈes) *

(f) l{eËavolcanlce
Group II

(ii) All Intruslons
(Sites lB and 46
reJ ec ted)

( iii) lfetasedlurencary/
nigmatlzed rocke/
gnelsees (Slte 47
reJ ecced)

(1v) Group I
( (li) and (tii)
conblned)

(v) Sttes 49 ro 53
( unrne tam rphosed
feleic to lnÈer-
medlate lntrusions
fron eouÈhern
batholtchfc belc)

Fornaf lon/Group N DO
m

318.0

t7 .4

16.0

1l

IO
m

50.0

40.0

43.09

?kNOTES: N_ - nu¡nber of slÈes used
a

R

6 .86

10. 90

8.91

Unro - radlus of clrcle of

For resÈ of che symbols, see Table

v

20

43

I00

B9

95

I7 .0

8.0

4.5

5.0

6

Io

42.0

2t.o

il.5

B.l

f (oe¡

r9.84

48 .0

160.0

54.5

55 .3

(accepted) and

952 conffdence

2.

r24

É'(oH)

5.90

4.0

53 .0

50

.oo95

averaged.

( (=0.0s)

7.O

59

8.0

,0

9.3

6.0

7.2

dPo

54 .0

7.O

3.2

3.86r.0

9.2

about nean pole posltlon, calculaÈed fron slte Doles.

dno

42.o

60. 0

tl.0

5.2

6.3

6¡F.o

5.6 4.0

9.0

5.0

5.4 9.0

Þ
Oo
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Tab1e 4: Paleo

Rocks from North America

The rock uniÈs from whích the poles were obtained are listed

together with Èheir estímated ages. These age estimates

are approximete on1y, and the error associated with them vary

tx
from 10' to 10" years, and the final dígít is not signifícant--

Èhese are given here in order Èo identify each result. The

method of determining ages is indícated by letters:

K - K/Ar ages;

R -- Rb/Sr ages (decay consËant = I.42 x 10-1trt-t),

U -- U/Pb zircon ages;

M -- paleomagnetically assigned ages;

S -- stratigraphie assignment.

The error (p = 0.05) in the pole is gíven in brackets in degrees.

The error is expressed either as a single value, which is the

radius of the circle of confidence (Anr) around the poles, or

as Er.ro values, rahích are the semi*axes of an oval area of

confidence. Further details rnay be obtained from the first

(Hicken et al., 1972) and second (IrvÍng and Hastie, 1975)

issues of the Ottavla catalogue of paleomagnetic poles and

directions, where information about age deÈerminations and

qualitative statements about age estimates are gÍven.

Pole numbers (firsË colurnn) are assigned by this author.



Pole No.

I

2

3

4

6

7

7

I

9

l0

L2

t2

L2

t1

L4

l)

l6

Rock Naue/Fomatlon

t
Table 4: Paleomaanetlc Poles of Late Archean and Early Proterozolc Rocks fron North Anertca ^

Hean Poles of thfs Study
Hetavolcanlca (Group II)

All rocks froE the Engllsh Rlver
subprovfnce (Group I )

Poa t-oroBenlc unEe tæo rphosed
int ru6 lons

Abttlbl lllkes

otEo Stock

Blg Spruce CoEpex (D MgneÈlsatlon

Nlplaslng dlabãse (Cobalc area)

NtpIsBtng dlabase (Cobâlt area)

X-Dlkeg

Thessalon volcanlcs

Shelly Lake granlÈe

Chlbouganou S111 (CS ìlagnetlsat lon)

Matacheuan dfabaee

l4atachewan dlabase S!¡

l,fatachesan dlabase NE

Dogrlb Dlkeg

Stll.lsater CoEplex

Dundonald Slll

Kaniel(otla Conplex

Assigned Age
(Ma. )

2700-29QO

2 500-2 80C

2552 r 100

2150 t 68

2160 r 80

2t70 ! 50

2180 ! 27

2180 ! 27

2300 ! 200

2375 ! 75

2600 t 14

2630 1 100

2690 ! 50

2690 t 50

2690 I 50

2692 ! LOO

2701 1 I

2800 r 100

2850 1 100

Method

R,U

R,K,U

R

R'K

R

R

R,K

R,K

U

R

.40
ñ(.=-/

R,H

R,K

R,K

R,K

R,K

R,K, U,M

MC

M.S

o<o
95

Error at P=0,05,. o o.(dp ,dn ,

I

A

* NOTES: Long. -- longitude of paleopoles, is east
Lat. -- latitude of paleopoles, is north
For explanation of the rest of the sr¡mbols

I

(7,U)

(4,5)

(5,e)

(7,6)

(5)

( l5)

(rr,lr)
(7,r0)

(I2,6)

(7 ,9)

(5.5,8)

(13,8)

(22)

(6,12)

(r),22)

(5,3)

( l3,8)

( l8)

(6)

6

Long. (u¡

5

I

I 6oE

548

428

I J)W

l33r{

Il3W

l02t{

l 06tt

6IW

I 69W

71.78

87r.¡

608

l2 lw

I 40H

501t

19. 5E

2LE

)ç

.4

I

LaÈ.(

.0

t2

7

5.4

8.0

53N

60N

64N

30N

69N

67N

42N

53N

20s

47N

77.3N

6ts

44N

37S

oJ5

35S

16.35

l3s

2ts

N Reference

5 .0

20

10.0

7.O

4

l9

5

Thls study I

This Btudy

Thla study

lrvlng and NaldreÈÈ, 1977

Pullalah and lrufng, 1975

Irvtng and McGlynn, 1976

Roy and Lapolnte, 1976

Patel, l97l

Hcclynn and lrvfng, 1975

S¡oons and O'Leary, 1978

Dunlop, 1979

Ueno md Irvfng, 1976

Irvlng and Naldret.t
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Figure 13: Plots of síte mean pole positions (solid dots) . The particular

details of these poles may be found in Table 2. Paleopoles

(so1íd Eriangles) shor,m, with theír circle of '957. confidence,

are those of formations studied in this work (Table 3).

The poles are plotËed on polar equal area projectÍon of the

norÈhern hemisphere. For clarity' error circles and site

numbers are not shornm for poles from individual sÍtes.

Solid symbols rePresenË normal po1es, open symbols reversed

poles.
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a reasonably accurate estimaEe of the pole position during late Archean

time at around 2600-2700 Yía. Group I mean poles are of reasonably reliable

quality to serve in defining the APWP. The purpose of Fig. 14b is rather

co use the Archean APWP to date the poles derived in this study.

5.2 Analysis of Poles and Comparison wíth Archean Results for

North America

Since the late Archean Ís an important time span with respecE

to the major and widespread orogenic activity, it is worthwhile to make

a comparison of the poles derived from this study with the other,

contemporaneous poles and also with those corresponding to the time spans

immediately preceeding (>2700 Mâ-) and succeeding (<2600 ì1a )the present

ones. This could provide an insight into the movement of the poles and/or

plate motion during the late Archean when most of the older rocks

of this study v/ere metamorphosed with accompanying igneous intrusions.

The presently available published poles for the lat.e Archean

and early Proterozoic time (2500-1S0 }la ) were subjected to usual

data screening, and the selection criteria discussed below have been

applied to all the available published results to elimínate those which

have been derived from questionable daEa. The selected poles are lisred

in Table 4 and depicted in Fig. I4a. The poles are joined by Precambrian

polar wander Paths for Ehe age interval between 1900 Ma to 2850 Ma.approxÍmately.

The isotopic ages for the rock units from which these poles

(tabre 4) were obtained have errors which typically vary from 107 to 108

years. A further uncerËainty is in assigning the various magnetic phases

Present to their correct time basis. Paleomagnetic poles from Laurentia

are subject Ëo sEatistical uncertainties of 2Oo or more (thac is,2000 km

or more) and Ehe isotopic ages have uncertainties often between 150

and 1200 Ma
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(Irving and HasÈie, 1975). The complex geometry of continental motíons

during the Precambrian can cause irregularities ín the polar tracks that

cannot yet be resolved. Because of such uncertainties, most investigators

usually follow Stev¡ard & Trving (I974) and represent the polar tracks as

broad zones approximately 20o in width, and this generally gives a

reasonable representation of individual polar errors.

5.3 . Acceptance Criteria

Results vrere not accepted unless the stabí1ity of magnetisation

was demonstrated by AF or thermal demagneËisation treatment. Results were

noË accepted if only single samples at each site were taken, unless

such studies on rocks of the same age could be combined. Finally,

results !.rere not accepted unless some indication (radiometric or

stratigraphic) of the age of the rock ¡¿as available. Lrhen more than one

result for a particular formation r¡ras avaÍlable (e.g., Abítibi díkes and

NÍpíssing diabase dikes), only Èhe more recent ages were used.

lJhere possible, results for rocks of the same age vrere combined

to yield an average pole for the time in question. The criËeria were

relaxed in the cases ¡¡here the rock units studied \"rere partÍcu1ar1y

old (e.g., Dundonald Sill and Kaniskotia Gabbro) and the amount of

published data were linited.

K-Ar ages have been extensívely used in conjunction wÍth paleo-

magnetic studies in the Canadian Shield. It must be noted that these

ages may be partly or completely reset by later tecËonic and reheaËing

events. Therefore, Rb-Sr and U-Pb zircon ages are usually used r¿henever

Èhey are available" Even these ages may at times represent mÍnimum

ages only. Paleomagnetic results are not wiÈhout uncertainties,

especially tor resulËs from rocks of Archean age. Table 4 illusËraËes
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Ëhis quite well where paleopoles obtained for the same rock formation

(MaÈachewan Dikes) by three independent stud.ies disagree very significantly.

rrving and Naldrettrs (1977) pole is selected for comparison and age

assignment because of its correlatÍon with rocks of similar age from the

Superior Province and also because of its close affinity with track 6

(Fie. 14b).

5.4 The Archean arent Polar hlanderin Path for

and Age of Magnetisatíon

The APhiP deduced from selected Precambrian results from the

Canadian Shield in the age range of 1900 to 2850 Ma is shov¡r in Fie.

14a, l{+b. The numbers of poles referred to in the text corresÞonds to the

numbersin Table 4 and Fig. 14a. It must be sËressed that the consLruction

of an Archean APLIP is difficult because of very limited published

results, especially in Èhe age range betr¡reen 2300 Ma to 2g00 Ma. Also,

uosË poles have limit.ations, including assigning a magnetisaÈÍon age when

the remanence is usually an overprint for most of the Archean rocks. and

possible tectonic rotation. Despite careful selection procedures,

uncertaÍnties sti1l exist, and dashed lines and the width of the oath

(20o in space) have been dravøn (Fig. 14 ) to emphasize thÍs point.

ûwíng to the lack of sufficienË dara between 2600 }la and 2300 Ma

the portion of the path later than about 2600 Ma is not included in

Ëhe following discussion" This portion of the paEh is, however, noE

necessary for correlation and age assignment of the poles derived here

since most of the orogenie activity in the sËudy area occurred between

2600 l{a and 2800 l"fa. (chaprer 3) so that only poles with assigned ages

beËween 2600 Ma and 2800 Ma are considered.

API^IP is usually divided into time groups and in each group the

poles are connected into a time sequence forming a polar track. The



Figure 14 (a-b): Polar wandering path for the Laurentían Shield of

North America for the ínterval 2800-f900 Ma ago.
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Mean poles of formations studied (Poles: I, 2, 3)

are ploËted (solid triarrgles) with their associated confidence

circles (a) and ovals of 957" confidence (b).

Archean and early Proterozoic poles (solid circles)

are also plotted in (a) wiËh Ëheir corresponding

circles of 957" confidence where justified. These

plots of (a) are shov¡n on polar equal-area projection

of the northern hemisphere. The polar path shovrn on the left

in (b) is redrawn after Dunlop (1979) and approximate

time calibrations are given for the tracks but

reference poles have been omitted for claríËy.

The poles and localities they were obtained from

are documented. in Table 4.

Closed symbols represent normal poles, open symbols

reversed poles.

The polar wandering paËh vlith time points in lula

is shown as a band approximately 20o wide r^¡hich serves

to emphasize the uncertainties associated with the

determination of paleopoles of that age, and the dashed

lines in (a) serves to draw attention Ëo the fact that

no reliable paleomagnetic result is available for Ëhe

interval 2600-2300 Ma approxírnaÈely.
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Fieure 14(al "

Fieure 14 (b)

Precambrian Polar l,Iandering path
Poles have been plotted on polar
of the northern hemisphere.

for North America.
Equal-area Projection

In the figure on the left (redrav,rn after Dunlop, Ig79)
reference Poles have been omitted. Two important tie points,
the llatachewan diabase pole (po1e llr2) and She11y Lake granire
Pole (Pole //10) fal1 at rhe poÍnt marked 27OO Ha
and 2600 lla respectively" The figure on Èhe right (Equal
Azirnuthal ProjectÍon of the entire globe centreã at study
area (+) ) is drawn for clarity and where individuar reference
Poles are shown. The Apr,rp and tracks 5 and 6 in both of the
above diagrams are similar in form.

& POLES OF THTS STUDY
@ REFERENCE POLES
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tracks are usually constructed so as to minimize theír total lengtlS and

each track defines an APW stratigraphy for Ëhe time Ín question. rn

Fig. 14 b poles are connected by API,I curves into a Èime sequence formi-ng

two polar tracks. Part of this curve beginning aL time greater than

approximately 2300 Ma is referred to as track 6, first proposed by

Irving and NaldreËt (1977). This track is much more tentarive both ín foru

and timíng and is raËher poorly defined at the presenË tíme due to lack

of sufficienÈ data. Undoubtedly future work will show that the polar

path ín this interval of time ís probably much more complicated and

results such as Èhose derived here can be used to refine track 6. This

is, however, the only available track thaË can be used as a scale for

correlation and age assignments, and it is of interest to make a Èentative

comparison with track 6. The polar path following 2300 }la is referred

Èo as track 5 and has been discussed in detail by other investigators

(Irvíng and Lapointe, 1975; McGlynn et al., 1975; McGlynn and lrving, 1975;

rrving and McGlynn,1976a; Roy and Lapointe, 1976). Track 6 has been rhe

first recorded attempt by Irving and Naldrett (1977) to províde an API,I

curve for the late Archean based on magnetisations that are of Archean

age (Table 4 ). The age calibration on track 6 ar about 2600 Ma and 2700

Ma is given by the ages of Shelly Lake granite (Table 4, pole l0;

Dunlop, 1979) and Matachewan dikes (poles 12, rrving and Naldrert, rgTl).

It is quite interesting to note Èhat the results of the three

independent studies (Dunlop , 1979, pole 10 aÈ 2600 Ma.; Irving and

Naldrett, pole L2 at 2690 Ma, and this study, pole 2, for all.meta-

morphosed rocks in Group I) on Archean rocks from the Superíor Province

are in good agreement with each other both in terms of their pole

positions and their overall polarities. The poles derived in these studies

mosË probably represenÈ Ëhe geomagnetic field at abouË 260o-2700 lra ,
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immediately following t.he Kenoran orogeny and at the beginning of the

Proterozoic. rn the light of the above it may be suggested that the

metamorphosed rocks (orthogneisses) from the study area, granitic

rocks from QueËico subprovince/tectonic belt and Matachewan diabase

dikes from other parts of the Superior Province are nost probably time

equivalenE. Also the agreement ¿rmong poles of the plutonic rocks from

the southern batholithic belt, the Shelly Lake granÍËes and }fatachewan

dikes suggests that these igneous bodies were probably emplaced ar

approximately the same t.ime (on geologic scale) into rocks of perhaps the

same age.

Presented below is the mosË probable age sequence for the poles

derived here. Age assignments based on age calibration of track 6

are in good agreement with published isotopic ages for élmilar rocks

from the region" The ages are only tentaËive ard approximate sínce

the results are based on a preliminarv studv. Age assignments

are aPProxímate due to lack of well defined late Archean APIIIP. FurÈher-

more, the results are from rocks r¿hich are metamorphosed to upper

anphibolite facies and primary rock ages, therefore, cannot be confidently

assigned. The "ag." assígned Ëo a pole here refers t.o the Ëime ac

t¡hich the remanent magîetisation was acquired and noÈ necessarí1y to

the time at which Ëhe rock unit r+as formed" The assigned. ages of

magnetisation are, however, Ín complete agreement within linits of

analyÈical uncertainty, with the isotopic ages of similar rocks revier¿ed

in Chapter 3.

The correlation Ëhat can be made beËv¡een Shelly Lake granite (po1e

I0)rMatachewandiabase díkes (pole 12) and this study is noEeworthy.

Both those poles fa1l close to the cluster of Èhe poles from Ëhe northern
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be1t. The pole calculated from the grand mean of Group r directions

(pole 2;54on, 60oN; Tabre 4 and Fig.14a) marches well with lare Archean

poles froro the Superior Province and falls on track 6 at about 2650 t"ta (!'ig. 14b)

The combined mean pole (pole 3) for the post-orogenic and unmetamorphosed

plutonic rocks from the southern batholithic belt (sítes 48 to 53) fa11s

closely onto that portion of track 6 whÍch is younger than 2600 Ma. The

nagnetisation of these pluÈoníc rocks thus seems to be younger than

that of the other rocks studíed. On the basis of relative position of

their mean pole on track 6 they are assigned a paleomagnetic age of

approxímately 2570 Ma. This age Ís in good agreement wíth Rb/Sr

age of plutonism (2550 Ma to 2700 ì{a ) in the southern belt (Krogh

et al., I976; Wooden, 1978). These plutons are probably younger than

2650 'I{a because they are deformed by faults in some areas and this

faultÍng has a possible maximum age of 2650 Ma (Breaks et a1., rgTB--

see chapter 3). All that can be said with reasonable certainty is

that these plutonic rocks are slighËly younger than the gneissic rocks,

and their intrusion probably marks the end of the Kenoran orogeny at

about 2600 Ma. Geological evidence favours this assertion (Breaks

et al., 1978; wooden and Goodwin, 1980). There is no reason to believe

that their remanent magnetisaEíon was acquired at any considerable time

after the emplacement and their paleomagneEically assipgred age of. 2570

Ma is approxirnately identícal to the isotopic age of 2550 }la (Krogh

et al., 1976) " This age also agrees well with the approximate age calibraËion

of track 6, whose tíe point in the vicinity of their mean pole is at

2600 Ì"Ia (Dunlop , IgTg) Shelly Lake granite pole (pole tO) " The

correlation r¿ith pole 10, therefore, defines an age of about 2600 lla for

Ëhis ígneous activity and the felsíc
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plutonic rocks rnight possibly be as o1d as this. Since the remanent

magnetisation of these rocks is most probably a primary TRlf thaÈ has not

been altered significantly by any later thermal events, the assigned

age of magnetisation thus reflecËs the approximate age of their emplacement.

The remainders of the rocks in Group r are assigned an age of 2650 lia

according to relative positions of their grand mean paleopole on track 6

(FÍg. 14b). Again this age is in complete agreement wiËh the isotopic

ages of 2650-2700 l{a for major metamorphic/igneous and anatectic

activiËy in the English River subprovínce (Breals -et -al.,Ig7B; Krogh

et al., 1976). Isotopic studies by Goodwin (1978) and Wooden and Goodr¿ín

(1980) give a U-Pb zircon age of 2680 }la from a metasedj-menrary

pegrnatitic leucosome and according to these authors this dates the

metamorphism of Ëhe metasedimentary rocks and, therefore, Lhe fÍna1

sígnÍfícant metamorphism of the region. According to most of the authors

mÍnor inÈrusions such as those from the southern belt signafled the close

of the Kenoran orogeny and active geologic history of the region.

Rb-Sr isotopic studies also indicate that this active geologic history

and orogenic activity took place within about 100 to 150 l{a wi¡h most

activity over by 2600 Ma. Paleomagnetic directions and ages deríved

here are staListically sirnilar indícating a cooling span of approxiurately

50-1001'la.Thus it can be saíd with reasonable confid.ence that the paleo-

magnetic results show that Ëhe process of magnetisation was short and that

Êhe apparent displacement of the poles duríng the magnetisation was

probably small " Thís seems to ::( be the case from i¡rspection

of Fig. l|a,b. It also seems that the reunnence isolated after AF

demagnetisation was acquired duríng the whole process of magnetisation

spanning over a period of abouË 5f100 lla.
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The foregoing analysis, discussion and correlatíon thus suggest

that the magnetisation of various rocks from the Enslish River subprovince

was acquired during the late Archean and during Ëhe cooling phase of the

Kenoran orogeny, is not older than 2600-2650 l{.a and the Kenoran

orogeny seems Èo be the prime cause of the observed remanence. This is

a general argument, independent of any assumptions about Ëhe relaÈive or

absolute ages of the rocks " Except for younger granitic rocks from

the southern belt, this remanence for the najority of the rocks is

unlikely to be a primary TRM datíng frorn the inítial deposition and

formation of uetasedimentary and gneÍssic rocks. Therefore the

remanence is most probably about 2600 to 2650 Ma in aqe" The Kenoran

metamorphic and igneous activÍties seem ¡to be essent.ially contemporaneoÉs.

Slight differences in age of magnetisation may also be due to different

depËhs of burial,rates of uplift and/or rate of erosion. The published

data on Í-sotopic ages of simílar and analogous rocks from the regÍon

¡,¡ere reviewed bríefly in chapter 3. rt is clear that there is no

evídence of a significanË difference in isotopic and paleomagnetically

computed ages of the rocks studied. This suggests that the metamorphism

of metasediments and orthogneisses occurred during relaËively short time

after their burial, compaction or emplacement and t.heir conplete

magnetic overprinting Ëook place between the age interval of 2600 tfa

and 2700 Ì4a" This assertion is in accord with the geologic evidence

(see Chapter 3). original (not necessarily prirnary) remanent nagnetisation

is preserved in these rocks and this has not been altered since about

2600 Ma. Evidence for preservation of original remanence comes from the

fact thaÈ simílar characteristíc directions are obtained from a varíetv

of rock types t.haË are widely scatËered. Again, the príncipal argumenr

that the stable remanence dates from the regional metamorphísm, or shortly
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afterwardso 1s its consistency of directlons in various rock units which

is found throughout the study area.

Assigning a paleomagnet.fc age to the Group II pole (pole I,

Eetavolcanics) is a more difficult problen. Their mean direcEions of

reûtanence are sígnlficantly different from those of the oEher rocks'

These directions are, howevero certainly Archean since they fall close Lo

the Archean dtrections (Fíg " .I2). The mean pole (pole I) for

metavolcanfcs in f-ts presenE Position does not fall on track 6 and,

thereforeo âge assignmenc Eo these rocks ca.nnot be-dpne ín'a st,raíghtforward

manner. The isotopic ages of Eetavolcanlcs are less well knor¿n but

age of magnetisation of aboug L7OOM;- is quite probable. If the relative

ages of Group I and II were knor^¡n from thernal demagnetisation work,

the choÍce would be easy, but the best that can be done is to assess

probabilities "

It has been suggesEed that the large dÍfference in direcÈions

sometimes found in Ëhe same or nearly contemporaneous rock units

represents an lnterval of rapid aPParent polar wander (Roy et al., 1979)'

The gross difference ln paleopole position of metavolcanics and the

remainder of the rock units sampled cannoq Èherefore, be- due to any

large differences in ages of the rocks and/or magnetisatlon. For example,

Êhe lsotopic age estinages of metavolcanics and metasedimentary rocks

are virtually ldenttcalo all near to 2700 14a. (Krogh eE al", L976;Wooden and

Geodwiry 19S0) " This is discussed further belov¡. Also iE is an

esÈablished facE based on geologic evidence thaÈ volcanism and

inÈrusÍon of orÈhogneisses were contenporaneous(Breaks et aL.,J97B). Widely

different directions and pole positions are also sorneÈimes observed in the same

rock unLt (e.g.-, poles A and D from the St. George Pluton; Kent and Opdykeo

1980) "



Some possible explanations and alternatives for this apparently

large longitudinal separation of metavolcanic mean pole are considered

below:
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obvious explanation for some of the scatter in the paleo-

post-EeÈamorphic tectonÍc Èilting. For example, the

(a)

pole position

An

is

metavolcanics are ín the saue geologic setting as the Lake St. Joseph

fault zone (Breaks et al., i978; Gower et a1., i978) and some late

post-orogenic inErusions which record post-orogeníc tilting and faulting.

Aberrant paleopoles could thus be the results of some internal deformation

coupled with rotation about a local vertical axis within Archean blocks

rather than the block movernent relative to the po1e" The apparent

separation of mean pole from the other poles (Group I) could also be

the result of relative paleolaÈitudinal displacement (translation with

reference to North America) of the Uchi tectonic belt, though this is

highly unlikely to be Ëhe case. The thermal evenË responsÍble for

complete magnetic overprinting Ín the metavolcanic rocks is the regional

upper amphibolite facies metamorphism associated wiËh the Kenoran orogeny

and, therefore, the ages of their pole cannot be signifícantly differenË

Ëhan the ages of magnetísation. of other rocks studied.

(b) A furEher possibilÍty is that the remanence directions

in the rocks represent a sum of more than one directíon that could not

be fully resolved. Such possibility has been recognized by other

ínvesËigators (e.8", Roy et al., 1979) who recognized this in theÍr

studies and showed that opposite polaritíes and different directions

are ofËen carried over a very narror,r zone of blocking temperatures.

IË is quíte possible,Ëhough not. certain,that different directions
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observed may have sufficiently overlapping block remperaËures as to be not

fu11y resolvable, thereby leaving resultant or mulËidirectional

dÍrections unrelated to any paleomagnetic dipole fie1d. Results of

AF demagnetisation study do not, however, favour this possibílíty

whÍch is arso ruled out on georogic evidence. There can be little
doubt that high grade metamorphisrn (upper amphibolire facies) will
destroy all earlier and primary rnagnetisations. This part of the

sampling area vlas metamorphosed to high grade metamorphisrn and hence these

rocks are not likely to have retained any pre-Kenoran primary remanence

acquired at the time of theír extrusions. No major thermal event

since about 2600 Ma has affected the area (Breaks et al., 197g) and,

therefore, the presence of any pre- or post-Kenoran roverprintr is
also ruled out. Thus their stable remanence appears to be made up of

complete remagnetisation and overprinting acquired during cooling phase

of the Kenoran orogeny around 27OO IIâ..

(c) rne Uchí subprovince was probably separated from the southern

area by a suall late Archean ocean and Ëhe apparenË separation of poles

possibly reflects openi-ng or closing of the ocean in late Archean time

(Dun1op, r979; rrving and McGlynn, 1976a). To subsrantiate this rather

simplistic hypothesis and i::statexoent, quíte extensive geologic and

paleomagnetic data are needed.. unless one has a clear and reliable
late Archean tectoni-c model of the region, it is not possibl-e to read too

much into Ëhis possibility. The physical basi_s for many results is
insecure; the sites are few; Ehe r¿idth of the polar track itself is
such Lhat the opening of minor oceans of the order of lO0O km r,¡oul-d eo

unnoticed. There is not enough evidence to suggest that anomalous

geomagnetic field behaviour was involved duríng the magnetisation of
the metavolcanÍcs" rt is quite possible that none of the suggested
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mechanisms r nor even some conbinaEion of them is adequate to account for

all the apparenÈly anomalous paleomagnetic poles in these metavolcanics.

Using new and precise U-Pb isotopic age determination t.echniques,

Krogh et al. (1982) has shown Ehat areas around uchi and Red Lake

contain two volcanic cycles. The oldest volcanic cycle occurred between

2900 and 3000 Ma. rn all cases the greenstone belt contains a late

vol-canic cycle coûtuton to a1l parts of the Superior Province: age between

2702 and 2740 rlâ, , with extensive associated major intrusions. At

Uchi Lake, folding and metamorphism occurred beËween 2730 and 2737 II;_.

The metamorphísm in the English River gneiss belt is younger, at.2680 Ma

for local rnelting and 2640 Ì4a for post-metamorphic intrusíons (see

chapter 3)" According to Krogh et al. (1982), a mechanism ro iniËiate

and terminate volcanic activity over vast distances in a shorE span

of geologic rime 2740 to 2680 Ma is required.

rn the light of the above evídence i-t may be suggesÈed that the

origin and age of magnetisation of metavolcanics is not significanË1y

different than that of the other rocks studied. Alternative (a) and

roËation about a 1ocal vertical axis within the Archean block, Èherefore,

seems more plausible and acceptable explanaËion for the polar separation

betr,reen Group r and metavolcanic mean poles (Fig. 14 ). Archean rocks

appear to have been formed on very mobile crust at a time when rigid

lithospheric plaËes as v¡e knor"m them Èoday did not exist (rrving and

McGlynn, I976a). Deformation seems to have occurred dominantly internally

within each Archean block. rf this is acceptable, t.hen it seems quíte

reasonable that apParent separation beËween mean poles reflects some

inËernal deformation and roÈation rather than large scale translational

movement of Êhe Uchi subprovince.

Based on t.he above discussion the símplesË interpretation is that
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with a possfble age between 2600 Ma and 2700 Ma the metavolcanic

mean pole (pole I) urerits comparison with track 6 during this interval

and would fall close to it at around 2680 Ma and, therefore, these rocks and

their magnetl-sation night probably be as old as this. Geologic

and paleorn¡gneEic observations point to a magneËisation age that, is near

to Che age of regLonal metamorphisn rather Èhan to some later or earlier

Èhersral event.

The probable age of magnetisation of 2680 Ma ls significant in

that it inplies t.hat Lhese rocks were buried, metamorphosed and cooled

wiEhin a few tens of nillion years of volcanism, meaning that if the

age of metamorphisn (e2730 Ma ) is accepted, the remanent magnetisaÈion

fs probably not older than 2730 Ma. Thís nnagnetisation is due entirely

Èo the Kenoran overprinting and is thus approximaËely of Ehe same age

as the remânence of other rock uniEs sÈudied. IsoËopic ages (2730

Xo 2737 Ma ) of metamorphic activity in the Uchi subprovince support

this interpretation. The metavolcanic pole iso therefore, assigned an

age of approximately 2680 l"Ia and thís is based on age calibration of

track 6 (Fig. 14a,b). Again the age assignment j-s done on the basis of

Èhermal overprinting and argon loss.

IE ls important Èo note that this age ís assigned in the light of

present evfdence and on the basis of the argument presented above. ThÍs

ls noË to say that other rational schemes for ordering the paleomagnetic

daËa are not posslble" It ls quite interesËing to noEe that the thernal

event,s recorded by isotopic ages are consistent wíth the API,rrP and

paleomagneËic data.

In comparison with isotopfc

shor¿n itseLf to be consfstent wfth

as the age of the Kenoran orogeny

techniques, paleomagnet l-c nethod .hee

some of Ëhe lsotoplc data Lnsofar

fs concerned. BoÈh methods show Èhat
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the orogeny culminated abouE 2600 lla ago. ThaÈ the magnetÍsatÍon

of rocks studled srere acquired durtng a major tectonic event is enhanced

by the fact Èhat the poles obtained from the oEher parts of the Superior

Province are 1n excellenE agreement with their English River counterParts"

Archean paleopoles in the age range of track 6 occupy a narrow

southeast-northwest band between southeast Australia and the norEhern

Eastern Europe (Fig" 14b). The mean poles derived here forx a Ërend

sEretching from what is nowadays Aleutian Islands in the Pacific to

northeasËern Russfa in contrast to Ërack 5 poles which are distributed

in a predominantly north-south meridional array. The sense of

apparent polar moËion is considered from southeast to north$IesÈ. The

evidence for this is that the Stilllrater pole and Dundonald SilI pole

(poles 14 and 16 at =2800 Ma") have ages LhaË are older than the ages of

the pole from the Matachewan dikes (po1e L2 at 2690 .Nía ) and Shelly

Lake grantte (pole l0 at 2600 Ma ).

The trend of the poles of this study from southeast (oldest) to

the northwest (youngest) 1s determÍned from the correlat,ion withrand

from the general trend of, the late Archean poles depicted in Fig. 14

The mean pole for felsic plutonic rocks from the southern belt (pole 3

at 2570 l{a ) is thus assumed to define a small uovement of the poles

and/or roEational movemenE of Laurentia relative to the pole towards

present-day Siberia. This pole is younger and postdate t.he poles from

meÈavolcanics and metasedimenrary rocks (poles I and 2) and hence the

very small shift in pole Position from pole I to pole 3 can b.e dated as

taklng place at sone Ëime arounð, 2570 to 2680 Ma ago. It ls thus

obvfous thaÈ the poles derLved here are not at odds wíth a northwestward

apparent polar motlon, but is fn accordance wiEh the general trends of

the motion of late Archean poles forur the Canadian Shield"
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Track 6 fs populated by poles derived from magnetisation acquired

during cooling phase of fhe Kenoran orogeny and from lntrusive rocks

(now orthogneisses) that mark the onset of this widespread orogenic

actlviÈy" In case of poles 2 and 3, from the study arearEhe cooling phase

is represenEed. by the mean Rb-sr age of 2600 Ma (wooden, 1978), and this

fiÊs well with Ëhe suggesÈed and assigned ages and also with the general

polar motion trend. Another point in favour of the above polar trend

is the approxiuate alignnent of the Group I and Group II mean poles

approxirnately paraltel to track 6 beËween 2700 l{a and 2600 Ma' This point

is substanËiated by the fact that the Group I mean pole (pole 2) Iíes

Èo the west of the metavolcanic pole (pole 1). This is logical frorn

the uplift or depth of burial poÍnt of view, since Ehe meÈasedinentary

sites (Group I), beJ-ng more deeply buriedrwould have had their magneÈisation

reset later Èhan meÈavolcanics and their poles v¡ould fall on a relaEively

younger part of the API'I track 6 of Fig " 14.

The results of this study are not in agreement with their late

Archean counterparts from the Slave Province of the Canadian Shield

although it is generally believed that the early thermal history of the

two provinces is sfunílar. As can be noted frorn Table 4 and Ffg' L4,

Ëhe poles for x-dlkes and,Dogrib dikes (poles I and 13; McGlynn and

Irving, Lg7 ) lie far in the r¿est and quite,far from track 6. If APWP

of Fig. 14b was drar¿n for age interval extendíng dor¡n to 1800 Ma 1Ë

çrould be seen Èhat these trdo poles from the Slave Province would fall

on the ApWp at abouÈ 1800 14å u although the age of the rocks. is probably

much older; an age of 2692 t 80 Ma for the Dogrtb Dikes has been

obÈained by Rb-Sr neÈhods (Gates and Hurleyu 1973) " One of these

poles (pol-e 13o 2692 Ma ) has been surveyed 1n detail paleomagnetically

by McG1ynn and lrving (f975) who believe Èhat there is no direct evidence
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Eo shoç¡ lhat ilthe stable magnet.fsaEfon ln the dlkes was acquJ-red at the

tfne of coollng followlng lntrusl-ons" o so thac the possibillty of

remagneElsaELon at about. the Elme of the later orogeny (Hudsonlan orogeny)

around t8O0 Mâ cannot be dl-sregarded. However' a gldo-sEage demagneEisaEion

fn AF of 40 mT followed by themal cleaning up to 6O0oC by these auEhors

shows no appreclable changes fn directionu euggesÈlng that magnetl-saEÍon

night by prl-nary. If so, Èhe reversal of the Dogrib pole (13gof" 35oN)

places l-t at abour 30o to rhe souLh of the 2630 Ma , 2600 Ma and 2690 Ma

poles of track 6. on che ot,her hand che two groups of poles from Ëhe

Lwo s'ruct,ural provl-nces can be reconclled by rotatlng che slave Province

about, a Local- Eulerian pole relat.ive to Èhe superfor Province buÈ wiEhouE

any l.arge dlsplacenent (Irvlng and McGlynn, 1976a). In view 'of.age

uncerÈainËles, an equally plausible explanatlon would be to connect them

by a polar pat'h t¡ithout rotation' Clearl-y any aÈÈemPt to derive a

rel-1able model for Archean Lectonics fs only speculaEive. For exanple,

lE can be speculated that plat.e-motion beÈween Èsto provlnces occurred

durfng Ëhat EÍme. McGl¡rn and lrving (1975) and Cavanaugh and seyfert

(1977) lnvoke maJor plat*Èectonfc movement between the slave and superior-

Southern Provinces Ëo explaln Dogrib Dlke pol-e' There is not'

asyet,enoughpublishedgeologícandpaleomagneEfcdaEatosub-

stanÈíate this hypothesis. The poles from t.he slave Province are

dLscordant fn the consErucEl0n of an APWP for the l{orth American shield

durÍng lace Archean and thls supporÈs the hypothesfs of these authors

ËhattheSlavewasprobablyaseparaËepJ-atefromtheSuperior-Southern-

t{a1n-Churchill pl-ate. In the ltght of present evidence Ëhe hypothesis

lsonlyaspeculaÈÍon.NodoubtfuÈurepaleomagneÈlcworkshould

yield a beEt.er plate EecEonfc model of the Canadian Shield during the

Precambrian.Itisquiteprobable,.EhoughhighlyspeculativethatÈhe
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dlvergence of Dogrib PoIe from t.rack 6 could well be a reflection and

a polar slgnature of nid-Apheblan orogeny Èhat, perhaps, affecEed the slave

province. If thfs divergence fndlcates the movement between the

Superfor and Slave Provinces, t.hen t.he movement aPPears Eo have occurred

during nid-Aphebian and was completed by about 2100 Ma, because

pole of this age from Ëhe two provinces available aË Ëhe present time

are in substantial agreement (McGlynn and lrvfng, 1975) "

ThoughitispossibletopostulaEeasingle-pIaËeoratwo_plate

modelu wiËh the paleomagnetic results currently available iE is sirnply

noE posslble t.o choose confidently which interPretatfon the data best fit "

It Ls worËh notfng that the pal-eomagnetic evidence to date favours one-

plate model, not only for t.he cratonic nuclei of Laurentia (Hospers and

van Andel" 1969; Roy and LapoirÊe, L9763 McGlynn and lrvlng, r97B)

bur also for Australia (McElhinny and Mcvrilliamsu L977; Embletonu I970)

and Africa (Piper et al., L973; McElhinny and Mcl'lilliams, L977) "

5.5 EscimaËes of Past

PossÍble Tectonics of Laurentia in Late Archean

The currenË geographleal position is defined by latitude ({)

and longl-tude (Þ of the study region relaÈive to the rotation axis

and the Greenwich meridian. The paleogeographic position of the

region may be defined by calculaÈing the paleolatitude do and the

roËatlon/paleoazimuth (angle between paleonorÈh and pt"".tt-aay north)

V relatl-ve Ëo Ëhe ancient axis. /- and V^ aE the collecting sl-teu
' P ------' 'P 'P

for whfch the mean paleonagnetic direcÈion (Dnrlr') ls known, are

obÈafned from Ëhe fol-lowing relatÍonships'
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Table 5. Paleolatitudes and Paleoazimuths of the Continent or

Continental Nucleus Containing the Study Area at the

Times Various Formations Studies Became Magnetised

Formation Tectonic BeIt
(Subprovinee)

Paleolatitude
i/o )

RotatÍon relative Ëo
Present Continent M o\

Y

Metavol-canics

Metamorphosed
Intrusions
(orthogneisses)

MeËasediments
(paragneisses )

Felsic
Intrusions
(post-orogenÍc)

f masnetisations x2600-2680 Ì4a track 6) |

62 "0o clockwise

,o
L7 .4- counterclockwise

^o16.0- counterclockwise

21.0o counËerclockwise

Uchi

English RÍver
(norÈhern belt)

English River
(northern belt)

EnglÍsh Ríver
(southern belt)

3lN

23N

25N

24N



ó, = t ta''-l(% tanr*)

The uncertainty in paleolatÍrude (dle) is equal to the

paleopole at 95i( confidence leve1 (i.e. , dóO = A95)

ifoo<D <l8oo
m

1P =| orD-1800'p m m

or

ir,iago

A/ = D -3600'p m

( 18)

error ín the

(ie)

<D <3600
m

or D -1800m
(20)

(after Irving , 1964, p. I27) .

Mean paleolatitudes and paleoazimuËhs r¿ere calculated for the rock

units (fornations) sËudied and these results are presented in Table 5.

suggested drift of the Laurentian protocontinent is shown in Fig. 15

ÍnspectÍon of which shows that metavolcanics were probably located

at 3IoN when they acquired their observed remanence The gneisses

and intrusions from the English Ríver subprovince revealed simil-ar paleo

rotations (18.50 on average - Table 5). Their average paleorotation

is smaller Èhan that for Ehe metavolcanics whích possibly imply

larger rotation of Uchi subprovínce around a Iocal vertical ancient

axis. Again, thís statement ís rather speculative since the results

from Uchi subprovince represent only eight sites.

The mean inclínatíon of Group r observed in this study is +42o

corresponding to a paleolatitude of 24oN. The mean inclinatÍon of

magnetisation of similar age observed by Dunlop (rg7g) ís 47o, yielding

paleolatitude of 29oN, in general agreement r¿ith the results.of Ëhis work.

The paleolatitude determined from mean inclination is taken

to be north of the paleoequator. This is based on the evídence found

in Ëhe l-iterature (Dunlop, rg79: rrving and McGlynn, 1976a, rgTB). These
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Figure 15: Suggested drift of the Laurentian protocontinent
(the presently exposed part is shaded) aË the close
of the Kenoran Orogeny, about 2600 Ma ago. A and B
represenE positlons of Laurentia at Èhe times NRM was
acquired by Metavolcaincs (frour Uchi subprovince),
and all other formations studied (frour the English
River subprovince) respectively. Arrows Índicate
paleonorth in each case (after Dunlop " L979) "
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authors prefer the northerly option, preferring the lesser translation

and greater rotation. The southerly opÈion would require that Laurentia

Èraverse the equator en route to iËs presenÈ position during late Archean.

A search of the literature, however, yÍelded no conclusÍve paleoclímatic

record of such an equatorial passage of Laurentia. The paleolatitude

1*25oU) of rocks studied should yeild tropical r'¡eathering but evidence

of such weathering (e.g., formation of redbeds ) has not been found

in the Archean.

From the tíme-calibration of Èrack 6 one can speculate and assume

that the time interval for contínental drift was perhaps as long

as 200 Ma and that the metavolcanics acquired Lheir remanence earlier than

other rocks. During Ëhe Kenoran orogeny Laurentia nost probably moved

fairly rapidly northward to its present position. It is agaín a speculative

st.atement and it is not possible to say that the orogeny was caused

due to collision between Laurentia and some other protoconËinent (Dunlop,

L979). There is also no evidence ín support of any relaËive drift of the

Engrish River and uchi subprovinces within LaurenÈia. Thusrany large-

scale translational motion is ruled out. rt ís, however, importanË to

undersÈand the significance and implication of any translation which

can be either orthogonal (paral1el to lines of latitude or longÍtude)

or oblique. MotÍon parallel to latitude cannot be detected paleo-

magneËicalry" Motion para11el to longitude causes changes in paleo-

latitude that are mapped by either far-sided or near-sided poles 
"

oblique translation would produce boËh sígnatures. The parallel

alignment of poles derived here with Ëhose of t.rack 6 poles favours

rotaËional notion/drifÈ" Detailed revie¡¿ and d.iscussion on paleo-

m¡gnetic evidence for evolution and movement of Laurentia are beyond
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the scope of this v¡ork. An attempt ís, therefore, made on the

significance of paleolatítude results from the study area.

As mentioned before, time calibration of track 6 iroplies

rotation of Laurentia about Eulerian poles anEiclockr+ise beÈween

27OO l{a and 2600 Ma age interval" It is rather difficult to say

r¿hether or not the polar Ërend of track 6 reflects occurrence

of polar v¡ander or Íf polar signatures r¡rere caused entirely by drift.

A combination of both would seem rnore appropriate. Though very large

motions of Laurentia during laÈe Archean time are ruled out, small

ocean basins may have opened and closed. It must be noted that Ëhe present-

day easË is the paleonorth and, therefore, detection of opening or

closing of a paleoocean beÈween presently east-\¡¡est (pa1eo-north-south)

trending subprovinces ís most probably difficultrif noË impossible"

Such motion would nornally change only paleolongiÈudes. Paleolatirude

changes usually record paleo-norLh-south motion, that ís, shear betr¡een

the two suborovinces.

All that can be said r¿ith reasonable certainty is that Laurentia

was close to the equator and moved northvrard rapidly to its present

position during the Archeanrand its motion Ì/üas a combination of

predominantly rotation and some translaËion.

The most reasonable (if not the only) interpretation of the large

data group of this study is that no large rotation of Laurentia about a

vertical axis has occurred since 2600 Ma. The possibility of an

east-west t.ranslation of up to 500-1000 kn is, however, not excluded.

Thís sirnply cannot be detected by data with confidence parameters which

are defined in a paleomagneÈic study. The two subprovinces in the study

area already formed a síngle uníÈ withín Laurentia at 2600 Ma. It
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is quiËe probable, though not yet proven, that a sma1l paleoocean

existed bet!ùeen Ëhe two subprovinces.
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CHÄPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

One of the primary aims of the present study \,/as to determine

the pole position of .a variety of late Archean rocks from the English

River subprovince and to compare thís v¡ith existing paleomagnetic

inform:tion for late Archean time relaEive to the Superior provínce,

in order to define the age of magnetisation of the rocks studied and

uake a possible ÍnterpreËation of the tectonic implication of their

magnetisation. For this purpose, rocks of different individual

lithologies, and spread over BO km along Highway 105 (Fig. 4),

were used, anC ìùRM measurements lvere done on 201 specímens derived from

68 oriented dril1 core samples collected from 34 sites. AF demagnetisaËion

revealed the presence of stable remanence in the majority of the rocks

and their remanence direction showed good grouping after magnetic

cleaning. The results show that the orígin of magnetisation of all

rocks sÈudied is related Èo the regional metamorphic/igneous activity

associated with the Kenoran orogeny. The minimum age of this orogeny

has been bracketed beËween 2600-2650 l{,a. From the results it can be

seen that the i-mnediate and primary objectives of this study have been

achieved. The results are in good agreement wiËh the published data

from the area and paleomagnetÍcally assigned ages agree well wíth isotopic

ages of the rocks and regional metamorphísm within limits of analvt.ical

uncertaint.y" From the results and conclusions summarized below it

can be said with reasonable cerËainËy that paleomagnetic methods can

indeed provide important information about geologic history of rocks

and reasonably accurate ages of the rocks and/or magnetisaËion,

particularly when good geological control is available.
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This study has provided the following results and conclusions:

(l) fne NRM directions, Èhoughrshowed reasonable groupíng,r,rere found

to be aligned nearly along and scatËered aroundrthe present Earth's

field in the area. During AF dernagnetisation the directíons of

magnetisaËion shifted away frou the present Earth's field.

(2) atmost all samples contained a reasonably large, magnetically

soft VRM-type component of magnetisation, which was readily removed by

AFrs of about 20 roT (peak). The presence of wrRM was also revealed

in some specimens, and again, this \,\7as successfully removed in AFfs of

about 40 mT to 50 mT. From 5 to 30Z of the NRM intensíties remained

after demagnetisation at 100 mT step. The directional scatter between and

within-sÍtes was substanËially less after cleaningrthan before, r,rhich

suggests Ehat magneÈic cleaning was quite effective in removing secondary

components. Precision parameter and n, at site and group 1evel also

ímproved after magnetic cleaning. rnternal consistency at sample, síte

and formation/rock unit level has been demonstrated after removal of

less stable components of magnetisation. Consistency of directions between

rocks of similar agerbut vridely scattered throughout the area, showed that

lhe remanence isolated in AF demagnetisation is highly stable and most

probably an original (not necessarily primary) TRM. Reduction in

between-site scatter upon AF cleaning suggesËs that secular variation

has been averaged out.

(3) Reliable mean direcËion of stable remanence has been

obtained for the whole of the study area.

(4) ar intensity decay curves (Figs.7 and B) show that no

new and spurious component was added to the specimens owing to any

ímperfections in the demagnetisation process and demagnetísing apparaEus.

(5) A wÍde range of magneËic 'lhardness", NRt4 inËensities and
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stabilities was revealed" Optiurum cleaning fields also shor¿ed a wide

spectrum. The remanent coercivity of the stable directions estímated

from Èhe AF denagnetisation results was found to be in the range 10 to

40 mT. For the rnajority of the specimens Lhe NRM intensity drops sharply

Ín the AF's of up to 20-40 nT , afrer which it gradually 1eve11ed off

at hÍgher AF's.Snples wíth higher inÍtial íntensíËies, high Qr, , and

high X- showed sharp fall in their intensity decay curves in AF's-m
oÍ 20 mT and an overall maximum drop in intensíty. NRM intensity

values ranged berween 3 x l0-4 A.r-1 to 9.0 x lO-t A.r-1, highest

values were observed for felsíc intrusíons and lowest values for

metasedimentary gneisses. Average drop in initial íntensities in AF's

of 100 mT was hÍghest in mafic intrusions and lowest in gneissic rocks.

In the majority of the rocks, stable directions persisted in fields up

to 100 nT. Despite stabíliEy differences, various rock units are

statistícally ÍndísËinguishable in terms of their overall characteristic

remanence. Apart from gneissíc rocksrmafic and felsic intrusions turned

out to be quite suitable materials for paleomagneËíc study. on the

basis of demagnetisation study no simple, or single criterion was

discovered relating magnetÍc intensity and stability to the degree of

metamorphism or to rock type" Regional and sharp aeromagnetic anomalies

observed in the area are most probably due to felsÍc plutons r¿hich are

highly magnetíc "

(6) Magnetic minerals r¿ere undoubtedly recrystallized and very

much affected by regional upper amphibolite facies meÈamorphism. Because

of . metamorphisnrremanence of uetavolcanics ís rather weak and unstable.

MosË probably the finer-grained high-sÈability fracrion of the

remanence carriers in meËavolcanics was desËroyed by meËamorphism. Coarsening

of the magnetic mineral grains probably occurred in all rocks.
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(7) The Earthrs magnetic field was dipolar in late Archean

and its strength r¡ras approximately similar to the presently observed

values. This is consistent r¿ith previously published results.

(8) Cleaned grand mean directíon resulting from AF demagnetisation

experiment is a good estimate of the geomagneÈic field direction

relative to this area of Ëhe crust at the time of cooling and metamorphic

actÍvity during late Archean time.

(9) e geomagnetic field reversal díd not occur during the

Èine of magnetisation of these rocks and a normal polarity Earth's

field dominated throughout this time. Predominantly normal polarity

has also been found in late Archean rocks by other investigators.

(10) SËandard deviations indicated: that sampling was

adequate.

(11) Both magnetic results and petrological observations

and chemical analysis of anafogous rocks from the study area indicated

that the predouinant !0agnetic carrier in the majority of the rock

s¡mples is recrystallizedrand generally pure magnetiterwhich comprises

Ëhe bulk (80-95i() of the opaque minerals. It then appears that all of

the stable remanence is ancient and of TRM origin. Stability differences

observed are interpreted Èo be due to the difference in grain size

of magnetite present in these rock samples. Rocks vrith larger grain

sizes showed relatively lower stabÍlity to AF demagnetísation" Large

magnetíEe grains (7100 4ur) are found in felsic to intermediate intrusions

r¡hich probably accounËs for Èhe steep initial fall of their intensity

decay curves. Magnetite is homogeneous in single grain and similar

from grain to grain" Magnetite present in similar rocks from the study

has not been altered since íts recrystallízatíon during the Kenoran
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metamorphism and migmatization abouË 2600 l{a ago. Hematite, titano-

magnetite, or titanohematite \{ere not found in these rocks and thus the

presence of cRM in the rocks studied is ruled out. Any primary DRI'Í

acquired during Ëhe deposition and compaction of meÈasediments was

most probably conpleÈely erased during the meLanorphism and,Èherefore,

it is ËentaÈively concluded Ëhat Èhe stable renanence in the

roajority of the rocks is ancient TRll resulting from cooling of the

magnetite grains from above their Curie points.

(12) Two distinct groups of magnetisation were observed.

Met.avolcanics from the Uchi subprovince (Group II) revealed different

remanence directions than for the rocks from the English River sub-

province (Group I). Remanence directions for both groups are certainly

late Archean and are approximately of sirnilar age. The difference

of remanence directions and paleopoles derived from these directíons is

interpreted to be due to ínternal deformation, rotation of the Uchi

subprovince about a local vertical axis since magnetisatíon of the rocks,

and possibly due to differential uplift and erosion. Tsotopic ages

of the rocks from which the Èwo magnetísations are derived are not

signif icantly dif ferent.

Group II magnetisaLion is older than Group I but only about 40

to 50 Ma and a tentã-íve paleomagnetic age of about 2680 }fa is assigned

to this" Rocks of Group Tr have a possible maxÍmun u-pb zfrcon.age of

not older than 2800 Ma" The isotopic age of metamorphism of meta-

volcanícs is about 2700 I'fa. It is concluded Ëhat magnetisaÈion process

was of shorter duration and t.hese rocks r,Jere ma€lnetísed within tens of millions

of years after their extrusion, burial and metamorphism. Group I

magnetisation is widely spread and is assígned an age of 2650 Ma. Again

this age is ín excellent agreement with the minimum age of similar
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rocks from the English River subprovince. It is, therefore, interpreted

and concluded that the regional met.amorphism due to the Kenoran orogeny

is most probably not older than about 2700 Ma, as based on a u-pb age of

zircon from a peguraÈite lens in the garneË-biotite paragneíss of Êhe

northern gneiss belt. It ís also concluded thaÈ a period of metamorphism-

deformation and igneous intrusions at Ëhis time occurred throughout

Èhe region and converte( 2800 Ma old and older rocks (dominantly basalt,grano-

díorite, dacites, Ëonalites, trondhjemítes, dioríte, etc.) into the

gneissi-c couplexes. In the light of paleomagneÈic data and ages there

does not seem to be any significant age differences between gneissic and

volcani-e terrains, probably due to pervasive metamorphism.

(13) The felsic intrusions from the sout.hern belt are assiened

an age of 257O Ma on the basis of the relative positíon of their mean

paleopole on the laÈe Archean API{ track. A Rb-Sr age of 2595 ! 50 }la

for these post-orogenic granitic rocks has been reported. It is

concluded that these rocks intruded during either the final phase of, or short-

ly afËer the Kenoran orogeny which culminated about 2600 l{a ago. The

remanence of these felsic plutonic rocks ís inËerpreted to be primary

TRM acquired during cooling and uplift following theÍr emplacement.The results

of this study employ no survival of any primary remanence in

pre-orogenic rocks and this is confirmed by geologic evidence. Their

remanence Ëhus reflect complete remagnetisation/overprinting about

2600 to 2650 l"Ia ago. As a firsË approximation it is suggested that

cooling during uplift following metamorphism, and towards Ëhe. end

of the Kenoran orogeny, is the prime cause of the observed overprints.

(14) ff¡e widespread Kenoran overprinÈ and primary magneLisation

I.Iere nost probably acquired j-n a relatively short time of abouË

50-100 Ma. The principal arguement thaÈ the stable NRM dates from the
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time or regional metamorphism and the intrusÍon of plutonic rocks,

or short.ly afÈerwards, is: Íts consÍstency of direction in a varietv
of rocks of individual lithologies and also it is found throughout

the study area. This ís furt.her supported by the crose grouping

of remanent magnetisation directiorrsof samples collected ¡¿idely through-

out' the collecting region indicating that these rocks ¡¿ere

metamorphosed over a geologically short period of time. The general

evidence of pole reversal also suggest relatively rapid cooling.

(Is¡ The pole positionsobtained are in good agreement with

each other and are Eost closely associated wiÈh late Archean poles

relative to the Superior province. Systematic AF demagnetisalion

study yielded stable remanence mean d.írections well grouped around their
grand uean of D = 17o, r = hTo,loriginar since about 2600 Ma ), for
20 siÈes, with 55=4o and K=124. The pole posítion-calcúlateci for this

magnetisation ;.- 54o¡, 60oN (dp = 4g , d.m = 5o ), falls closely on

Archean APLIP and, Èherefore, has provided an accurate record of
paleomagnetic field during late Ârchean and a reasonably accura¡e paleo-

magnetic age of magnetisation of abouË 2650 t 40 Ma for the majority
of the rocks studied. The pole also conforms to t.he previouslv

knov¡n paleopole posítions for the Laurentian Sheild of North *.rr"".
(16) rne results of this srudy indicate that the polar

shift r¡as fairly sma11 during the cooling and time of magnetisaËion

process. rÈ is concluded that the rnajority of the rock uníts were

magnetised contemporaneously and magnetic results showed no consistent

dif ferences bet¡¿een t.he two subprovinces.

(17) The results suggesr an age of about 2650 r"ra for the

Kenoran orogeny, in agreemenÈ with radioisotopic dates of. 2600-27oo

Ma from Ëhe regíon.
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(18) The existence of a small ocean between the two subprovinces

prior to 2700 Ma Ís quite probable buE the presencezof and closing

and opening, of such oceans requíre substanEíal geologic evídence and

paleomagnetic data. The Èwo subprovinces formed a single unit rvithin

Laurentía at 2650 Ma. LaurenËia r¿as Ín its present oríenËation during the

orogeny and the study area vras at a paleolatitude of about 2 3oU -3001¡

indicating Ëhat Ëhese rocks were emplaced and deposited ín a warm

temperate climate. Rapid northward drÍft of Laurentia occurred prior

to 2600 Ma and the pole position data may be considered to be evidence

of a small-scale disruption of continents and evid.ence of some drift and

rotaÈíon of Archean blocks. The general coherence of Archean poles,

however, points out that the Archean blocks of Laurentia did not move

relatÍve to one another by way of thousands of kilornetres during the

Kenoran orogeny. This agaín, does not imply that relative movement did

noË occur, because there are sti11 major uncertainties in the paleo-

nagnetic data and in its Èime basis. Nevertheless, if there had been

any large relative motion comparable to those auong continenËs in the

Phanerozoic, then it would be a remarkable coincidence that Archean

and early Proterozoic poles should now form the coherent array that

is observed. The presence of a single polar track does not

necessarily irtply Èhat there have been no relatíve motions among Ëhe

Archean cratons of North America; ít sinply means that the hypothesis

of no motion is simplestrbut not the only explanation.

(19) ffre results of this study show that regardless of the

precíse sequence of events it is clear that the long recognised

widespread Kenoran orogeny reflected !n leoto¡Íc data has left a

corresponding signature in the paleomagnetic record.

(20) Metasedimentary gneíss terraíns should be sampled in
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detail

missed

l_n

l_n

order to examine geomagneËic changes that rnight have been

the large site interval.

(2i) Further detaíled rock magnetíc and petrological sÈudy

is needed to define precisely the relationship between paleomagnetic

response of the rocls and Êhe magneEic minerals carrying the remanence.

Detailed paleouagnetic study night yield results in support of closÍng

or opening of an Archean ocean beÈween the two tectonic belts of the

study region and also to define their boundary more precisely.

(22) Thernal demagnetisation study should make an íntegral

part of any future similar sËudy to confÍrm the conclusions presented

here. The relatíve order of remanences isolated here can be accurately

and more reliably estimated from their associated blockíng temperatures.

(23) The results of this study make paleomagnetic data of

very practical value in correlating rocks of dífferent lithologies from

different parËs of the Canadian Shield. The results also show that

paleomagnetic methods are capable of providing important information

about geologic history of rocks from the English River subprovince.

The above inËerpretatíons are obvÍously quíte tentative, but

appear to be a logical reconstrucËion based on the inforrnaEion

presently available.
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Appendix I

Useful conversion between SI units and El,fU

Quantity

Charge, a

llrrrpnf Tve- 
- vr¿b t !

Electric field strength, E

Potential difference

MagneÈic dipole sËrengÈh, p

Magnetic dipole moment, M

Magnetic flux density, B

Magnetic field strength, H

Magnetic flux, p

Intensity of Magnetization

Magnetic susceptibility

One SI unit has the

A conversion factor

SI unÍt

Coulomb, C

Ampere, A

Volt./netr e, y /m

Volt, V

A-m

¿I-m

I

weDer/m

Wb/n-, Tes1a, T

/r/m

I,Ieber n l^lb

A/m

dimensionless r(
tn

CGS unit
-t10 'abC

-l10 -abA

6
I 0-emu

R
10'ab volt

I0 enu

1 0"emu

.^4
L u gauss

^4rxI0-oerstad
xl0- Maxwell

10 -emu

qrX

value in emu given in Column 3.

useful in geomagnetism is lnT = Il (gamrna)
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ï}¡TEG9R CTl ø ?{DSETS ,SEÎ ø NS Ã H P
REAL T (300) u_D (300t up opHI,pHIp,LA¡{BDÃrp1 upHÍp1 ,LAgBpø4X (300) 

"y 
(30ot ?z (300) @ALPEå (300) uR (300) , rs (300i"

sDH {300) ,KP (300) u xr (300) syï (30 01 ,zr t:oôl eArpHg5 ( 300)
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LAHBfÂ=-93.0*0.017q5
wFrTS(6,10¡
FRfTr (6,20)
w R:1r f 6, 119)

DO 1 CT1=IaNDSFTS
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p 4LA nBp ueHÍe1 CCNTTNUE

wFrTE(6,40'|
WRïTE (6,50) (r {CT1) ,y (eT1l uZ(CT1} "CT1=1 aNDSETS}cBLL FESTIlT {xrY" zdNÐsETSdcrl@ÅLpHAe a, rHe Dfl e KpuiET"

s NS ET5 p rÏe yI, z I, !{såftpp a¿pFg5)
wRrTE (6,61)
wRfTE(6ø621 {XI (SET},yT(SET},ZI (SET) 

"SEt=1 dSSETS}wRI TF (6 ,6 0)
wRrT! (6, qBl
wRITF (6s701 {R (SEï} 

" 
DH (SEr) øf fl (SET) 

"SEr=l a NSI,TS}wRrlE {6 ø80)
wFTT! (6r 8 r¡
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ïl'lTEcFR COûNT s l{DS¡iS
REAL T(300ì'D(300) 

"PuPHrdPIlrP'IanBDA @P1 aPHrpl øLAEBFe

PI=3.1416
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BNSASP=NSAgP
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Appendix III: Typical output from spinner magnetometer-computer system

5 Na 75Ø 5 242
ÐNæ4ØMT
N
Þ løøØ
<* tøøø
?
N

SPTTü
E l.- '3229898øE -6 8rn=-.6342Ø4ØgE -6 CIæ ,629Ø32728 -7vlæ "7225ØØØØE -5 N2=-"5425ØØØØE -5 CI*-.t5øøøøøøE -6N3= "147125øøE -ó E2=-,5g2325ØØE -5 CI*-,7g361243E -7f{4=-"382t42868 -6 V2= '6€t333338 -5 CI=-.679ØØ4298 -6
E3=-" t?4357¡4E -5 V3= 'll2Ø47148 -4 CI=-" 1537øt?!48 -6v4= "3825ØøøøE -5 E4*-.72øøøØøøE -5 CI= "27g5Øg5ØE -6
E*-'377245288 -5 SD* .eB2TøS6gE -S EV= -532
l/ s "7267ø I l9E -5 SÐ= "P6249Ø6AE -S VN= -337Ðl= 2473 læ 6ø6 Sæ "933?6gtgE -5

S N= ?5Ø5242
DNæ4ØMT

S P¡N
El=-"665618648 -ó sJ¡=-.463?2ggtE -6 CI= "66Øg35g7E ^7
v l= "75ØØØØØØE -5 trt2=- "495øøøøøE -5 C!* ,425ØØØØØE -6
N3= .416329t tE -ó E2=-"5g7ggg?38 -5 CI=-"gt tØ955óE -?
N4s-.725 I t628E -6 v2= ,669g3Ø238 -5 CIo-"656619?tE -6
E3e-.18322ø78E. -5 v3- . I 1455Ø658 -4 CXo- , l2Ø?g4g6E -6v4= ,24ØØØØØØE -5 E4=-,496øøøøøE -5 CI* "477¿ag346' _6
N=-. 143ø629øE -5 SD= ,Zø?S6tÁqøE -S NE= 3etz
E=-"33592ø34E -5 SD= "2tgØt9tøE -5 EV= *55tp= "7Ølløgt8E -5 SD= "32t534ØØE -5 VN= -273Ðt* 2469 tæ 624 ffi= "79øAg3l lE -sD2= 25ø9 ta 3ø3 ffiæ "5Øó653938 -6
5
GæØ75
bI* l lØØ
Ð3* -786 te

NOTES

645

SN 
-specímen 

number or name

DN --demagnetising field strength in mT (peak value)
NrErV-magnitude of Ëhree components of resultant vector

follor,red by their standard deviation values
l{ 

-måp,netíc 
moment in e.m.u.

Dl(I)--declination (inclination) values before bedding
tílË correction x 10. Theír values obtained by
dividing Ëhe given values by 10.

Tø
2ø
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Appendix III: Typical output from spinner magnetometer-computer syst.em

NOTES:

SN --specimen number or name"

DN 
-demagnetising 

f ield strengËh in mT (peak value) .

NrErV-uagnitude of three components of resultant vector
follo¡¿ed bv their standard deviation values.

M --magnetic moment in e.m.u.

Dl(I)--declínatíon (inclination) values before
correction x 10. TheÍr values obtained by dividing
Èhe given values by 10.

D3(I)--declination (ínclination) values after correcting
for

GrH --dip and strike


